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measured in this and previous work, viz. by linkíng lut,etium
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CHAPTER

ÏNTRODUCTION

Mass spectroscopy started early this century with
Thomsonsfs analysis of positive rays by the parabola method

(Th07). Since then, the field has steadily progressed with

the achievrnent, in atomic mass determinationsr of
approximately an order of magnitude improrrment in precision

for each decade (fig. F1-1).

Thomson provided the first evidence of isotopic
structure of matter with his work on neon. Although he used

instruments with both photographic and electrÍcal detection
(Th1 3) , the terms rmass spectrometert and rmass spectro-

graph t are normally reserved* for the later d.eflection

ins'trrrments such as those l:uilt by Dempster (De1B) and. Aston

(as19). During the twenties, Ínstrurnents which \,vere capable

*According to Aston (.As42 p3B), the term tmass
spectrograph I applies only to those apparatus capable of
producing a focussed spectrum of lines on a photographic
plate, and not to the parabola method. The term rmass
spectrometer I applies to an instrument where the ions are
focussed on a fixed s1j.t, and are detectecl electrically.
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of resolving powers of several hundred were available and,

with t,hese, the three object,ives of i-sotope identif ication,

natural abundance measurenrent and mass measuremeut were

pursued (4s27, As33). Most of the prominent isotopes were

identified, and the masses of many of these measured, from

which an outline tpacki-ng fractionr curve was formecl.

A greater specialisation in mass measurement occurred

in the thirties with t,he development of a second generation

of mass specÈrographs with irnproved ion optics (sect. 2.1) -
instruments capable of achieving resolving porvers up to

30r000 (.fo40) . Mass spectroscopy was used to determine the

masses of important nuclj-des (referred usually to organic

molecules) and nuclear reaction data filled j-n the finer

details (DuS7)

In the fifties, the theory of ion optics was further

improved (sect. 2.2) , and a number of very large instruments

were constructed, some of which used. photographic detection

(Og57 , Ev57) r while others used electrical detection (Du57,

Co57, St60) . Resol-ving powers in excess of I00 r 000 Ìvere

obtained. The successive developments of peak matching

(sect,. 2.3), signal averaging (sect. 4.f), and computer-

assisted matching (sect. 4.2) have contributed to the

continued advance in the precision attained with these



instruments. Following a parallel but separate development,

r" f. mass spectrorneters have also made an important

contribution to these studies (sect. 2"4), More detailed

accounts of t,he historical development of mass spectroscopy

have been written by a number of authors (e.9. As42, De5B,

wi72) "

Apart from the elucidation of chemical atomic weights

provided early this century, mass spectroscopy has

contributed to our knowledge of the nature of nuclear

structure. Mass spectroscopic data on the details of the

systematic variation of nuclear mass as a function of N and

Z have become competitive with reaction dat.a, and much

useful information has been revealed by the separation and

pairing energies derived (Du69, NIel2). Unfortunately, the

theory has not been able to keep up with progress in mass

measurementsr so that the difference between mass laws and

experimentaL values is currently of the order of 0.5 milli

mass uniÈs (5e72), or about 100 times the measurement

errors

The measurement of atomic masses requires some

convenient standard. on which t.o base the values. Aston

chose 'oo as a reference (?\s33, p165) when it was discovered

that oxygen had more than one stable nuclide. However the



sma1l but significant difference between the physíca1

(toO : 16 units) and chemical (O = L6 units) mass scafes, the

experimental necessity to rely on carbon as a substandard,

ancl the difficulty in con,paring the masses of carbon and

oxygen (va57), finally motivated a transfer from the too

st,andard to the t'c standard (''c = 12 units) in 1960.

Although mass spectroscopy is capable of comparing

atomic masses with a precision as high as a part in one

bj-lIion in some cases (Sm71), the masses cannot be expressed

in absolute mass unj-ts to this precision. Unlike the

absolute lengt,h and time standards which are novr based on

atomic scale phenomena, the basic mass standard remains the

platinum-iridium lKgm. Hence the present uncertainty of 6.6

parts per million in Avogadrors nunJ¡er (Ta70) limits our

knowledge of atomic masses

s tandard.

in terms of the absolute mass



CHAPTER

PRINCTPLES OF MASS SPECTROSCOPY

2.1 DOUBLE FOCUSSTNG

rn high resolution mass spectroscopy the defrection of
a beam of charged. particles by a combination of electric and

magneti.c fierds is used to separate particles having

different mass to charge ratios (m/e). The beam of ions

enters the instrument, is separated into its mass components

by the erectric and magnetic fieÌds, and is focussed on a
photographic prate or an exit slit. The radial electrostatj-c
and uniform magnetic fields both possess the properties
direction focussing as v¡e11 as characteristic dispersion
properties the erectric field produces energy dispersion,
and the magnetic field momentum dispersion.

The focussing properties of electrostatic and magnetic

fietds have been apprecíated since the early days of mass

spectroscopy. rn particular, the direction focussing

characteristic of the 180 degree magnetic f ield \4ras used

early (c107), and later constituted the basis of Dempsterrs



instrument (De1 8) . Aston also was aware of the direction
focussing properties of the electrostatic analyser an<i

sector magnetic fields (4S19), although his instrument
relied primarily on slit collimatj-on for contror of angular

spread. However he used the counteracting energy and

momentum dispersions of electric and magnetic fierds to
acheive velocity focussing in his first mass spectrograph.

The focussing theory for radial electrostatic anary-

sers was further developed by Hughes and Rojansky (Hu29),

smythe (sm34) and others, and. that for magnetic analysers by

Barber (8a33), stephens (st34) and others. Finally Herzog

(He34) presented a general analysis of the focussing
properties of cylindrical electrostatic analysers, and of
uniform magnetic analysers and gave equations from which the

focussing propertier,, cou1d. be calculated.

Although the possibility of combining both clirection
and velocity focussing (double focussing) v¡as considered by

Dempster in 1922 (De22), it was not untj-l the <Íevelopnent of
the general focussing theory by ilerzog that double focussing

vüas achieved. shortly thereafter instruments possessing

double focussing, (at one point) were built by Dempster

(De35) and Bainbridge (8a36), whire Mattauch (Ma36) , on the

basis of an analysis of the general double focussinçr



conditions, desígned a mass spectrograph that acheived

double focussing over the whole photographic plate.
The principle of the attaínment of mass dispersion

without velocity dispersion may be described as foll-ows. T¡,Ie

define the trajectory of an ion of mass mo whose velocity is
v0 to be the optic axis, and describè specific ions of mass

m and velocity v in terms of the dimensionless varíables
(y' ß) , vj-z.,

m = mo(1 + y)

v = vo(1 + ß) (2-1)

To first orderr v/ê can describe the rateral displacement

the ions from the optic axis at the detector by

be=k.(v +2g) . (2-2)

where b" resul-ts from the energy dispersion of the
electrostatic anaryser. sÍmilarly in a magnetic field the

corresponding displacement due to momentum dispersion would

be

bp=tcn(v+g) (2-3)

For a tandem arrangement of eiectric and. magnetic fielcls we

combine these two dispersions to get a resultant dispersj-on

b = be * bp = (ke + kn)v + (2ke + kn)ß . (2_4)

If the instrument is designed so that
kp = -2k"

of

(2-5)



then the velocity dispersion is zero (i.e. there ís velocity
focussing), but the mass dispersion is given by

b = (-k.)v = åont . e-6)

2.2 SECOND AND HÏGHER ORDER ANALYSÏS

The focussing equatíons of Herzog (He34) were derived
from a calculation which involved a first order
approximation in the harf angular spread of the beam at the

object ( a ) and in the velocity sprea<l, g. The late::al
dispracement of the beam, after passing through a tandem

combination of erectrostatic analyser and magnetic analyser,
can be expressed more exactly by the equation

b = rm(Bra + B2ß + Btro2 + Btzoß + B2zB2 +

rms ín o") Q-7)
where:

b is the lateral position of an ion with respect to
the optic axis at the exit slit

cr is the angular deviaLion of the ion from the mean

path in the median p1ane,

oz is the angurar deviation perpend.icular to the

median plane,

and I is the proportionar velocity deviation as defined
in equin 2-1.



The B coefficj-ents express the focussing properties of the

instrument. Thus first order dj.rection focussing is
acheived if Br= O, and velocity focussing if B, = 0. The

coefficients B I t, Bt2o B, express the second order focussíng
properties.

cond order focussing \.vas first considered by Aston
(As22a), although only for verocity fi.". Brr= r0).'He

attempted to obtain .j-t in his second instrument (As27) and

acheived it in his third (4s42, p103). Much later Johnson

and Nier (Jo53) described a second order angre analysis
(setting B, I = 0) whÍch became the basis of the high
resolution instruments at the uníversity of }.[innesota

(Ní5 1 ,Ni5 7 ) . Other larger inÉtruments having s j-mi1ar

focussing characteristics \^rere also constructed at Harvard

(Co57) and Argonne (St60). A more generai second order
analysis vras .considered by Ewald and Hintenberger in 1953

(ew53) and developed oveï the forlowing six years. Assuming

abrupt fierd boundaries, Hintenberger and Konig analysed

median plane trajectories (Hi55, HisZ, Ko57, Ko5B), and

proposed a wide range of instrument geometries w-hÍch produce

double focussing to second orcler (Hi55, Hi59). Ewald and

Líebl have includ.ed trajectories off the median plane in
their analysis (8w57 , Li57, Li57a, Li59). Subsequent studies

10



have extended the work to include the effects of fringing
fields (I^ilo65 , Ma71a) , and to perform seconcl order three

dimensional analysis (I{o65a). some third order analysis has

also been carrÍed out (Iaa71 ) .

Hintenberger et aI. v¡ere the first to attempt the

con,struction of an insLrument on the basis of a cornplete

second order analysi-s (Hi59). Howe'ver computational errors
(Hi59, p31) resulted in an instrunent whích had second order

angle focussing only (Br = B2 = 8,, = 0). Subsequently Barber

et al. built the instrument used in the rvork reported here

on the basis of one of the Later designs of Hintenberger and

Konig (sect. 3. 1) . This instrurnent is no\,r called the

Manitoba II l.{ass Spectromete:r:

Analysis of non-uniform magnetic fields, particularly
the 1/r fields between conical pole faces (Ta59, Ta60, Ru66)

led to the construction by Matsuda et al. of a rvery large

dispersionr mass spectrometer (1.1a66a) rvith a resolving power

up to 500 ,000 . Magnet.ic f ields of the 1/r form do not

produce direction focussing and thus allov¡ large angles of
deflection and hence increased dispersion. unfortunately the

complete second order focussing, whích was anticipated on

the basis of design calculations, \,i¿ras not achieved

experimentally (1"1a70 ) .

11



Burrell has recently carrj-ed out a ray tracing
analysis of the Manitoba II j-nstrument using the measured

magnetic fringing field (8u72). His results differ
significantly from those predicted by theoretical analysis,

and are closer to the experienc,:'d behaviour of the

instrument. Other work also índicates that the theory of

fringing fields has not J:een properly understood (t'Ía70a) .

2.3 }IEASUREMENT OF ATOMTC MASS Df FFERE}TCES

Bleakney (8136 ) (appendj-x) has shown that r ês a

consequence of the Lorentz force equation, two ions of

different mass will follow identical paths through a

combination of electríc and magnetic fields provid.ed the

following conditions are obeyed at all points:

where

erEl
Kr

erBl
T-r_ =

Kt ,K" are the

Pt ,Ptt are the

Et ,Ett are the

Bt rB" are the

€ t , €tt are the

e llE 1r

-R-

errBll
Ttr-

respective

respective

respective

respective

respective

(2- 8a)

(2-Bb)

kinetic energies

Ifomenta

Electric Fields

Magnetic Fields

charges.

12



If a constant magnetic field, B, is
for identical trajectories

P' /e I - p" ,/e', .

Condition 2-8a, then, converts to

maintaíned, then

(2-e)

ElMl EilM''_F_ : T_ (2-10)

orr where these electric fields result from potentials v,,
v" appried to electrodes, and are proportional to the
potentials, then

V !M I V'rM''
-r = !l- (2_11,)

These conditions thus apply to aIl of the electric fietds
encountered by the ion travelling along the given
trajectory.

All the early instruments used this equation to
measure some lnass differences (De1B, As20, As22, co2s,
Ba33a). The improvement of mass spectrographs in the
thirties, however, permitted the resolution of close
doublets, and determination of atomic mass reried
predominantly on the knowledge of instrumental mass

dispersions clerived from larger mass differences. The mass

spectrometer hras reintroduced by Nier (Ni51) who appried
eqn. 2-11 to close doublets in the forlowing form (assuming

i3



identical charge):

Mtt - Ml Vr _ Vtt

-.lr- =

more generally known as

(2-12)

N"t/M = LV/V (2-13)

Thus a small mass difference between two ions can

determined to a much greater prec-i-sion than the rnass

either of the ions is knorvn

shortly after its construction, Nierrs instrurnent vras

converted to peak matching (Gi54), a system whích was

originally used by smith on his mass synchrometer (Ni57),

and is now almost universally emproyed in mass measurement

with deflection instruments. The most usual form of the

technique uses a smal1 linear (sawtooth) moduration field
synchronised with the horizontal sv/eep of an oscilloscope to
deflect the beam and sweep a sma1l portion of the spectrum

across the exit srit. The beam passing through the fine sIít
is detected by an electron multiplier and. a fast amplifier
whose voltage output controls the verticar posítion of the

oscilliscope spot. A portj-on of the spectrum is thus

displayed on the screen, with ions of different masses

grouped in successive rpeaks.r

rf, after a sweep which disprays a spectrum with peak

be

of

14



Mr on the screen, all the voltages generating electrostatic
fields are swi-tched in accordance with eqn. 2-12, then on

the subsequent s\,üeep the peak of mass M" rviIl appear on the

screen at the same position. conversely, peak coincidence

can be used as a test that eqn. 2-12 is satisfied.
In an ideal double focussing instrument, the only

potential influencing the peak position is the erectrostatic
analyser potential V", so we can rewrite eqn. 2. 13 as

AM = M 
^Ve,/Ve

(2-14)

Hence a method of determining mass differences in terms of
eLectric potentials is derived. The experiment thus involves

two major features: the determination of peak coincidence
(see chapter 4) and the measurement of electríc fields
encountered by the ion beam.

In a real ínstrument, however, imperfections may need

to be taken into account. A crucial factor is the effect of
any departure from eqn. 2-12 for any particular potential,
and the interactions between the different discrepancies. rf
\^Ie express, to first order, the change in position (dpt) of
the final peak position produced by the change Ín a

particular voltage dVt in terms of a constant ki
dPt = k1dV1 Q'15)

then any error dV1 in the voltage difference Vl r - Vt,, will

15



produce an error in the peak

determination of peak position,
withín an error of dp", then the

in the switching of voltage V1 ís

dvr

If eqn. 2-16 is not satisfied,
coincidence must be achieved by

another voltage V, given by

position dp r.
or rmatchingr,

condition for the

If the

is done

error dV,

(2_16)

then the final peak

compensating errors in

dV, = -dVr kr/kz . Q-17)
v 2 wil], most probably, be the electrostatic ana-lyser

potentiar v-, and thus erïors in the mass measuïement ase'
calculated from equation (2-14) will result. Correctíve
calculation carl sometimes be carried out (sect. 5;5).

A few points should be noted here:

1 - The acceleration potential u, must be adjusted
to ensure that conditj-on z-12 is obeyed as closely as

possible so that the ions do traverse the same paths.

2 - The mass spectrometer must be focussed and

tested to ensure that velocity focussing conditions exist
(i.e. the corresponding constant in egun. Z-15, ku., is
small) .

3. There must not be any electric fierd in the
path of the ions that is not switched according to eqn. 2-12

16



within the limits of eqn. 2-16.

4. All electric fields influencing the ion beam,

especially the electrostatic analyser field, must be

proportional to the voltages applied (see Ch 5).
5- As the wídth of Èhe doublet rneasured increases,

the requirements on vortage swÍtching generally become more

stringent (see sect. 4.3).

for the

ions.

or

6. Magnetic fields must remain constant, except

magnetic svreep whích must be identical for both

rf Mr is the lighter mass, then v"' will be the higher
voltage. Equation 2-18 then expresses a situa-tion where av.
is added on to the denominator (Ve") and eqn. Z-19 where ÁVu

is subtracted from tiie d.enominator (Ve'). These present two

possible forms of measurement, called 'addt form arrd

rrsubtract" form. The same ve is actually used for both

forms, producing slightly different aV"rs for the same mass

dif ference measurement :

7. Equation 2-14 may be put Ínto
AMy'Mt = 

^Ve/Ve"
AI{/M" = AVelVe t

AM = I{tAV'¿¿/V.

A¡{ = M"AV=¡5/V"

two forms:

(2-18)

(2-1e)

(2-20)

(2-21)
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Section 4"2 describes the use of the two forms and

section 5.4 the use of the formula.

B. It has been considered likely by several

investigators (Ee66, Ke7c, r(e71) , that particular problems

are involved in the comparíson of ions consisting of
different atomic fragments arising'from the difference in
the ionsr initial velocities in the source. This factor has

been taken into consideration in sections 5.4, 6.1 and 6.2.

2.II RADTO FREQUENCY IUASS SPECTROSCOPY

Significant contributions Ïrave been made at an early
stage to atomic mass determ.ination by a variety of radío
frequency experiments, not.ably the omegatron (So51 ) , the

microwave spectrometer (Ge57), and the mass synchrometers.

The first two types, however, have not generally remained

competítive ín precision, in contrast with the J.ast series
of instruments, designed by smith and. based. on the cyclotron
frequency of ions in a circular orbj-t in a magnetíc field.
(Sm51 , Sm56, Sm67, Sm71 ) . His most recent rR.F. mass

spectrometert (sm67, sm71) has achieved a resolving power of
100,000. The primary advantage of this system is the

precision with which frequencies can be compared , viz.,
few parts in 1010. A large number of fundamental

18



measurements have been made with the R. F. spectrometer
(Sm71 , Sm72) (sect. 4.3) . It is not, however, compJ_etely

devoid of the problems associated with voltage measuring

instruments (sect. 5.1 ) .

A somewhat different instrument by Luxon and Rich
(Lu72) involves measuring the cyclotron frequency of
particles trapped withín a magnetic we11. preliminary
resul-ts have been reported, and possible improvements in the
technique have been proposed, but the results are not yet
competitive in precision

19



CHAPTER

THE MÄNIrOBA SECOID ORDER DOUBLjq FOCU.SSTNG Ï]ISTRU]{ENT

3. 1 TNSTRUME}JT GEOMETRY

The geometry of the instrument used here (fig. F3-1 )

is one of a number of geometries carculated. by Híntenberger

and König (Hi57, Hi59) which produce complete second order-
double focussing. This particular one was chosen since it
possessed all of the following desirable features:

1. An intermediate dírection focus which aIlows

independent control- by an intermed.iate slit of the energy

rangie whích can be transmitted by the instrument (see also

sect. 5.1).

2. A compact desiqn in which the path length is
short. for the dispersion produced. The reratively small
overall dimensíons reduce the vacuurn requirements, and

permit easier protection from vibration.
3- straight magnetic analyser boundariêsr which

are easier to construct and to adjust for frínging fierd
effects.

20
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4- An overall magnification of 0.5, which permits
less stringent requirements on the entrance slit quality
than on that for the exit sIit. The entrance slít quality
gradually deteriorates as a result of sputtering under ion
bombardment. This effect is negligible for the exj_t slít.

A convenient size vras obtained by setting the
electrostatíc analyser radius at 1 metre, and thereby
determíning the other parameters as given in fig. F3-1. The

path length between principre and exit slits is 4.95 metres,
and the dispersion ís .53^M/M metres;. ron groups differing
in mass by 1/100,000 r"¡ilr be 5.3 ro.icrons apart at the exit
slit.

3.2 INSTRU}{ENT CO}TSTRUCT'TON

The geometry of the instrument used ín this work is
shown in figure F3-1, and a photograph is presented as

figure E3-2. The detairs of the electrostatic and magnetj-c

analysers, slits, vacuum system and mountinq have been

described elsewhere (8a67, BaTl , 8i69, tle71). We note here
that significant features of the instrument are:

(a) low background pressure and a relativery
oil-free main chamber,

(b) a high degree of uniformity in the magnetic

22



FIGURE F3-2

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE

MANITOBA ]T MASS SPECTROMETER
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fie 1d,

(c)

vibrations,
(d)

r) for radial-

the 9ap, and

(e)

isolation of the instrument from building

second order focussing (se;:t. Z.Z).

3.3 TON SOURCES

The source is an ion bombardment type with a basíc

design similar to that given by Finkelstein as descríbed by

von Ardenne (Vo62) . It has been described previously (8i69,

IIe71, Ba7l) and is shown in a slightly.modífied. form in fig.
F3-3. Different ovens lrere used to provide suitable gas

pressures of the dj-fferent samples. For the rare earth
chlorides a strongry heated tantalum oven \,ras required as

described by t{eredith (}4e71) . For hafnium chlor-ide it was

necessary to warm the oven only slightly, and introduce
carbon tetrachloride through a leak varve. The reaction
between cclo vapour and Hf vapour j-n the plasma compensated

for the loss of chlorine through dissociation of the hafnium

chlorj-de when initially heated

Figure F3-4 shows the end view of the source and

high uniformity in the z-direction (at a given

el-ectrostatic fieId, and small tolerances in

24
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indicates the povùer supplies used. Note that the high
voltage is connected directly to the oven to give optimum

definition to the ion potential, while the body of the
source is used as an electron reperler behind the filiament.

The source is normally operated with a filiament
voltage betrveen -100v and. -300v with respect to the oven,
with the repeller voltage somewhat higher. The rhenium
filj-ament is .052 x 1,3 mm in cross section and. is heated by

a currenÈ, of 7-104 d.c. under certain conditions a plasma

could be generated in the oven, but this was not the most

coilìmon mode of operation.

the energy spread of the ions produced by this type of
source can be less than one volt, although the range

observed in this work was up to 20 volts and occasionally
higher.

3.4 FOCUSSTNG AND STEERTNG

rn previous work an erectrostatic quadrupole lens v¡as

used both to focus the ion beam from the source to a line
image at the principle srit and to centre it on the slit by

offsetting the potentials on opposite electrodes (vth66,

Bi69 ) . The voltages appried (vq) were not switched since the
appropriate switching voltage (up to 20mv in 700v) \^/as

27



sufficiently small that the error introduced in this way was

negligible. (under normal focussing cond.itions the
quadrupoles have very little influence on the peak posítion
(i.e. the corresponding constant in eqn. 2-15, kg, is
smalI). For the wide doublets studied in this work, the
requÍred changes in the voltages were much largrer (0.2v for
measured doublets and up to 14v for cal-ibration doublets)
and could no longer be ignored (sect. 5.1). As it was

difficul-t to achieve reliabre vortage switching with the
complex circuit which controllecl the quadrupole potentials,
the l-ens was redesigned with separate steering and focussing
electrodes (fig. F3-5, F3-6).

The supply circuit (fig. F3=7) used an emítter
follower system Èo remove the dependence of the voltage step
(AV.') on the network resistance. A six digit voltmeter.Y
(Hewlett Packard 34064) was used to calibrate the circuit
wiÈhin the limits previously tolerated (20mv). The

calibration has been stable for about two years, and was

found to be unaffected by transistor replacernents or
temperature change. checks \¡7ere made on the inf ruence of
temperature changes on the transistorsr ofl the linearity of
the resistor network, and. on thq variation of the ratio
orq./rq with vq. Time constants for the voltage changes \¡rere

2B
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FOCUSSING AND STEERING ELECTRODESFIG. F3-6
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below 50 microseconds.

3.5 ELECTROSTATTC ANALYSER SUPPLY SYSTEM

The system that appr-ies and measures the voltage to
the prates of the electrostatic analyser was designed and

built by Bishop and Barber and is described in detail (8i69,
Ba7l ) . Fig. F3-8 shows the circuit after some recent
modifications

The analyser voltage (ve) is applied to the plates by

a set of 97.2v mercury batteries and the small stepping
voltage (ave) from a separate source (sect 4.4) is applied
to Ro, such that it is added to or subtracted from ve.
Measurements are made by a potentiometer system consisting
of a 2.5 megohm chain of precision resistors (Ri-Rg) and a 7

decade 1 00 kilohm Kelvin varley divider (vDR) . The

potentiometer is driven by a 100v pcwer supply using as a

reference a separate 97.2v mercury battery. The potential of
each mercury battery in the Ve supply can be measured by

comparing it against the potentíal between points
(fig. 3-8) and aVu can be measured by balancing
the potential_ between points a and d.

The resistor chain components can be accuratery
compared with the vDR Lotal- resistance by means of a

a

ir
and b

against
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wheatstone bridge. The following independent cali.bratíon
methods are available:

(a) a comparison of each of R, through Ro with the
vDR; followed by a comparison of each of Ró through Re with
the sum of R, through R., and

(b) a comparison of the parall-el combination of
through Re i-n pararlel with the series combinatíon of
through R, with the VDR.

These two cal-ibration techniques are
close agreement (1ess than lppm).

The remaining feature in the calibration of the
potentiometer is the establishment of the rinearity of the
vDR. This is done by the comparison of many ratios with a

subsídiary chain of resistors (DI4R) (see Bi69).
on the basis of the chain to vDR resistance ratio

calibration and the linearity check on the vDR, the desired_
voltage ratio (nv./v") can be established with a precision
of 0.5x10-ó nV" and 0.5x10-e v".

The divider has been calibrated a number of times, and

the results are shown in tabr-e T3-1. The correction factors
relating tile individual sections of the chain show similar
variations. Thus changes significant to the measurement of
(^ve,/ve) occur pËimarily in the vDR. Moreover there is no

Ró

Rl

regularly in
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TABLE T3-1

POTENT]OMETER CAIIBRATTON FACTOR

DATE

Oct 1968

Dec 1968

Jul-y 1970

June l-971

CAIÏBRATION

(pp*)

10.0 + .3

J-0.lr + .3

L2.)+ + .2

6.t + .l

FACTOR
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evidence of switch resistance contributing to the error.
The most crucial mass measurements v./ere undertaken

during the first six months of 1g71. The cali-bration
correction over this period was obtained by a linear
interpolation between the last two figures of table T3-1,
and a 3ppm error on the correction was estimated. This made

a significant contribution to the finar error (see sect.
6.1)

Tests lvere made on the way in which the measurement

of, Âve (0-12v) was affected by moving the point at which the
potentiometer was grounded. variations up to 30 pv were

detected with associated time constants of about 2 minutes.
These variations were found to be associated with leakage in
the power supply for the potentiometer. A redesigned. po\^zer

supply with a specially constructed isol-atíon transformer
(fig. r'3-9 ) overcame this problem. The isolation resist-
ance of the potentíometer circuit was thus improved to over
1ot2 ohms, and the 60 cycle interference v/as reduced to
i 00 uV.

Although ten batteries may be used to supply vs as

indicated in fig F3-8, only eight actually v/ere used (as in
previous work (8i70) ) , so that the electrostatic analyser
voltage h/as 778v. rn addition, each of the single Eveready
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E-302462 97.2v batteries v/as replaced by twelve Mallory
TR-1 36R 8.1v batteries in order to take advantage of
cheaper replacement and faster supply. stability in ve

during a dayts operation was better than 50pv and day to day

changes were seldom above 1mV.

other modifications made to the potentiometer system

are the following:
(a) switch c was changed to alrow access to the

end of resistor Ro, so that the measurable range for 
^ve 

was

extend to 19.5V and ratios of AVe/Ve measurable r,t¡ere

extended to 1/40.

(b) The positions of the switches and fuses in 'the

battery chain $/ere moved to avoicl int,roduction of thermal
effects in the measurement of ave. spurious voltages up to
20uV had been measured.

(c) A smalr voltage supply v¡as added to one of the
batteries (see fig. F3-8) to permit the adjustment of the
voltage of the positive analyser plate and thus to apply ve

to the analyser symmetrically about ground.

3.6 BASIC ELECTRONICS

I"iagnet Supply

The power supply for the magnetic analyser provídes up
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to 60 amps at 40 volts. High stability is required to
prevent movement of the peaks during measurement, and the
resulting artj-ficial broadening of the peak as it is
accumulated in the signal averager.

A small fractional change in the magnetic fierd
strength (LB/B) will produce a shift ín the peak position
equivalerrt to that produced by a change of mass Arq/M. These

are related (appendix, eqn. A-12) by the equation:

AM/M = 2 AB/B

Therefore the fractional variations in the magnetíc field
must be half those pemissable in the equívalent fractional
mass shift, which is a smaIl fraction of the resolution
required. Stability approaching 1/ (6x1g6 ) j-n several_ minutes

hras achieved using two paralle1 contror systems (fig.
F3-10):

(a) A D.C. control for long term stability. The

difference potential between a reference voltage and the
voltage d.eveloped by a .122 ohm shunt is amplified by over

10ó , and. controls a transistor pass bank.

(b) An A-c. contror for short term stability. The

voltage generated by current fluctuations over the
inductance of the magnet windings is integrated with a time
constant of 0.15 seconds, amplified by approx. 1 03 and
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combined with the D.c. control of the transistor pass bank.

Itfagnetic .Sweep.

The magnetíc s\,i/eep for the spectrum display (sect 2.2)
is provided by Helmhol-tz coils rnounted immediately after the
magnetic analyser (fig. F3-1 ) and the power suppiy is shown

in figure !'3-11. The requirements for the sv/eep signal ares
1. synchronisation with the oscirloscope and with

the signal averager,

2. linearity of the ramp, and

3. reproducÍbiliÈy on successive s\,reeps.

The sawtooth control signal is derived from the
horizontal sweep output of the osci-rloscope which is
synchronised with the signal averagier as descríbed in sect.
4.4.

sufficient linearity of the rqmp.and reproducibility
on successive sweeps \^ras attained. by:

(a) use of a current defíning amplifier for
current in the Helmholtz coils,

(b) careful regulation of the
power supply, and

sawtooth amplifier

(c) reduction of the infl-uence of variation in
dead times between successive s\,veeps by selecting relatively
long dead times (fig. F4-6).
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High Voltage Supply and Control.

The source potential (vo ) is supplied by a universal
vol-tronics Model BRE 20-2, 30 kilovolt, 2 mirliamp, variable
voltage supply, having a short term stability of better than

0.5 volts. The various power suppries for the source, and

the circuit used to add avo to the source voltage, are

contained in an insulated cabinet with a common connection
at the source potentiaf V., (usuaIly 20KV)

The avo system had to be improved to provid-e the

required stability and control for the measurement of the

wide mass d.oublet. avo v/as derived from a Kepco ABc-425,

425volt programmabte power supply (fig. F3-12), whích was

cont.rolled by a pair of ten turn potentiometers. The

stability of avo \,vas 2mv, and the resorution in ad.justment

was 1Omv. Two alternate controls were provided, and certain
fixed. voltages could be selected and added to avo to allow
for a check on the velocity focussing at any time (sect.

4.3). The system was protected against high voltage
breakdown in the source by a spark gap and neon bulbs. The

voltage was swÍtched by a non-shorting reed relay driven by

a neon-photocell coupling link which transmitted the signal
into the insulated cabinet. phasing details are given in
section 4.4. The switched wave form had a slight oscil-lation
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v/ith a decay constant of approx. 0.1 milliseconds.
A block diagram of the power supplies for the high

voltage system is given in fiq. F3-4.
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CHAPTER

PEAK MATCHTNG

4.0 TNTRODUCTTON

section 2.3 describes how comparison of ion masses can

be obtained by determini-ng the coincidence of j-on peaks on

an oscilloscope display. This chapter describes the deter-
mination of peak coincidence conditions. T\n¡o methods hrere

used: visual matching as a quick, medium precision method

for wide calibration doublets (o/ptq,16') , and the computer

assisted method for high precision measurements.

4.1 VTSUAI MATCHING

Although smith originated the visual matching

technique, the first published description of it \¡/as given
by the Minnesota group in the early fifties (ci54). The

matching was done by displacing alternate traces on an

osiilloscope screen, and lining up the peaks, one above the
other. rmprovements have since been made in the
determination of the matchecl condition Ì¡y splitting one of
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the peak forms (sm56, Mo64), or differentiating the wave
forms (0g67). A rerated, but much more precÍse system using
a lock-in amplifier was developed by Bainbridge and Dewdney
(Ba67a).

The 'rvisual nulr" matching system used here employs a

digital signal averagier on line t., determine the difference
between the peak forms. Thís technique, which was first used
by Benson and Johnson in i965 (8e65 , Be66) , and soon after
by Macdougall (Ma66) and others (5L67, Ba6Z) is of
comparable precision to that of the method using the lock_in
amplifier.

The electron multiprier output signal which appears on
the oscilloscope display (sect. 2.2) iç also sent to the
signar averager. The oscilloscope and the signal averager
s\4reeps are synchronised. The signal aveïager memory is
switched arternatery'from the add mode to the subtract mod.e,

so that one peak is ad.ded- into the memory, whire the other
Ís subtracted. The memory contents, whi-ch are continuously
displayed, show the difference between the peak forms as the
results of a large number of scans are accumulated. The

amplitudes and relative positions of the two peaks are
adjusted so that the difference \,üave form is a completely
symmetric noise pattern, indicating that the peaks are in
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coincidence. A more detair-ed description of this technique
is given by Bishop (8i69). Section 5.5 describes the use of
these measurernents in this work, and sectíon 4.4 the
electrical- circuits used.

4.2 CO¡ÍPUTER - ASSTSTED MATCH]NG

The matched condition may be determined by finding the
degree of mismatch for severar different nearly - matched

conditions which bracket the matched configuration. Aston
(As22) and costa (co25) used this method, referred to as the
'rmethod of bracketing", in which two cl-ose determinations
Ì^rere taken simurtaneousry on a photographic prate. several
recent investigators also have . taken a number of
determinations in sequence using different technÍques (st67 |
Ke70, Ma70). Kayser (Ra72) has incorporated the basic method

wíth a system of "peal< unfolding'", i.e. the separation of
unresolved peaks.

The system usec here for the earlier measurements,

which comprise the majority of the chlorine measurements

(sect . 6.1) , has been d.escribed by Meredith (Me71 , Lfe73) .

Three different closely-matched conditions are obtained in
effecL simul-taneously. A cycle of four different sweeps is
made about ten times per second, each sweep having a
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different potential added to the electrostatic analyser
potential as shown in fig. F4-1. when the original circuit
lvas used voltage stability problems vüere experienced with
the larger ave values required in the wider mass difference
measurements. These problems were eliminated by altering the
seguence of potentiars as shown in figures F4-1 , F4-2. The

modified systen was used for the remainder of the
measurements. The varue of ôv is typicarly around 200 ¡rv¡ and

the shift about 1/SO of a peak width

The signal averager cycles in phase with the linear
ramp of the sawtooth described above. The memory of the
signal averager is divided into four ,'quad.rants!' in which
are stored the four separate spectra corresponding to the
four d.ifferent analyser potentials. when sufficient
informat.'on is stored in the signal averager, it is recorded
on magnetic tape, and, together with the appropriate voltage
readings (taken manualty at the time of the measurement), is
analysed off line by an ïBM 3 60/65 computer to determine the
matched conditions.

The circuit that provides the appropriate voltages to
the electrostatic analyser is described in section u.a, the
computer anarysis in section 4.4, and the error analysis in
section 5.6.
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rn a manner which is símilar to previous visual or
computer matching done by this group, the matches are taken
in sets of eight, caÌ1ed a "run,', where each match consists
of a different permutation of the sign of all unsymmetric
switchab'le functions. Tn this case they are the following:

1 . Potarity of ave (add,/sub) . This cha.nges the
roles of the two peaks (see sect. 2.3).

2. polarity of ôV (normal/backwards)

3- Direction of the current in the magnetic sweep
coil-s (foreward/reverse). This changes the direction of the
sweep of the beam across the exit slít.

Figure 4-2 shows the sequences of voltages added to
the electrostatÍc analyser (Ave ) and the accereration
voltage (^Vo )

The results of these matches are

compensate for systemati-c errors that
factors.

The procedure

1. The ôV

chain resistors Ro

potentiometer. The

and four for both

measured to allow for

combined in order to
may derive from these

for a complete run is as follolvs:
voltages are applied across the battery

(fig. F3-B) and measured with the
actual voltages applied in guadrants two

the normal aiid the backwards modes are

<lif f erences in thermal ef fects and
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resistance var-ues. A measurement i_s also tar<en in quadrant
three (no potentiar- applied) to check for any zero error 

'nthe potentiometer.

2. Eight matches are made, one for each
permutation described above. For each match the signals are

' accumulated for up to about three'minutesr or until. the
averagier memory is fulI, and then the memory ís recorded on
magnetic tape. A measurement is made of AVsr the signal
averager memory zeroed and the next match taken.

3' 6V measurements are repeated as in 1. above. ïf
there are any changes in the ôv reaclings before and after
the run (usually r-ess than 1 microvolt) r âïl averagle is
calculated, and applied to the whole run.

There are several possible error sources which are
cancelled out by the sequence of matching configurations
used and these have been considered in detail by Meredith
(tt{e71). comparisons were mad.e betv¡een the average result
for each matchi-ng configuration and the final overarl
average value determined for the mass doubleL. Although
there \^/ere some quite marked di.fferences within resur-ts for
a given doubr-et, the pattern was not consistent with that
for results of other doubrets. For example, a significant
add/sub difference occurring in the chlorine measurements
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h/as reversed for the Nd - Lu measurements.

4.3 T4ATCHTNG CONTROL SYSTBI4S

Analyser Stepping for Vj,sual Matching.

This system (fig. F4-3) is a modified versj_on of the
system described by Bishop (8i69). The' chopper is instal_]ed
within the temperature control-led box of the electrostatic
analyser suppry system and ave is appliecl directly to the
battery chain resistors, whire the d.c; supply is mounted
outside. The system is controlred by the same Guildrine
97 42A, 4po1e, lovr thermal E.Ì{.F. chopper, driven by a

synchronous motor through an o-ring and purley drive. This
drive arrangemerit resur-ts in a reasonably stable chopper
frequency that is not a harmonÍc of the mains frequency. A

sense circuit has be.rn introduced to provide for the ne\^/

large avu supply system (see r-ater this section) , J-eaving
two poles in parall-el to sv¡itch the Âv" signal. precautions
have been taken to reduce resistance due to spark wear by
setting one of the two contacts to open first and crose
last, thus protecting it from sparking. As before, dummy

resistors have been provided to present the same l-oad to the
supply in both on and off positions. Bistable m,ercury
switches repracecl toggle switches for on/off. and reversing
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func{-ions - The mercur:y contacts give a consistent
resistance, and are operated by very short pulses ( ¡, 5ms)
which produce a negligible heating effect.

Analyser stepping for computer - Assísted l{atching.
Two círcuits have been used in these measurements as

described in section 4.2. The first was describecl by
Meredith (Mezi) whire the second is shown in fig. F4-4. The
system sits outsi-de, but cl0se to, the temperature
controlled box of the erecLrostatic analyser supply system.

AVe and ôV (sect . 4.2) are generated and applied
independently to the road resistors Ro (fig. F4-3). An
external decade potentiometer driven by a lead acid
accumulator proved to be adequate as a ave supply for the
voltage rang.e used (<0.3V). The output tcrminals of the
chopper are connected to the avu terminals gf the
potentiometer box (fig. F4-3). The chopper for the ,,visual
null" method must be left in the 'orfrr position. The signal
then can be switched and reversed by using the ,,visuar nu11,,
matching controls.

The ôv supply is a lo' impedance chain whose output is
supplied to the battery chain through the di::ect terminals
shown in fig. F4-3. The rangre of ôV is 10 500 uV, and the
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normal operating region is 200¡.rv. Although some variation of
thermal effects due to temperature change may be detected,
the supply is sufficiently stab]e for reliable resur-ts
during normal runnj-ng (<1uV variation) .

Trigger System.

A block diagram of the trigger control circuit is
shown in fig- F4-5, and the wave forms are shown in fig,
F4-6. The following points should be noted:

1 - The chopper triggers the signal averager. rn
computer matching, external circuitry stops the signal
averager between quadrants.

2- The oscilroscope is tri-ggered by the fourth
binary on the signal averag.er address register, i.e. the
eight.h channel of each quadrant. This ensures that the
oscilloscope, which provides the signal to drive the beam

sweep, is always in phase with the signal averager memory.

The trigger si-gnal has a 50 nanosecond rise time to reduce

errors j-n triggering.

3. The subsidiary control signals (acceleration
and quadrupole potential switching) are switched immediately
after the oscilloscope sweep finishes to provide maximum

deray time for the vortages to stabilise. The sr,vítchino Ís
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triggered by the oscilroscope s\./eep f lyback, and the
switched state is determined by the A signar state at that
time (fig. F4-5).

4. The beam_blanking control_ (sect. 5.5) can be
activated during the oscil-Ioscope dead tj_me.

Figure F4-7 shows the overall contro] system for the
instrument.

Large AVe Supply

This rnras developed initially to supply a highly
st'abilized voltage of up to 10 vorts j-nto a load of 400 ohms
as required for precise wicre doubret measurements (sect.
5.1). The supply was subsequently modified and retained for
use ín supplying the large AVe (up to 1 6V) requirecl for the
calibration doublets (fig. F4-B).

A reference voltage is obtained from a decade box
driven by an 18v lead acid battery. The rast decade of the
potentiometer was replaced by a hetipot mounted for
convenience near the operator to provide fine contror. The
povTer supply fol-l0ws this reference vortage by comparing it
with the "sense" sigrnal derived from the 400 ohm .oad_
resistor. In this wäy, the voltage across the l-oad is
accurately referred to the reference voJ_tage, and, is
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independent of any changes in resistance in
cables or switches. The sense signal is chopped

compatable with the supplied voltage (fig. F4_3).

the supply

so as to be

4.4 COMPUTER ANALYSTS

Apart from the spectrum subtraction used for visual
matching (sect. 4.1), several variations of digital analysi-s
have been used to improve peak matching (stevens (st6z),
Kaiser (KaT2) , and lr{eredith (I{e71 , Me73) ) . In the computer
matching anarysis used extensively by this groupr Meredith
calcurates peak displacements from the peak centroids using
an ïBM 360/65 computer off u_ne. An alternate system of
comparing peak positions was used. here. which was inspirecl by
stevens' 

"ystem and is similar, in principle, to the ,,visual
null" matching systern (sect. 4. 1 ) . ft is based on the
subtraction of two peaks, one being modified by appropriate
displacements and. heiqht ratÍo.

The data colr-ection system in which four peaks are
accumulated in the four quadrants of the signal averager
memory is described in section 4.2. Figure F4-9 illustrates
the method of peak compari-son. shown are the two peaks v, (x)
and v, (x) , each stored as a sequence of 256 numbers. peak

limits, xl, x2, in each quadrant are defined identicalry for
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all quadrants in a particurar match. These can be specified
either for each match indívidually t or generally for all-
matches in a run. An approximate baseline is obtained by
averaging three points about x, and three points about x2
for both peaks, and peak centroids and areas are calcurated
with respect to these baselines. From this calcuration three
things are derived: the centroid of the first peak x. which
provides a centre for the subseguent analysis; the
separati-on between the two centroids which gives an
approximate dísplacement D; and the ratio of the areas which
gives an approximate height ratio F. The peak v, is shifted
the distance D, multiplied by the factor F and subtra-cted
from v, - A rinear interpolation is taken between adjacent
points of V2 to permit fractional displacemerrts. The
resulting waveform (vg') is then centred vertically around
zero (eqn - 4-2), and F and D are adjusted to obtain a ,,nulr',
difference sÍgnal i-e- v3 (x) averages to a straight line.
Firstly' F is adjusted to make Tl = 0 (eqn. 4-3) and then D

is adjusted to make T 2
: 0 (eqn. 4-4). If the second

adjustment requi-res more than a 0.3 channer shift in D, then
F and D are readjusted.. The final value of D represents the
relative peak position.

By this method, the position of the peak in the first
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quadrant is compared with the position of the peaks in the
other three quadrants. The results are then combined with
correspondinq voltage readings mad.e at the time of the
measurements. A l-inear relationship is assumed between the
analyser voltage and the peak posítion over the very smarl
span used, (Me69) 

' and the appropriate matching potential is
determined by an unweighted straight line fit:

vr=v L(ur-vl(oi-¡) t ()+-6)

I (o, - l)2

where V, D, are the -;;;;g" of the vi and D1 respectively.
These results are analysed as described ín section 5.6.

The advantage of this system is that it does not rery
critically on establishing an accurate basel_íne" The peak
could be adjusted to occupy the entire spectrurn¡ so that
more efficient use of the avaliable ions is made. ïr7hen this
is done, it is no ronger necessary to define the peak
position for each match. fn addition, the region of analysis
can be constricted to reduce the effects of poor resol_ution.
A fairly extensive investigation \^zas carried out on the
influence of the width of the analysis region on the resur_t
of a set of runs. on some cloubr-ets there was a signif icant
effect, ánd it was found necessary to set the limits of the
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region roughly equivalent

Meredith (Iae71 ) .

to the 15% cut-off used by

comparison between this matching technique ancl that
used by MerediLh on the same data show that although the
distribution of results within a match is very similar, the
analysis used here leads to resurts for dífferent runs which
are more consistent rvith each other (table T6_5).
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C¡IAPTÐR 5

ryIDE DOUBLET ¡{E1\SUREIUE¡]TS AND ERRORS
%

5. I T{TDE DOUBLETS

rn section 2.3 we discussecl the relationships that
must hold between all volteges in a mass spectrometer i_n

order that two groups of ions wilr travel the sarile path,
ví2. ,

ÁMlrr{ = Lv/v (5_I)

The deterrnination of a mass difference frorn this
equatíon requires that

(a) the instrument be actjusted to the matched.

condition, and.

(b) the ratio of Lv/v so estaÌ,lishecl be measured,

t,o sufficient precision.

rn the measurement of narrow mass differences, one nay
define the "precision', of the instrurnent to be

et = a/M (5-2)

where o is the "at:solute" error in the rneasurernent. e , has a
l-ower limit principally cleterririnerl by the resolution of the
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instrument and the intensity of the ion current (Me73), as

long as effects from other factors such as vortage
measurement sensitivity, ancl thermal potentials are
sufficiently srnall-. For narrow doubl_ets of the Lype studieci
to date, these other factors have incleecr been sinarl_, ancl

values of E¡ have been in the region of 2xl0-e .

when doubrets of greater width are stuclieclr problems
are encountered in. producing stable voltages ancl in
measuring them, as werl as with proportionar errors as

discussed in this chapter. The effect of these factors tencls
t,o set a l-orver limit to the ratio

Typical values

r5-1) .

e2 = o/At{ . (5-3)

of E2 have been in the region of IO-ó (tab1e

The measurement of doublets having a large relat.ive
mass difference (AM/M) prayed a prominent part iir early mass

spectroscopic wor]< (As27) . Hor¿ever, in the thirties an<l

fourtiesr âs a result of the problems in evaluating the
instrumental clispersion from a photographic plate (i.e.
placing a lirnit on .r), the emphasis shifteci t.o narrow mass

doubl-ets. The increaseci accuracy of electrical- measurenent

availabl-e for use with the mass spectrorneters of the fifties
and sixties subsequently allowecl the width of rnass
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neasurements to be

maintained.

These latter
success. Table T5-l-

1957. Generally the

and l¡oth ar and E2

given.

increased while high prec j_sion was

measurements achievecl varying degrees of
shows the significant measurements since
best measurement in any pap.er is c j_ted,

¡ âs well as any applied correction, aïe

rt was initialry hoped that neasuïements with the
Manitoba rr instrunent could be made for doublets v¡here
(¡v/v) $¡as approaching the limit that the potentiorneter
(sect. 3.5) was then capable of measuring (¡¡t/¡¿ ¡, L/70), anci

that the precisj-on previously obtained (e¡ tu 2.5x10-e) could
be preserved. The problems which wilr be discussed. in
section 5.3 below severely rimited the ïangie of measurenents
for which this precision v¡as possible. For these and other
reason,s (ch 6) , neasurements v\iere made for LM/M r 7/3,ooo
(ez tu 6ppm), calibrated agai-nst a known wi-d.e doublet (sect.
5'5) ' The calibratior: for the rneasureinent of the chl-orine
mass difference (sect. 6-1) required that the linit of the
doublet widt.h measurable be extended to AI{ tu M/50. The

requirement on the calibration measurenent precision
\4/as e' .10-7 or e, < 6ppm.

There were four main areas of concern i' measuring
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PRECTSTON OF'

TABLE T5-1

WÏDE IU.ASS MEASURE}4EIÙTS

YEAR LAB. REF.

1957 Min. eu57

1958 Pri. SmSB

1959 l"Iin. Be59

.1966 Min. Be66

1967 Arg. St67

1968 Min. Hu6B

1970 Arg. StTO

1970 Har. Ke70

1970 Osa. Na70

1971 Har. Ke71

1971 Pri. Sm71

1972 Min. Ra72

Present

IUEASUREMENTS 1/DB[,T. coRR.
VüTDTH. APPL.

( ¡¿l¡l¿ ) (ppm)

777

69

1 400

780

BO

1 500
560

3300 30- 1 60

o/tu o/M

(ppm) x1o-8

22 1.8
i0

12 3
in results)

33

1.5 2

10-50 4 .27

1.4 1.5

4011 4 0.7

2At2 4 0.5

3615 7 0.9

3012 3.2 4

1 .0 0.06
0.6 0.1

20 13 2.2 0.6

H calibration (2t10ppm)
'il'Bs 

Ho - SO, 41 O(considerable inconsistency
H calibration (3t3ppm) 104

czHo- co

t"Bu. 
-'3oBa

co Hro - c,o H,

ttFe ttcr - toF" ttcr 
93

c,oH,, c, Hr 37c1, 
630

t'crttc HrN -ttoT. 22oo

crHo - CO

238u _ 23su

co Hro - c,o 
^Ilt

co H" - cär 3sðl_ 37cl

å "tu - co Ho 1go
(some inconsistencies )

c 35clD, c tttu,
0 .17

Arg.
Har.
Min.
Osa.
Pri.

7\rgonne National Lajroratory.
Harvard University.
University of }{inñesota
University of Osaka.
Princeton University.
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these wide doubl-ets.

1. Electrostatic analyser voltages (V" )

The stability requirement in vu was increasecl to lmv (in
BOov) , a figure which was easily achieved by the Mallory TR

136-R mercury batteries (sect. 3.5). The AVu supplies hacl

to provide up to 0.3v with a stabirity of about luV for
doublet.s studied in this work, and up to 16v ,iar, a

stability of 80 uv for the calibration doublets. These.

supplies are clescribed in section 4.3. Because calibrat.ion
mass measurements vtere used (sect. 5.5) t,he measurement of
ve Ìvas no longer critical, but high precision \¡¡as required
in the comparison of the large vortage step, avc, for the
calibration doubret to the smarler voJ,tage steps, Ävd ,

the doublet un<Ìer study (sect. 5.6) .

2- Acceleration voltages (Vo,)

The effect of errors in the amount that the
acceleration voltage was switched (AVo) \4ras sornewhat unpre-
dictable since the corresponding factor in eqn. 2-r5, ko,
depended on the extent to which velocity focussing was

actually achieved at the time the measurernent was taken. avo

could easily be meas'ured to 0. olv wiilr a dif ferential
voltmeter but the method of determining the appropriate avo

depended on the type of measurement being made. !Íhen

for
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narro!üer doublets (other than the calil¡ration doublets) in
which the ions are chemicarly icrentical were matchecl, aVo

courd be calcul-ated from an approximate Vo vaIue. ïn other
situations, however, two problems presented theniselves.

â. ït was difficutt to measure Vq

sufficiently precisery for the wide calibration doublets.
b. Usually the di_fference in initial ion

energies of chemically dissimilar ion fragments was not
known (sect" 2. ).

vül¡en calibration doublets r or doubrets invorving
dissj-milar ions \dere being compared, avq vras adjusted by the
following proced.ure: the instrument was set up for a visual
match between the two ions to b.e measuredr with an

approximately correct aVo. The el_ectrostatic analyser
switching potential (AVe) \^ras adjusted for a match, and, the
height ratio controls lvere set for equal heights. vo was

then decreased until only the high energy ions passed

through the energy srit anc AVo \,vas adjusted until the peaks
dj-sappeared simultaneousry as vo \..¡as further decreased. vo

was then increased for maximum peak height, and the ratio
control-s. reset for balance. This routine may be repeated
several.times to get consistent results. The low energy side
of the spectrum was seldom used in Èhe adjustment of avo
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because there v,ras often a significant tail on this side of
the energy distribution.

The velocity focussing was set particularllz closely.
À Âvo of 5 or 10 vorts was a¡:plied and a peak matched to
itself. simila rry, 

"; any stage during matching ¡ ê. voltag<
courd be added to avo to check the error in the veroci-ty
focussing. Finalry, the energy srits v¡ere set so as to
restrict the energy spread of the ion passing through the
slit to a few volts.

since the direction ancl magnitud.e of any error in the
result arising from a particular error in setting avo varied
from day to day with the exact state of velocity focussing,
these erroïs would be rather random ov.er trre periocr of a

mass measurement. Therefore the accumulated effect in a set
of runs wculc not change the mean value but rather j-ncrease

the size of the statistical- erroï.
3. Focussing and steerj-ng voltages (Vq)

The effect of these vortagesr âs with the accererati-on
voltages, changed very much with focussing conoitions. rn
previous measurements (8i69) they were not switched, since
it was determined t.hat the smalr voltage required (r-ess than
.04v) would not influence the measurements. fn this work,
0.02v vùas taken as the smallest required tolerance for
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precision switching, and potentiometers were set from
prevj-ous calibrations (sect, 3. 4) . The j-nstrument was

adjusted so that any variation of the steering and focussing
controls produced no perceptible change in the peak
position.

4. Surface charge effects
The presence of charges residing on surfaces may give rise
to electric fields which deflect the beam but which, in
general, are not swi-tched according to eqn. 5-1. These are
considered furt,her in secti-on 5.4.

5 .2 HTSTORY OF TI{STRUÞIENT ERRORS

Aston (eszl) detected consistent d.eviati_ons from the
predicted behaviour in his fi-rst instrument, and an error of
several parts in a thousand in matching by coinciclence in
his second instrur¡.ent. The latter error \,vas red.ucerr, to

_À.5x10 by plati-ng the electrostatic analyser with gold, but
a correction had to be applied to mos't of his measurements.
This error was due to the large ionic and neutral flux that
struck the electrostatic analyser plates, depositing
insulating layers ancr building up charges. Later
instnr-rnents have been clesigned. so as to avoicl the
possibility of ion beams striking the electrostatic analyser
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(8a36). The existence of this type of eïror in mass

spectrographs has not generally been of major concern
because small mass differences are measured simultaneously
with a direct measurement of the dispersion. This chargi'g
process has, however, caused some difficurty with l-ine shape
(De35). Recently the problem has reappearecl i_n experiments
involving wide doubret measurenìents with the current
generation of mass spectrometers (tab1e T5-I).

The Minnesota measurements, which have been except-
ionally free from erroïs, have been calibrated against the
direct- determination of the hydrogen mass between
hydrocarbon fragments (cn Hn.*r cn H. ) . A small correction
factor of -312 ppm \,vas applied in 196.3 (Ri64). Subsequent.Iy
an error of up to +60 ppm \iras measured (8e65), but this \^'as

reduced to -0.5tr. 0 ppm by clear;ingr and bakÍng the
erecLrostatic analyser plates. r,Íore recently (¡Iu70), there
has been evidence of errors up to rOppm on single mass unit
measurements' in spite of concurrenL correct vaLues for the
hydrogeir mass measurements. rt was thought that the source
of the discrepancy might possibly lie in differential ion
energies (see sect. 2.3). Recently the source diffusion
(oiI) pump was replaced by an ion pump. Thereafter the
correction required has recrucecl s1owly to zero (Jo73) .
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The Harvard instrument has also sufferecl an error of
-1o3tB ppm (De65). Kerr (priv. comm. ) later experiencecl
errors t,hat increased linearly with the ti¡ne of beam passage

through the electrostatic analyser. The erïor was reciucecl

and stabilized to 2o-3oppm with an error of 2ppm after the
electrostatic analyser plates \,vere coated with aquadag
(colloidal graphite) (Ke70, KeTI)

stephens and lrroreland at Argonne, afte.r coat:ing the
erectrost,atic anaryser with aquaclag, r-neasured an error of
t0-50ppm v¡hich v¡as stable over a day withi.n severaJ_ ppmr and

tended to assume several distinct values (st67, st70).
Nakabushi et. al. (Nazo) reported a systematic error

of +36t5ppm while Matsuda et. al. experienced inconsis-
t,encies, but no apparent systematic error (Ma70).

smithfs mass synchromeÈer suffered from unresolved
inconsistencies (sm58), and a number of compensations hacl to
be applied to his R. F. mass spectromeLer (Sm71). He

cancelled out errors by applying small- unswitcheci voltages
to his acceleration potential, electrostatic anaryser
potentials, and to the inner jaw of the phase defining slit.
The basis for most of these adjustments has not been

described. Errors \^rere assigned for the adjustment of the
potentiai appried to the phase defining slit, and have macle
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major contributions to the final error associ-ated with some

of his measurements.

For the douÏ¡r-ets measured. previously by Èhis group
both at McMaster (e.g. Ma70b, Mc70, Wh70) and Manitoba
(Me71, Ba72 ) the width has been sufficiently smalr so that
proportional errors hereto have not been consi_clerecl

significant. However it. is possible that a consistent
dÍfference between Manitoba and McMaster results (8a72.)
could be attributable to a systemati_c error of -790ppm in
the McMaster instrument or to errors in both instruments
which lead to a differentiar error of this amount. Recent
measürements with this instrument (now Èhe Manitoba f
inst.rument) by ?üil1iams and Barnard, however, indicate a

positive error. A .negative error has been shown to be

significant in recent mass differences measurecl with the
Manitoba If instrument (see sect. 6" 4) . Hov¡ever the
combined magnitude of these corrections as they cnrrently
exist is much =*u.lI.r than the amount required for
concordance.

5.3 LOCATION OF THE ERROR SOURCE

A systematic error of about -2 00ppm lvas f irst
encountered on the Manitoba rr mass spectrometer when mass
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differences of one and two mass units were measured. among
rare earth chrorides. rnitial tests involveo determining the
dependence of the error on different factors, including:

l. All source variabl_es.

2. Acceleration potential_ (Vo ) and switching
potential (^Vo)

3' Quadrupole potentials (vq) and switching
poÈentials (AVq).

4. Removal_ of grounding connections on test
electrodes along the beam path.

5. Restriction of the beam angle, energiy spread,
and height distributions into different narrow regions by
means of the appropriate slits

6- switching of the "repe'Ier,, pot.ential 0n the
source.

Arthough some of these factors appeared to have a
small and often sornewhat unpredictable infruence on the
error, none had any strong influence on it.

The magnetic analyser was then investigated, si-nce
there v¡as the possibirity that the erïor arose from surface
potentials caused by ion bombardment of the sicle of the
analyser beam tube. The folrowing tests were undertaken.

1- The r'I, co doublet lvas measured. Here the
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distribution of rejected i-ons around the magnet beam wour_d
be radicalry different to thaL for the ïare earth chlorides.

2 ' Mass clif ferences were measured. witrr a pure
mercury source- rn this case impurity ion currents wour_d be
much reduced

3. The magnet tube was degassed.
4- A, I{ien firter was installed between the source

and the quadrupole rens to remove spurious ions. The filter,
which consisted of a per.manent magnet assembly acting across
the horizontal steering plates, had a mass resolvj-ng power
(Mrl^M) of 12.

s- A st,ainless steer liner was instarled inside
the vacuum chamber of t,he magnet a10ng both wa'Is to cover
insuláting deposits that rnight have been accumulated, and
thus present a fresh surface t.o the ion beam.

Here again, there were no consistent changes in the
eïror when the different tests were attempted.

The next region to be studieo was the electrostatic
analyser. The cover was removed and the electrode surfaces
were creaned in turn with acetone, aIcorrol, and cristirled
water. After the cover \4/as replaced and the system pumped.
down' argon \,vas rer-eased into the systeni to a pressure of
about 400 microns. A radio frequency discharge was then set
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up between the plates with a tesla coil as the system was
pumped down again. This process was used as an alternative
to degassing, which \,üas impractical due to the size and
weight of the analyser plates and cover. Unfortunately, the
tesla coil courd be applied to the erectrodes only near one
end of the analyser, and it was noù possibl-e to det.ermine
the extent of the discharge produced. The effect of this
creaning, however, was to reduce drastically the error to
close to 

'ppm, 
although Èhe error rose srowry to

approxj-mately -4 oppm oveï several weeks. Repeated
application of the r. f. oischarge would. temporariry recruce
or eliminate the error againr t¡ith diminished effectiveness.
At times the error could be greatly increased by changing
t,he acceleration potential suffi_cientl1z ¡6 sweep the beam
over the analyser plates.

5. 4 NATURE OF TIIE ERROR

The evidence described in section 5.3 points to
surface potentials in the erectrostatic anaryser region as
the primary cause for the error, arthough possi_ble
contributions of smarÌer magnitude froin other causes cannot
yet be eliminated. The typical error of -100ppm cour_d be
caused by a reduction of the potential difference, ve,
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between the prates by o. o8v (in ggov) r oï a surface
potential of -0.04v on the positive plates anci +0.04v on the
negative plate. A surface potential distribution over a
smaller area would requj_re higher potentials.

Potential-s deveJ-oped on metal surfaces in a vacuum
have been studied by petit-clerc and caret.te. potentiars up
to 0.5v were obtained after t.he surfaces had been bombarded
with eLectron beam int.ensit,ies of 2x10-e amp / wrt2 at
energies of B-43ev and a residual potential of a few tenths
of a vort' $ras found to persist for an indefinite period
(Pe68). petit-clerc concludes that charges are trappecr in
pollzmer films formed from organic contaminants (pe70). The
pump oil used in petit-CLerc's first experiment, DC7O4, is
similar to the Dczos silicone oil that has been usecr in the
Manitoba instrument for several years. The oir diffusion
pumps act only on the source arm and aïe prot.ected
continuousry by water baffles, and by liquicr nitrogen traps
when the instrument. is in operation; that is, when the gate
varve between the analyser and the source arm is open. rt is
impossible, however, to preclude the transfer of some oi1
into the electrostatic analyser section. E>çerience with the
Manitoba r instrument suggests that the silicone oi1
residing on the surface of the anaryser prates and subject
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to ion bombardment may produce

having a higher resistivity than
carbon oil.

glass-1ike layers, possibly
the layers procluced by the

The current to the erectrostatic anaryser plates has a
measured value of 1o-tl amps when an est'matecl totar- ion
current of 1o-e amps passes through the electrostatic
analyser. rt is roughry proportional to the iori current, ancr
completely dependent on it. Figure F5-r shows how the
current measured at the analyser plate varies as trre
acceleration potential is changed. similar currents have
been measured in the Manitoba ï instrument. Although these
current densities are welr below those usecr by petit_clerc,
it is possible, and. in agreement with experience, that the
potential could build up over a period of t,ime.

The following possible mechanisms f,or the accumul_atj_on
of this surface charge have been consicLerecr.

1' Bombardment of the electrostatic analyser
plates by the F,rimary ion beam

This would require some iorrs having a kir:etic energy
20cev ciffere¡rt fr:oin those travelli'g along tire .ptic axis.
such ions ha'e n.t been ol'servecr i^ norlnal operation, and
tireir ¡rroduction, by the source i¡sr:d, is unIikellr. ïrrelastic
scatterinq of the beam from the principal slit is a
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possible, though un1ikely, cause of energy spread. tn
either case, if the primary. beam were Èo hit the analyser
plates, the area affected would be preciominantly near the
exit end of the prates and the surface potenti-al required to
produce the whore error would be correspondingly higher than
0 . 08V and possibly cl_ose to IV. Hovvever, in initial
adjustment procedures a transient plate bombardment may
occur

2- Bombardment of the exit fringe bl0cks by the
primary beam.

This requires an ion potential 70v different from
t'hose traverring the optic axis, which may result. frorn a
misadjustment' of v¿. As suggested by fig. Fs-r, bombardment
of the fringe brocks can produce current to the anaryser
plates, and the resulting surface potentia_ls can be built up
on both the fringe br-ocks and the analyser plates. The
fringe blocks have adjacent surfaces 3cm wide, placed 7mm

apart and parallel to the beam; thus can be struck by ions
over their entire width. The potentials procluced in il:is
event wourd, for the same area, infruence the beam more than
corresponding ones on the el_ectrostatic analyser on account
of the reduced distance between the chargecl surfaces.

3. Bombardment of the analyser plates by
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secondary i-ons procluced between the analyser plates.
Two mechanisms have been consid.ered.

(a) charge exchange between the ion beam and
the residual gas. Reaction cross sections as high as Io-rscm?
have been measured for a variety of ions ancr gases (ÏIa52) .

At a pressure of 10-7 mm Hg, about 0.zz of the beam woulq
suffer such interaction. The resurting particles may then
release electrons from the negative plate upon striking it.
rhis process could account for much of trre current arriving
at the analyser pJ_ates.

(b) fonic dissociation. There is a certain
probability that in gas beam col-lision processes the ion
fragments wilr be dissociated. The effects of this wourd be
simirar to the effects of charge exchange processes. As in
the case of charge exchanger Èhis dissociation woul_d be
highry dependent on the type of ions produced by the souïce.

The infruence of a surface charge on the ion beam ancl
the measurement relationships must also be considered. ff an
ion, accelerated by a potential of Va volts r passês
perpendicularly through a stray el-ectric field of E

volts/metre for a distance of I metres, then it suffers a
defrection 0 and a sicleways displacement d given by
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and

In the case

potentials Vo

find that

o _ Ee./2vo

d - EÍ.z /Avo
of two ions of mass

', Vo" respectively,

(s-4)

( s-s)

M" accelerated tlrrough

using eqn. 2-11r w€

(s-6)

(5-7)

(s-B)

M"

by

et/e't = ltlrr/Y7tt

and ô0/0" = AM/M"

in all cases, and similarly

6d/d" = LM/lvI'l

where ô0, 6d are the differences in the qeflect.ions and the
displacements received by the ions.

rf the shift in final peak position is directly
proportional to 0 and d, then the re.lationship 2-r5 will
hold exactly, and the error in the measurement, given by
egn'2-16, v/ill.. be proporÌ.ional to the mass difference
me¿rsured. This proportionality wil] hold as 10ng as there
are no significant seconc order image aberrations. such 

,aberrations would arise in the case of very non-uniform
fields in the beam path, such as those due to charge on the
slit edges. checks can be made on these non-uniform fields, 

Éeither by testing the dependence of the error on changing
Ávo (i.e. putting the two ion beams around different paths)
or by testing the effect on the error of changing srit
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positions. These tests were found
influence on the error (sect. 5.3) .

to have negligible

5.5 CORRECT]ON FOR THE ERROR

since it seemed unrikely that the error experienced
courd be satisfactorir-y eliminatecl, the possibility of using
a wide doublet to calibrate the error for the measurement. of
a narroÌver doublet was considered. The nature of the error
as determined in the work alreaoy descri.bed sugEested that
the necessaïy correction woulcl be proportional to the
doublet width. Tests rÁzere made on Èhe rinearity of trre
correction by measuring it for one and two mass unit
differences for a number of different ions. The resurts of
such measurements (table Ts-2) indicate that the assumption
of linearity is vaIid.. üIith the confirmatory evidence noted
in section 5.4 and berow, it is no\^/ presumecr that the
discrepancies in the resur-ts before January rgTr aïose fronr
unintended bombardment of the erectrostatic anaryser prates
by the ion beam.

on the basis of this unclerstandi'g of the source of
the systemati-c error and its behaviour, the measurement of
doubl-ets with aM/M 'r, r/3,000 was undertaken. The doublets
measured and the caribration doubrets used are describeci in
Chapter 6.
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TABLE T5-2

LTNEARITY TESTS

DATE

1 Nov tpfO

9 Nov 1979

10 Nov I97O

22 Dec I9T0

26 Dec l-9TO

20 Jan 1971_

6 Mar I)lI

9 Mar I)lI

l-0 Mar ISTI

12 Mar 1!JI

ï0N

cd ct_2

cd cl_

cd. cl

cd c12

cd. c12

Cd. CI

cd cl_

cd cl-

Cd C]-

cd. cl-

PROP. ERROR FOR 2 MASS UNTT DTFF.
PROP. MROR FOR 1 I.{ASS T]}]]T DIFF:

.58 + 0.5

.97 + .r5

.96 +

.54 +

.55 + .06

.97 + .to

.95 + .l-o

r_.00 + . oB

.9\ + .l-o

I.2 +
1. 02 +

.05

.03

.05
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calibration measurements usuarly consisted of four
visual matches taken both before and after a group of runs.
They v,7i)re carried out at. the same magnetic field. setting as
the measured doublets so Èhat errors due to changing
focussi-ng properties would be avoided. This rimit.ed the
measurements t,o either nadd,, or ,'subtiact,, types, depending
on the rerationship between the peaks. usually the
calibrati-on doublet was righter than t.he measurecr doublet,
and "add" measuremerrts were made. An error for the
calibration is derived from the spread of the determinations
mader âod is included in Èhe final eïror (sect. 5.6).

A further check was made on the varidity of the error
correction by plotting the final run resul-ts against the
correction made on themr âs shown in fig. F5-2. Finally, an
independ nt confirmation is provided by the unusualry gooo
agreement between the chlorine measurement and smith,s
results (see Chapter 6.1).

The forrowing additionar precautÍ.ons \,vere taken to
minimise the error.

1' Blanking system: During the ftêâ.suf êrrlênt of
large mass differences for caribrati_on, the accereration
potentiar was swiLched by amounts up to 400v. Any lack of
synchronisation between avo and av" switching woulcl cause
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the ion beam to hit the electrostatic anaryser for short
i-nt'ervals. To prevent this, a bì-anking system v/as used to
shut off the ion beam between oscir-loscope sv/eeps (see sect.
3.4).

Z. Change of the type of diffusion pump oil: As
discussed in section 5.4, the use of silicone oil- could lead
to the formati-on of particularly undesirabre grass-r-ir<e
iayers on the surfaces of the analyser prates. For this
reason, the DC705 oiI in the cr-iffusion pump \i/as replaced. by
the carbon - based Convalex 10.

5.6 TREATMENT OF RESULTS AND ERRORS.

The resurt of the computer anarysís of each match is a
voltage (lv") appropriate for the optimum matched conoj-tion
(sect- 4.4). From each of these volÈages is calculated a
mass difference, using eqn. 2-zo or 2-2r for the add and
subtract modes respectj-vely

The masses calculated for each match are adjusteo by
the proportional correction determinecl from the measurement.
of the cal-ibration doubl_et (sect 5.5). The simple average of
the results of the eight matches in each run is taken and
the standard deviation of the mean is catculated. An error
in the correction is estirnatecr from the spreaci of the
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calibration measurements, and

standard deviation of the mean to
that run.

is then combined with
give the error quoted

the

tor

The standard method of combining such partial run
resul-ts to derive a finar result with an error has been,
defined by Birge (Bi3o). A weighted'averag'e of the resurts
of the various runs is car-culaÈed arong with an internal
error and an external error:

l(r/a1 )nr
" g (r/62r) (>-g)

( :-ro )
o" (ext)

(n-1) z;-/o2rr

(:-u)

where ilr, or are the resurts and errors of a run,
ils, os are the mean and errors of a series of runs,

and n is the the number of runs involved in a
measurement. The .external erroï indicates the spread
amoung the run resurts, whire the internal error is a
combination of run errors. usually the expected value
for o (ext) / o (int) is 'r,r, and the final error quotecr is
taken to be the larger of the two errors car-curated.

o" ( int,¡ TUTWFTJ
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Because of the possible elimination of systematic
errors by means of the combinati_on of match types within a
run (sect. 4.2) , two arguments arise which conflict with the
above analysis.

1- A systematic error which i_s eliminated shoulcl
not infrate the finar error. Thus errors characteristi-c of a
given matching configuration would tend to cancer over a
run' and the external' error would express the true
statistical variation between runs.

2- The size of the systematÍc erïor er-iminated in
any particular run (and reflected in the run error) should
not infruence t,he weight placed upon that run result. For
this reason an unweightecl average of .the ïun results shoul-d
be taken (as \,vas the practice for visuar matching
measurement's previously carried out by this group (Bi6g) ).

Due to the lack of precise knowledge of the errors
that hTere elimi-nated, a furr anarysis was not possibr-e. The
Birge formulation was used with the forlowing modifications.

1- Both errors are presented here to indi_cated any
possible significancè of the first argument.

Z. The importance of the second argument was.
tested by comparing the simple and weighted averagles of the
run results- rn cases where they differed by more than the
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final quoted

raised until
This process

account of
measurements.

error, the errors on

ag'reement was reached

effectively increased

the statistical

the most precise runs v\¡ere

between the two aveïagies.

the final_ error to take
abnormalities among the

other factors considered in arriving at a finar resurt
are:

r. The pot,entiometer chain calibrat'on (sect 3.5i
by which the rerationship between av" and v" is established.
since this appries to both the measurement error calibration
and the measured doublet, the chain error can be negrected
in both.

2- The rower chain calibration, which rer-ates the
resistance of the vDR and the lower chain members Rr - R4.
This calibration rvas criticar in the very wide caribration
measurements (sect' 6.1) and was esti-mated at 8.5t2 ppm over
the perj-od of the chlorine measurements (sect. 3.5) . The
error on the co::rection \^ras combined with the total
measurement error, since the corrected error was likely to
be correlated over the whole measurement.

3. The VDR calibration, which tests the internal
consi'stency of the vDR (sect. 3.5), The most critical factor
in this caribration is the eïror in the resistors of the
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most significant decade. This was fulry caribrated by Bishop
some ti-me ago (8i69), but a check was made near the setting
used for the wide doubret measurement. The correction \,1ras

+1.611 divisions in the seventh dial at 26.soc o, 0.6t0.4uv
(e¡ = (0.8t0.5) xlo-o ) , The corresponding correction accoïding
Èo Bishop is +3.210.9 divisions in the seventh diar.

4- Loss of the erectron i-n the ion mass. The mass
used in the carcurations i_s that of the neutrar- atom,
derived from atomic mass tabres, but the particles used. are
positive ions. corrections for the electron mass apply to
both the calibration and the measured doublets, and are thus
partially cancelred out. rn the case of caribrations and
measurements carried. out at the saJne magnet setting, the
remaining correction can be shown to be the factor

(r * MeAMc/M" (iuc _ tø") ) ( s-12)
where- Me

Mc

M'

is the mass of an el-ectron,
is the mass of the calibration ion,
is the mass of the measured ion,

and AMa = IUc Mu

The magnetic fierd is set on the reference ion M'. For the
worst case, the chl0rine measurement, the correction i-s
0.2ppm, which is negligible.

5' Relativistic corrections. The rear mass of the
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flight mass : M,' + eVo/c2
where, Vo is the acceleration potential,

e is the electronic charge

Mr is the rest mass,

c is the speed of light.
This correction also is cancelled out only
caribration, the approximate resicrual factor
calibration used is

(1 2eVo a}t. / c2 MrM,,) (5-14)
and differs from 1 by 0.02ppm for the chl0rine measurement.

5.'1 PRECISTON

The best "precision" (er = o/NIt sect. 5.1) acheived
with this instrument previous to this work is 2.5x10-e on
thr': tóoTm ""t, totFIo t'"U, d.oubr-et measured with 18 runs of'visual 

matches in 1969. Meredith (¡¿eZt) has approached the
same precision using computer assisted matching, but with
considerabJ_y fewer runs

The best result reported here {C ttcl n, - C ,rC: H, )
(sect. 6.1) has a precision of r.7xro-e on the final resur_t
with 20 computer assisted runs taken. This error is

ion in flight is given by adding its
MASS.

and

energy Èo its rest

(s-13)

partially by the

for t.he type of
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determined primarily by the distribution of results within
the runs (internal error) and certain errors due to the
width of the doubl_et measured.

Recent tests on the instrument reveal a mechanical
oscillation of about 7 Lrertz which sets up a beat frequency
wj-th the mat.ching sequence (Me73) . The beat frequency is
suffi-ciently low that the precise ti-me of start.ing and
stopping data corlection can influence the match results.
This effect is larger for more intense doublets because of
the shorter collection time.
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CHÀPTER 6

RESULTS AND DTSCUSSTON

6. r THE t'cr ,tcl 
MÄ.ss DïFFEREITcE

since 1962 Èhis group has used narro\,r mass doublets of
the types

ox ttcl - A-2y 37cr = Ar (6_l)
and, ox ttcr, - o-ry tr"r, = L2 (6_2)
in order to obÈaj-n precise varues for the mass differences
of the types

ox -o-,y =^r + (3tcr_rrcr) (6_3)

and ox - o-'y = a2 + z( rrcr - rrcr) (6_¿)

where X, Y, may or may not be the same element and ar, L2

are the experiment,ally deÈermined mass differences. rn the
special case where x, y' are the same er-ement, then the
further relationships exist:

ox - o-zy = 2n _ szn (6_5)

and ox - o-oy = 4n - srn (6_6)

where n is the neutron mass and srn, son, are the separation
energies for the last two or four neutrons respecLively.

The accumur-ation of an extensive body of this kind of
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data, initiarly at McMaster university and later at the
universÍty of Manitoba, prompted. several research groups to
undertake the redetermínation of the 3rcr rrcl 

mass
difference to improve its precision and reliability as an
important secondary mass standard. Tabre T6-1 summarises
the results of these experiments, thus giving the available
mass spectroscopic data on this difference at the time that
the present work was init,iated.

The continued interest in 'rchIorid,e" doublets in the
rare earth region (deLermined by this group first at
McMaster university and later at the university of Manitoba,
ê'9' fig' F6-1), coupled with the progressive improvement, in
precision for these doublet.s, led us.to attempt to obtain a
much improved value for the ttf _ ttcl *a"= difference.

ïn the previous determinations the ,rcl ,rcl 
mass

difference has been compared against twice the hydrogen mass
(8e66), the deuterium mass (Ra72) and twice the (D _ H) mass
difference (De65) - An alternate approach, viz., the separate
determinati-on of the t'cr and. rrcr masses against hydro_
carbonsr \¡râs used by the Argonne group (St.70).

The approach adopted in the current work is the direct
determination of the c 3sc1 

D, - c "cl H, doublet, deriving
the "cl ttcl dif ference in terms of the 2 (D _ H) mass
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TABTE 16-r

nnlatr¡ ro ur¡ c 35ct ¡ 2 - c 3T ct u, oo**.

(units: micro - nass units )

2 - (3T ct - 35ct¡

2,g5I.Ir

2,950.30

2,9\9.)+r

2,950.06 I :o lrreighted. Mean

¡e 65

Be 66

st 7o

+59

r60

+ \.2

I
+

+

+

+

H^_D

l-,5l+8'oBl

t,l+8.zzo

l-,5l+8. 07o

l-,5)+B'oBo

I ,5h8 '1)+3

Sn 58

¡o 6T

st 6T

Na 69a

lleíghted Mean

Sm 58

Be 66

st 67

st 70
Ka ?o

I,leighted Mean

Bz

5O

Bo

BO

l+r

H-t_

7 
'Bz't+'958

7,825.220

T ,B25.OrO

7 ,B2r.oj5
T ,82r.00,

7,825 o8t-

+

+

+

+

+

+

BT

30

2B

)+o

l+g

)+B
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rABrE J6-l

( ContÍnued )

(o-u) - r

Cal-cul-atea from [(U-r) - (Ha-o)J \

6,276.938 + (3
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difference. The

v/ere as follows:
desirable features of this mass doublet

1. The ions were chemically idcntical, and thus
had simir-ar source characteristics. This avoicled problems
previously attributed to the use of ions having different
chernical structure (sect. 2.3) .

2. The doublets had a suitable width (I/3,300) ,
and suitable calibration doubr-ets were availabre.

3. The D H mass v/as known from direct
measurements to an accuracy at that time of 0.063 uu (tabfe
16-1)

The source used .he vapour from a mixÈure of 7sz
normar methylene chloride and zsz fully deuterated methylene
chlori_de.

Twenty runs using conputer assisted matching were
taken on six different days spaced over a period of Èwo

mont'hs. The first seventeen used the voltage stepping method
developed by r"Ieredith and the remainder used the revised
method (sect - 4.2) - The carii:ration doublets used were the
c ttcr H, c 37cr H and the c 3tcr D, c 3'c1 H doublets.

ïn order to cireck for interference by containinants tìre
totar spectrum was recorded aÈ eacir mass numb*:_r betwee¡r
masses 53 and 49, a'c1 the computer printout inspecte,r. All
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peaks deÈected were identified as fragments of the methylene
chloride sampJ-e except for o¡le peak at mass 51 with a mass
excess of romu; 1g mu heavi.er than the ions measured. No
explanation for this was discovered, but. the possibility of
any related peaks interfering with the measurement cour-d be
discounted. There was some concern that the mass of ,tproo

differed by only 0.rgmu from the mass of c 3scl, and
therefore would be unresorved in any of t.he spectra.
Although phosphoric acid did exist in trace amounts in the
LaBo mixture cor¡ering the fiÌiament, it was considered very
unlikely to have any significant effect due to the
improbability of generating the oþtoo ion. As an additional
check, however, Èhe last three runs were taken without any
LaBo ón the firament. No significant changes were det.ected.

The vaÌues, with corrections, are given in tabr_e T6-2.
Errors on the systematic corrections are combinecl to give
the final resurt. As stated in section 5.6, the rarger of
the internar a¡d externar errors was taken, in this case the
Ínternar error. However, accord.ing to argument 1 in section
5.6' the size of the externar erroï suggests that a smarler
final error might be justified. AÌso given in tabre T6-2 is
the simple unweighted average and its standard deviation.

Figure F6-2 compares this measurement with the results
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TABLE T6-2

C CI D C Cl H RESULTS

Date

.Apri I 12
ll

April 14
lt

ll

ll

Ù

ÄpriI L7
il

Ì
ll

å,priI 29
lt
It

April 30
ll

lt

June 10
'n

lt

Ccrrections:

Error in chain

Correction due

Weighted Average
(Unweighted Average)

Proportional
Error Result ( pU)

4B
53
35
35
47
47
47
3B
48
60
60
74
72
72
6I
61
47

I47
Is1
I47

calibrat,ion -.070
to VDR calibrat.ion

+.040

Error ( UU)

0. 81
0.74
0.66
0.51
0.62
0.72
0.63
0. 41
0. 31
0 .31
0 .26
0 .2L
0 .19
0 .29
0.63
0 .62
0.41
0.44
0. 48
0 .32

( Internal_
Eruor)

0.082 0.043
0.05s

.030

.025

15s0 4. 11
Iss0 4.2e
15503. BB
1550 3.64
l_5503.69
1s50 3. 71
1550 4.2I
15s0 3. 42
1ss03.93
1550 3.62
Iss0 3.77
1550 3. 89
1550 3.73
1s50 4.07
1550 4.25
1550 4. 2I
1s503.71
1550 4.16
15503.95
1550 3.7 4

1s503. 833
3.898

SIqg!I__ 1ss03.803 .0e1
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Drttcl - Hrotcl

l--€_--t

15 504. ã6 t.60

15 502 .s2 r .58

15 503 . 774 r .063

t5 503 .62 1.20

t5 503 . 803 r .ogt

7 825. t9 ! .08

7 825. O87 !.O42

7 825.22!.04

7 825 .029 r.005

7 825'05 r .ot

Do 65

Jo6?r

slToË

SmTl H

Ko72x

Presenl

Mo65

Pre '71 Moss.
Spec.

WoTl

Sm 7l

lVo7l, p368

r5 502 l5 503 l5 504 l5 505 l5 506 mlcro-mos¡ unll¡

I derlved from toverol moo¡trsmenlS,H- I

]ot

?825.0 7 825.1

_D- 2

H-{

7 825.2 7 825-3 mlcro.mo¡¡ unlt¡

't4 r0t.8 t4 toz.o 14 1O2.2

t4 t02.22!.t2

t4 tot.927r.052

t4 toz.22t.07

t4 l0l.77t!.otj

14 t0t-82!.O2

Mo65

Prefzl Moss.
Spec.

llo7l

SmTl

Wo7l, p368

Mo 65

ProtTl Moss
Spec..

WoTl

Sm 7l

Wo7l,p368

Presenl

l4 1O2,4 mlcro-mo¡s unlts

2 - ("cr -ttcl)

H___r

|-c'-t

)ot

q

l+l

2 952.7 ! t.4

2 95o.06 t .50

2 950.54 r.34

2 950.290r.063

2 950' t5 r.t3

2 950. 303 f .092

2 95r 2 932 2 953 2 954 mlc¡o-mol¡ unll¡

RESUL T COMPARISONS
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+15505.4tt.'il
t_-o____{

tot

æ
¡+l

2 950
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for Lhe same mass difference as determined in the
laboratories indicated. As Èhis actual doubret was not
studied in most cases, some of the values here are composite
onesr involving moïe than one doubr_et. However this
procedure affords the most direct comparison with the
present result.

ALso shown in the table is a resurt base<l on the
extensive body of data determined by Smith (Sm7I) at
PrinceÈon. This work, which appeared some time after the
presenÈ work was initiated, has produced signifi_cant changes
in the I97I mass table (I¡Ia71, p36g) anC has provided, greatly
improved precision for the masses which \,vere studied. As
was noted by wapstra in the introduction to the LgTr rvlass
Tabre (lva71), the varues reported by smith were at that time
an order of magnit,ude higher in precision than previous
datar ard thus stood virtuarly unsupported by other data.
The measurement reported here is the onÌy i_ndependent datum
that provides with comparable precision a check on smith, s
resul-ts. Moreover, the agreement between the present
results and that of smith is particularly significant
inasmuch as the instruments used. operate on completely
different, principles.

To derive a varue for the ttr - ttcr *u."= difference
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from the measurements taken here, a value of the (O H)
mass difference must be obtained,. This may be done in either
of the following lvays:

2)

1)

values of the (¡l - 1) , (o _ 2) and (Hz D) mass diff-
erences h¡ere obtained by taking the weighted averag,es of all
previous mass spectroscopic measurements for each difference
(tab1e T6-3). Here we have adopËed the (o _ H) mass
difference as derived from formura 6-g because the consis_
tency and precision of both the (U _ I) and the (Hz D)
measurements are superior to those for the (o Z)
measurements. some caution should bq exercised in using
these figures which are based purely on mass spectroscopic
measuremenÈs inasmr"ch as there is some discrepancy between
the mass spectroscopic and the mass table values (which
incrude mass differences derived fro;n nucrear energy
det,erminations) particularly in the case of the deuterium
mass as shown in figure E6_2.

The ttcr- - "cr mass difference derived. in this
this work is combined. with previous measurements
weighted average of mass spectroscopic values
ttf - ttcl mass difference (tabl-e T6-3).

way from

to give a

for the
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TABLE T6-3

CA],CULATTOIÍ OF THE CURRENT
2'7 ?5,rcl - ,rcl 

I,tASfr DTTFmENC_E

D-H DTFFERENCE (weigrrtea averages of ar_l- Mass spectroscopic Resurts):

H _ l_ T Bz>.035 + .Ot2 p¡

H2 - D t- 5\8.28' + .oo7 uu

giving /n *r\D-H) - l-
6 ,l6.7jo + .o1l+ p¡

2-(37cr-35cr)

Present lüork Z 950.303 + .092 uu

lüeighted. Average of al_l- Mass Spectroscopi.c Resul_ts
2 950.276 + .06)+ uu

NOTE:

Mass Spectroscopic Val_ue
Prior to tplt Z 9jO.06O + .5g9 uu

J_pJl Mass Table Val_ue
2 9rO'5't+ + .31+ uu
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The change procluced i' the mass spectroscopic var.ue of
the ttcl ttcr mass crif f erence by the addition of smith, s
results and the present work (.216uu) has not significantly
changed the varue adopted for the extensive mass adjustment
carried'out for the rare earth region in which the mass
differences determinecl by this group both at r,rcMaster and
the uni-versity of Manitoba \,vere used as pri_mary data
(Ba7 2: .) .

6'2 LUTETT'M - N=oDy'rulr MEASUREI/TENTS

The mass measureïnents 
. involvifig ,,chr_orid.e' doublets

done by this group (and referred to in section 6.I) have
covered a section of the mass table flom pr to Hf. Such
doubl-ets give mass differences which provide Ìinks between
nucrid'es differing in mass nuinbcr by zero, tlo or four mass
unitsr âs shown in Fig' F6-1. Although some checks on
consistency have been macre via sinall crose,l roops, there has
been littr-e information which rerates the masses at op¡rosite
ends of the region, Ìrlith the improved capability of the
instrument reli-ably to measure wicler doubr-ets, it became

'otna 
ttct,possible to measure therTsl,u3TCl_ -trtNd.tcl, and tttarrrcf

doublets (a ancl b in fig. F6_1). fn these cases the
fractional- doublet wicrth lvas r/3, s00 | ancl car_ibration
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measurements could be made easily to j_ons locabecl one mass
number alvay from the doublet un<ler stucly. rn addition,
because of their chemical and physical similarj-ty, the
samples behaved pred.ictably and similarly in ilre ion source
used. previously by this group for rare earth chl0rid.es
(sect. 3.3) .

The results are given in table T6-4, anc a p10t of the
distribuÈion of ïun resurts with corrections applied is
given in fig. F5-2.

fn the 'ttI,.t, "c:_ totNd .raa, cloublet, there was a
significant discrepancy between the siirr.pre average of the
run results and the weighted average. This \,üas rectified by
assigning a minimurn error of 2uu (sect. 5.6), which affected
three runs. In the results for the ,roLu ,rCI torNd rraa,

doublet r orlê of the ïuns \,üas eliminated, because its
difference fro¡n the finar- result \^/as L7 tiirres the final
error quotedr although no apparent reason for this
discrepancy was found. The'mass differences from the rgTr
Ì¡lass Tabr-e were carcur-atecr from the ,,absoluLe,, masses, ancr
thus the errors for the mass di-fferences guoted aïe somewrrat
higrr (i.e- the error quotecl is the sguare root of the sum of
the squares of the errors associatecl with the ,,absol_ute,,

masses) - correration coefficients, which are necessary
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TÄBL]i T6-I+

LUTETTUM - NEODYMNIM

RNSIILTS .Â¡ID COMPARTSONS

(Units: micro - mass units)

RESULTS

, No. Runs

q itt
o ext

COMPåXISONS

JJ- Mass Tab1e
(wa ?r)

discrepancy

2-5 i l_. !

175r,r, 37cr - r!2tq¿ 35crn 176Lu 3TcÌ - 1l+3Nd 35cÌ.

6t ù+9'j + 2.5

I

o'93

6r 226 + r8

Zl+ r f8

Manitoba Ad.j. 6t_ 2rB. , + j.\ 6t 036.3 + 5.3(ve 6g)

. discrepancy 3l.O + j.g 30.9 I 5.5

¿OOP CIOSURE ERROR

3.,I+ + 6.7 yu

using 1l+3Nd-ll+2Nd 
= r.oor0g99+r5u MeTl

17E"-175¡r, = r.oo1 9r-1 + 6 u MeTr

6r'067 .2 1 t. l+

6

r.25

6r olr5 + 16

"22 !16
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correctly to compute the errors the correlated
differences, vTel:e not available for this mass adjustment,
and thus the true errors could not be ca'culated.

As shown by the 1oop closure (completeo by accurate
(nry) measurements), the results are consisl-ent with each
other. Hov¡ever they are not consis.tent either with the rgTr
Mass Table (I,fa7r) or with recent Mani-toba mass acljustments
as shov¡n in tabre T6- 4. Further discussion of these
discrepancies is deferred to section 6.4.

6.3 NARROVí MÀSS MEASUREMENI'S

fn addition Èo the relatively ,,wider,, doublets
described heretor \d€ have extended. the systematic study of
'oass differences via the narrow ,,chrorid.e,, doubrets to
include connection-s in hafnium, and between rutetium and.
ytterbium as shown in tabre T6-5. The ratter connection is
particularly important as it provides a strong mass
spectroscopic rink betlveen luteti_um ancl the rest of the
Manitoba data. The ne\¡/ hafnium results are arso conpared
v¡ith previous McMaster resul_ts (h,h70) . fn keeping with the
foregoing wor]: these new data incorporate error corrections
on each run for the Hf measurernents, ancl on the overall
resul-ts for the Lu yb measurements. The discrepancy i-s
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RTTN

1

2

3

l¡

Weighted Average

DOI.JBLET

l8oHf _ u6Hf
l?BHr - ]?6Hr
lBOur - rTBHr

179Hr - l77ur

TABLT.,' T6-5

MNROI.I DOUBLET RT'SULTS

TAIUIUM

PRESENT

11 036.1- + 3.0
5 239.5 + 1.3
5 798.t+ + o.7

5 5l+,+.1+ + 0.7

t75lu 35"., _ l?3y6 3Tçr

-CENTROTD ANA-T,YSTS

5 50h.8 + 6.1+

5 5oB'1 + 1.7
5 507.8 + 2.6

5 500'6 + 3'5

(ext) (int¡
5 507' 0 + 0'7, 1'ù

(Units : ¡uicro-mass units )

McMASTER

5236+5
5797+3
5539+3

W
5 506'7 + l+;6

5 507.8 + 2.7

5 5ol.S + r.8
5 503'5 + l+'l+

- (ext) (int)
5 506'9 ! 1.5, 1.3

5 507'3 + r'h

5503+!

RESULT

(Difference Analysis vith proportional- error applÍed)

McMASTER RESULT
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comparabl_e with other systematic differences between
McMaster and Manitoba resu.l_ts (Ba72a) .

The tao"¡ 3sclz t'ur, 37crz measurenent was macle with
borderline resolution, and the resurts were found to be
dependent on the analysis limits chosen (sect . 4.4) . The
limits selected corresponded to a flat portion of the
variation, ancr the error \^ras increased fron r.g to 3pu to
all-ow for the uncertai-nty in the effect of the tail_ of one
peak introducing an apparent shift in the position of the
other. since this measurement served only Èo corroborate the
other two measureinents m.ade in hafnium, the uncertainty \^ras

not of major concern.

Attempts to measure trru 'tuur .rcr -trot¡f ,rcI difference
were unsuccessful until the very recent introduction of
pulse-counting techniqur.s by this group (table T6^10).

6.4 PROPORT]ONAL CORRECTTONS AND TITE MASS ÀDJUSTMENT

The discrepancy between the present lld Lu
measurements ancr that from the I|TL Mass Tab1e (sect . 6.2)
is not surprising in the light of the large errors that the
mass table hacr in this area. Moreover, for this region, the
table relied extensivery on the Mcl4aster results that had.

been shown to differ consisrlently wiLh more recent crata
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(Me71). The discrepancy for the Nd - Lu crifferences between
the ne\,.ü measurernent ancl the value f rom the Manitoba
ad justments (Me7r) strongly sugges L.s that a proportional
error (as discussecl previously in this work) exists in the
earlier mass measurments carried out with the Manitoba ïï
mass spectrometer. Further confirmatory evidence is
contained in the foJ_lowing.

1. A number of narro\,v mass measurenients have
recently been carried. out in this laboratory (tabre T6_6).
The analysis for the computer - assisted matchi-ng was that.
used by Meredith (Me69) and. proportionar corrections \,vere
applied as deterrninecr from caribrations taken at, or crose
to the time of the measurement-.s. trvhere comparisons are
available with previous mass measurements ¡ â. fairly
consistent difference is evi_dent.

Z. Tab1e T6_7 shows closed loops of three
doubrets involving entirely corrected doubr_eLs, entirely
uncorrected cloublets and a mixture of doublets. The mixed
loop is the only one witrr a significant discrepancy.

The Manitoba adjustments referreci to above consisted
of two separate acljustments, the first from pr to (Me71,
Me72) and the seconcr, overrapping v¡ith the first, from Er to
ilf (¡lezt) . rn order to integrate the Nd - Lu measurerirents
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!4¡tE_!6;q

¡UNTH]IR REC]If.IT I4A}TITOBA MI-ASIM¡,,I,4ENTS

DguBLEr

r76y¡ 35cr - 168y5 37s1

17rTb 35c1 _ 169rrn 3?cr

l]1* 35c12 - 167sr :7ç1.
172y¡ 35s1 - t?Oyu 3Tc1
I72ya 35crz - r68p 37c12

173y-¡ 35ct - 1]1y6 37s1

rl3y¡ 35s1, - r69rm 3ïcrz
17I+r¡ :5qr - r?2yu 3?cr
176r¡ 35cr - r7l+y' 3Ts1

r76yu 35crz - t7zw 37ctz

9OqREC.TEp ï.AtrrE

3 806.0 + 7.6
5 06r.9 + r.7

LO 1?B.O + 0.?
b:ge.j + z.o

9 906.7 + r.7
L 835.3 + 1.6

9 898.3 I l.a
: I+SO.S r r.f
6 656.5 + t.t+

12 088.9 + A.l+

(Units: rnicro - nass units)

McMASTER VAÌ,LE

5055+3

l+ Bz7 + l+

5l+20+!
66sz+s
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TABI,E T6-7

CLOSED LOOPS

f.

Discrepancy:

I]NCORRECTED DOIIBI,ETS

CORRECTED DOTIBLETS

c = corrected

u = uncorrected

r73rb 35cr _ rftrs 37s1

Ì7fr¡ 35cr _ l6gTn 37C1

173ru 35crz _ 169T, 3?s1

]69tn 35cr - f67er 37cr
r6Tnr 35cr _ 165uo 37ct
169Th 35cr2 - r65no 3Tcrz

Discrepancy: 0.2 + O.)+

f7fy¡ 35cr _ 169r, 37cr
r6gtn 35cr _ l67Er 37cf
r7lyb t5rr, _ t6Tnr 37nz

Discrepancy: )+.e + 2.6

(units: micro - mass units )

Val-ue

)+835.3 + l- .6

506r.9 + L.T

9898.3 + r.2

5r-l_1.9 + 1.0
\qa.3 + f .r-
9T90-6 + 0.6

506r.9 + r.7
5l-l-1 .9 + 1.0

10u8.o + 1 .7

c

c

I.I + 2.6

)

u

u

u

MI)GD DOUBI,ETS

c

u

c
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$rith the other measurements, a single adjustment was made
covering the entire range. Because of .the limitations of
the computing technique, the size of the computation had to
be considerabry reduced by including only those nuc.l_ides
which \47ere a part of the overdetermined set of data

rhe introduction of the Nd - Lu measurements into the
adjustment caused a fairly consistent residual to appear for
the values obtained from mass d.oubret determinations. The
residuals lreïe particularly rarge at several ,,vreak,, points
in Èhe chain. In the case of the (nry) e_value measurements,
the average resiclual was approximately halveor while those
for ß-decay e-values vùere increased slightly.

As a result of these prerimir..ry car-curations which
included the Nd - Lu doublets, certain improvements were
made so as to provide a more reriable picture of Èhe mass
differences for the region. These were as folr-ows:

1- several weak points in the chain have been
greatly improved by the recent mass spectroscopic
measurements (table T6-6), and. some extra reaction anct decay
data \^rere addecl (table T6_8) .

2- rr{cMaster results have been renroved wherever
they duplicate Manitoba results.

3. The 2 (rtf .tcf) value has been changed. to
2950 .277vu.
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TABTE T6-8
-

Y DATA

(units: kev)

NEUTRON SEPA.RATION ENERGTES

fZOrm

fTly¡
LTzYb

1Tl+y¡

l_T5yb

rTTyu

176r,u

17BHr

179¡1s

180sr

( t, y)
( n,r )

( n,r )

( n, ¡ )

(n,r)
(n,r)
( n, t )

( n,'d)
( n,'¡)
(d'P)
(n,y)
( n, r)
( n, ã)

na 6T

lva 69

tVa 69

Na 69

trla 69

AL Tf
AT 72

Mi 69

va 69, Ra 6T

Mi 69',

na 67, Na 66

AL 72

Bt 7o, Na 66

6>gs.g + r.5
66t6 + 3

Boe3 + 3

7)+65 + s
5Bt9 + z
5822.6 + o.5

,566. B r r.e
629s.2 + r.z
7625.5 + Ì.0
T62r + ro
6og8.0 + r.5
6ogg.5 ! yj
T3B7'5 + o-5

BETA DECAY ENERGIES

I96nr (A- ) r69rm

170rm (Ê- ) f]Oyb

]75yb (g- I t75r,u

3)+)+ + )+

970+0
968 + s.7
)+67 + z

ni ,6

Po 5l+

Ya 69

Ba 6z
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4. The systenatic errors have been allowed for as
follows

(a) McMaster results were increased by 7gO
PPmr on the basis of the sys'tematic differences found
between Manitoba and McMaster results (Me7l).

(b) All_ measurements on which corrections
had not been made on the basis of calibrations at the ti_me
of the measurement lvere increased by 250tl00ppm. This
figure is an estimate based on caribration measurements to
date.

The resurt of this adjustment is show' in table T6-9.
The last corumn sàows the change in the residuar between
this adjustment and one without the corrections 4 (b) above.
Large variations occur only in t.he region of Eu; the we¡.kest
portion of the chain. The average residual 0f rer_iable
results is reduced from 0.67uu to 0.16uu.

6.5 srn SYSTEMATTCS

The significance of the mass clifferences, as
calculated in section 6.r, may be conveniently der*onstratecl
by means of the systeinatic behavÍour of Srn , the double
neutron separation energy¿ âs a function of neutron number
(fig. F6-3). rt is wer-r known that such a prot reflects trre

I22
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SECTION REACTTON Sn VALUES
(KeV)

NUCLTDE

l42p¡

l4 3¡¿

l4a¡¿

la5¡¿

1a6p6

1u8s*
i 4 9g¡1

1509¡

i 5 5g¡n

152¡q

l54gu

l s66¿

l s86¿

l6t¡y

162Dy

163¡y

l6a¡y

r6sDy

166¡J6

Ï}¡PUT
VALUE

5843. Br0. B

61 23. 3r 1 .9

7816.8t0.9

5746.01i5.

7565.8r1.1

8140 .2!1.0

5876.019.0

7985. 8r0.6

5809.0t12.

6305 .014.0

6418.0t7.0

853 1 .0r5. 0

7934.01 1 . 1

6459.7t7.0

8193.6t2.9

6271.7t2.4

7 655 . 4t2.2

5715.31 1 . 4

6243. 410.9

CORRECTED
VALUE

5843 .6 r0 . B

6122.4r1.4

7816.8r0.9

5754.511 .3

7565 .7 !1 .1

8140.31i.0

5872.3ri.8

7985.7t0.6

5808.3r9. 1

6302. 4r3.6

6420.4t4.8

8530.4!2.6

7936.1 r1 .1

6458.9!1 .6

B1 9r.5tt .5

6276.sr1-4

7653.611.5

5715.3r1.5

6243. 4 r0. 9

OUTPUT
RESIDUAL

-0.2

-0.9

0.0

8.5

0.0

0.1

-3. 6

-0. 1

-0.8

-2 .6

2.4

-0.6

2.1

-0. B

-0. 1

rt. g

-i.B
0.0

0.0

RESTDTJAL
CIIAi!GE

-0. 1

0.0

0.3

-t.¿

0.0

0.1

-1 .7

-0. 1

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.1

-0 .2

-0.9
0.0

-1.0
*0 .2

0.0

-0. 1

L2B



l65g¡

l66g¡

t67g¡

1686¡

t69g¡

1706¡

I 716¡

I 7 01¡a

17 ty5

17 2yy

173y5

I7ay5

I 7sy5

I77yy

176¡¡

t/lHf

I 7 B¡¡¡

I 7 s¡¡¡

I B 0¡1¡

CORRECTED
VALUE

6650 .2!0.7
8476.7!1 .4

6436. 1 ro.5

7771.2!0.6

6003.010.3

7257.511.5

5681.610.5

6593.6t1.2

6613.511.4

8021.3r1 .0

6366. 8r0 . 5

7466.711.0

5822.610.5

5566.711.3

6292.9!1 .2

638s.6ti.3

7625.510. 7

6't 01. 3ro . 6

7388.210.5

OUTPUT
RESTDUAL

0.1

2.2

_0. 
1

0.2

0.0

-5.5
0.1

-0.6
_2 .3

_2.0

-0. 4

1.2

0.2

0.0

-0. 3

10. 6

0.5

2.8

0.9

RESTDUAL
CHANGE

0.0

-0. 5

-0. 1

-0. 3

0.0

-0 .9

0.0

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

NUCLTDE ÏNPUT
VALUE

6650.1t0.7

8474.5r7. 1

6436.2r0.5

7771 .0r0.7

6003.0J0.3

7263.0r9.0

5681 .510.5

6594.2ri .3

66 1 5.9t2. I
8023.312. I
6367.2r0.5

7 465. 512. B

5822. 4r0.5

5566 .7t1 .2

6293.2!1 .2

63',75.017.0

7625.010.9

609 8.5t i .0

738'7.3t0.6

I29



SECTTON BETA DECAY
except were

c
(e- Q-VALUES

noted ) (rev)

l42p¡

i a 7¡J¿

I 4 7pr¡

152¡u 
ß+

152¡u

I 5 4gìl

l55B¡

I 5 59¡¡

l65g¡ e.c.
16s¡y

I 6 6¡¡s

1 7lB,

i699'.

t 7 01¡¡

I 7 11¡¡

t 7sy5

176¡u

t77Lv

CORRECTED
VALUE

2162.8t1.9

895.2r0.9

224.6 t0. 6

i 881 .0r4. 2

1811.4*4.5

1 981 .2r4.5

246 .9t3.2

1629. 419.0

380.0 t1 .7

1290 .2!2.7
1853.3r1.3

1 492. i r1 .6

353.5r 1 .0

96 8.0t0. 7

97.5r1.0

470.011.4

1193.6r4.5

497.0r1. 1

OUTPUT
RESTDUAL

_1 .2

0.0

0.0

14.0

-16 .6

1.2

0.0

-0.6

9.0

0.2

-0 .6

2.1

9.5

-0 .2

0.5

3.0

0.0

0.0

RESTDUAL
CHANGE

-0.3
0.0

0.0

-2.0

4.2

0.6

0.0

0.7

0.7

2.1

-1 .1

0.4

-0. B

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.0

0.0

NUCLTDE INPUT
VALUE

2164.0t2.0

895. 2ro. B

224.6r0.6

1867.019.0

1828.0r7.0

1 980.0 r5.0

247.0r3.0

1630.0r11.

371.0r6.0

1290.0r10.

1854.0t4.0

1 490 .012.0

344 .0 t4 .0

968.2t0.7

97 .0 t1 .0

467 .012.0

1 i 93 .6!4 .2

497 .0J 1 .0
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features of nuclear structure such as the
closures at 28 , 50, gZ ancl .*26 neutrons, ancl
deformation for nuclides in the region around
(IVa71).

ma jor shell-

the onset of
90 neutrons

Apart from the transition region (N=gB to 92) where
nuclear deformation sets in, the srn curves exhibit very
strong corrêlations between elements (e.g. Du69r MeTJ_) . In
particular, if p10ts for even-N values and odd_N var-ues are
separated, then the line drawn between Èwo adjacent szn
poinÈs for one erement are usually very nearly para]lel to
similar rines between points for the same tv¿o N var_ues for
other elements.

The plot of the srn values for even-N nuclides between
100 and rL4 neutrons is given in fig. F6-3. The hafnium
measurements described. here (sect. 6.3) have improved the
precision of that portion of the curver but have not
significantly affect.ed. its shape. Related recent
measurements by this group in tungsten and hafnium (tabl_e
T6-10) have substantiarly changecl the szn curves in this
region and shorv that the curves closely follow the above
described systematic behaviour. ïn particular, the
high-Iow-high srope paLtern between 104 ancr rro neutrons is
noÌ^¡ seen to occur to nearly the same extent for al_l the
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}{EASIIREMENTS

TABLE T6_]-0

-S^ VALT]ES
-¿n

IJREMENTS

(sazs )

tut" o, 35at - l8ow 35cre = 2\ \zt + 9 uu

giving S3r, (fB3ç¡ 2 = ZI oo6 + B kev
IT6rc 35¡¡ _ tll+H¡ 37g1 = l+ ro3 + z3 uu

ADD]TTONAL DATA

sn (183w; = 6.tgt l+ + t.l+ kev (w" 71;
s4r, {182w) = 30 oTr- + r-oo kev (co 72¡

SEPARATTON ENERGTES

s2n(182w ) = ,rr, (183w) - sr, (183w;

= th 8l_5 + I kev

('71 Mass Tabt-e = 1)+ 700 + 200)

sen (rBo",¡ = s'r, 1182g,¡ - s2r, lr8zç¡

= 15 255 + l-00 kev 
)

('71 Mass Table = f5 370 + 220 kev)

s2r, (f76Hr) = f5 069 ! 21 kev

('71 Mass TabLe = fl+ 9l+2 + 30 kev)
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elements involved. The high srope portions have been
inteipretecl (8a73) as repïesenting unusualry large spaces
between the Nilsson levels (i.e. above the S/2_t5I2l (N=I04)
ancl 9/2+ t6241 (N=108) leve]s) and the 10w sl0pe as
representing a small space (above the 7/2_ tSf¿l (N=106)
l-evel)

ft is interesting to note that Ogle et al. (Og7L) have
calculated singte particle levels for a deformed harmonic
oscillator poÈential, considering the effects of both
quadrupoJ-e and tetroidal def orrnations. They present
diagrams that show that the general featu::es required by t.he
experimental- resurts are reprocrucecr. ;" particular, t.he
introduction of a smal1 positive tetroidal component
impròves the agree*ent with the sizes of the level spacing
and leads to the correct ordering of the levels between 94
and 110 neutrons using the deformations measured (UoSO¡.
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CONCLUSTON

The Ì4anitoba rr I metre high resolution mass
spectrometer has been modified for measuring wider mass
differences than those previousry possible with this
instrument. Errors encountered,, founcr to be due to surface
chargesr \{êre mini_mised and compensateci for. Measurements
were made for doublets with a separation of L/3,000, and,
with the aide of a computer assisteo matching system, a
precision as high as o A, = 1 . 7xr 0-e \4/as acheiveci on the
c "cr H, c3sc1 D, doubret. Trris result was found to be in
excellent agireement v/ith other measurernents. Measurements

'vere also made on the 
',.ass difference between lutetium and

neodymium and several narro\4r measurements in the ytt.erbium _
hafnium region.

The measurements here have strongly inoicated a
systematic error existing in previous measurements done by
this group' Approxj-mate compensations have bcen made, ancl a
new adjusted set of mass differences presentecl.

some interesting trends have also been reinforcecl in
the Srn systematics.

l3s



APPEI.TDIX

BLPAKNEY I S TFÌEOREM

AÌthough the basic equations describi-ng trre mot.ion of
charged particles in electric and magnetic fields existed
welL before Èhe turn of the century, the formuLation
published by Break'ey in a short foctnote in a teachi'g
journal in r-936 (8136) has assumed an important posit,ion in
mass spectrometry. His basic devel0pment is presented here,
together with some concrusi-ons appricable to this t.hesis.

The force g at any gi-ven point on an ion of mass m and
eitectric charge e moving with a veroci-ty y in a combination
of erectric and magnetic fields E, q, is described by the
Lorentz force equation:

(A-t)
and si-nce

F=

where s is the distance
write

m y'dy / ds

along the trajectory,

{ = e (€ + yxp)

(n
we

(A-2)

then we can

of the

fiV.dv./ds = e

From this equation
YX9)

derive the

(A-3)

traj ectory

+

can
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ion, given a knowledge of its initiar verocity , and the
er-ectric ancl magnetic fierd vectors at alr points on the
traj ectory.

If !ùe now change Èhe values of m, lt E, p and e
throughout the system by multiplying trrem by scalar
constants Çt €, r, r and v respectively, then equation A_3
becomes

ÇE2my.dy/as = ve(rF + {ryxp) (a-¿)
: \'vhich wilr- become identical to equation A-3 provi<led

ÇE2 = vr = vErc (A-5)
Hence the two systems described by equations A_3 and A_4
wirr have identicar trajectories subject to condition A-5,
which can be re-expressed as

VT
TT2=1 (A-6)

and

which is equivalent to saying

eE/X = const (A-B)
and 

" P /l|l = consr (A-9)
where K i-s trre kinetic energy of the ion, and p is its
momentum.

VK
1

>t I
çÇ
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rf we cons'der a siLuation where the elecÈric
field system and the charge of the ions remain constant
( r = v = r) ' and the same trajectory is maintained for
changing B, then we obtain from A_6

E - I//e (A-10)
which can be substituted into (A_7) obtaining

K = /ç (A_11)
This can be re-expressed as

(A-12)fvtcB2.
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AL71

AT72

As19

As2 0

As22

As22a

As27

As33

As42
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NEUTRON SEPARATION AND PAIRING ENERGIES IN THE REGION 82 <N < 126*
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Results of a systematic study of atomic-mass difÏerences in the region 82-<N-<126

are presented as plots of double-neutron separation energy and neutron-pairing energy.
These plots provide inJormation concerning the extent of the nuclear deformation which
begins in the region of 90 neutrons, its dependence upon Z, and its gradual dissappear-
a¡ce in the region 106 f,N<, 116.

19641'2 and 19653 some of us reported a se-
of precise atomic-mass differences in the

N - 90, which provided acqurate informa-
concerning the mass effect associated with

onset of nuclear deformation in that region.
have since extended this work substantially,
g improved techniques and employing both
original high-resolution mass spectrometer4
a nelply constructed one,s and can now pro-
a fairly complete picture of the mass sur-
between the 82- and 126-neutron shells. r

det¿ils of this rrork, including the major
on its interpretation, will be reported

course in a series of papers, but the over-
ture is sufficiently informative to warrant

presentation.
in earlier work, most of the mass differ-
have been obtained by studying doublets

e type

=Ax r"ucl-A-2x23'cl, (1)

X, and X" may or may not be isotoPes of
element. The fractional spacing of the

doublets studied ranged from one part
to one part in 115800. The error associ-

with AM was usually in the range 1-4 keV.
the 37Cl-3scl mass difference is known to
V,6'? double-neutron separation energies
n be calculated to virtually the same pre-
as AM,viz.

= z¡z-(Ax ,-A',x ,)

=2n-("ct-35c1)-aM (2)

in which the doublet contains isotopes
same element. For cases in which iso-
of different elements are involved, the

available data are frequently accurate enough
to introduce negligible error in the calculation
of S, for the nuclides concerned.

The upper portion of Fig. 1 is a plot of S, for
even-Z, even-N nuclides fromN=14to N=126.
The many data relatingto odd,-Z and/or odd-N
nuclides are omitted in order to avoid congestion
in the figure. The values for Xe and Ce (talen
from the 1965 mass table8 which in this region
is based primarily on the work of Johnson and
Niere and Damerow, Ries, and Johnsonro) are
included to show the characteristically "regular"
shape of the curves of S, vs N in the region 50

-'N s82,1r and to remind the reader of the sudden
decrease in Sro which occurs as the 82-neutron
shell is exceeded. The values for the other ele-
ments are based mainly on some ?0 mass dif-
ferences determined in our laboratory during
the past four years. Most of these values are
derived directly from Eq. (Z), ¡,tt a few require
for their calculation the use of accurate reaction
Q's or disintegration energies.

As was mentioned, some of the curves shown
in the upper portion of Fig. 1 for N - 90 were
published earlier, at which time attention was
drawn to the major discontinuity in slope at N

= 88, the apparent charge dependence of this ef-
fect, and the suggestion that the slopes for N
>- 92 are similar to those for N< 88. AIso, the
relationship between these effects and the defor-
mation of the nucleus \ryas commented upon. Ad-
ditional points now to be noted include these:

(a) fne injection of the new data has produced
a marked increase in the regularity of the S,
curves in the region 92 -'N -'126. One may now

ascribe special significance to the irregularities
that remain.
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ERRORS lO- 35þV lbr Pñ
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FIG. 1. Plot of dqrble-ner¡tron separation energy (S2,) and of neutron-pairlng energy (Pr), botå aB functione

nèutron nr¡nber. Data a¡e for isotopes of the even-Z elemente in the reglon 82SJVS 126.

I

o'
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N(r,

I

g
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(U) fne energy of deformatlon extribited by nu-
clidee trithN=90 is least for Z=60 (Xa) ana
shows ¿ small but steady increase in going to
Z =62 (Sm) ana Z =64 (Oy). fne relatively high
rralue of Sro at onDy (N= 88, Z =66) may suggest
that this nuclide hae already acquired a small
ground-etate deformation. But in going from
iV=90 toJV=92, although there is also a Z depen-
dence, the incremental effect is greatest for Z
= 6o (Nd).

(c) Wnen viewed over a range of two neutronE
tåe segments of adJacent curveo are usually par-
allel to one anottrer, that is, irregularities are
reproduced for the same neutron numbers.

(d) The most conspicuoue irregularlties lie in
the regfon 106 -< lV -< 110.

(e) Below 
^¡V - 106 the shape of the curves (which

are strikingly different from the 'tegular'
curves referred to earlier) indicates that for
certain elements the mass effect associated with
deformation continues well beyond 92, but at a
more gradual rate.

(f) fne curves aboveN-110 do not individually
reveal tåe disapperance of deformation, rather,
this disappeararice is indicated by the large sep-
arations between the curves for Z=74(Wl, Z
= ?6 (Os), ¿¡nd Z = ?8 (pt).

In the lower portion of Fig. 1 is a plot of neu-
tron-pairing energies for the malority of nu-
clides represented in the upper portion, calcu-
lated according to the relationshipP

.P,(Ìr) = (-1)¡/å[2sÀÍN)-s,(N-l)-So(N + 1)]. (3)

These pairing-energy curves are a
and an extension of the pioneer work of
and Niere and Johnson and Bhanotrs who
tention to maxima in the region of 90 and 11

neutrons. lVith reference to tàe lower
Fig. 1, attentlon is not¡r drawn to the followi
epecific features:

(g) .{t N = 90 the neutron-pairing energies
a definite maximum for Z = 62 (Sm) and. Z =
(Gd), a probable m¿udmum for Z = 60 (Nd),
a possible maxlmum fot Z = 66 (DV). The
est effect appears to occur at Z = 62 (Sm)
Z =64 (H).

(h) A second maximum in the neutron-pai
energy appears to occur at N= 116,
curve for no element actually passes th
maximum. But the curves for Z = 76 (Os)
Z =78 (Pt) suggest the existence of this
mum, and those for Z =74 (W) ana Z =80 (
are not inconsistent with this hlryothesis.

(i) getween these bilo maxima, the
pairing energy appears to decline steadily
minimum in the region 106 -<N -< 108. This
undoubtedly related to the transition
ferred to in comments (d), (e), anA (t)

(j) fne pairing energies fot Z =S0 (HS)
Z =82 (pU) appear not to follow the same
as they approach the 126-neutron shell.

lVe are indebted to a number of indi
prepublication information, and appropr
acknowledgement for this will be made in
subsequent detailed papers.
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A High Resolution Mass Spectrometer for Atomic Mass Determinationsx

R. C. Blr¡rn, R. L. Brsnol,î H. E. Ducrwonrn, J. O. Mnnrortr,
F. C. G. Souruorv, P. VeN Rooxruvznn,{ ar'rn P. Wrr.r.r¡vs

Deþart'rnent oJ Physàcs, llní,aersi,ly oJ Mønitobo, Winnipeg, Canada

(Received 10 August 1970; and in frnal form, 24 September 1970)

A high resolution, second-order clouble-focusing mass spectrometer has been constructed for the precise deter-

mination of atomic mass difierences. The instrument has a mean radius of curvature in the elect¡ostatic analyzer

of 1 m and has operated with ¿ resolving power at the base of the peaks of -200 000. Details of current operation

are given. The best precision ¿chieved to date is 2.5 X 10-e, corresponding to -250 eY at M :700 amu ; typical pre-

cision is -5 X10+.

INTRODUCÎION

IGH resolution mass spectrometers which are used

for the precise determination of atomic masses are

normally deflection instruments consisting of electric and

magnetic fields in tandem. For this type of arrangement,

emerging from an object 'slit oL zeto width with half
ular divergence a and velocity a:ao(I*p) will fall a

icular distance

!n:a^{Bs*BzFlBrc2*Bneg*Bzzß2} (1)

rom the optic axis after traversing the two f.elds. The

ients depend upon the distance l"* traveled ft'om

e magnetic fi.eld boundarY.
The well known theory of Herzogl allows ñeìd arrange-

ts to be chosen for which Br:Bz:0 (for a particular

'-), thus providing frrst order double focusing. Subse-

uently several instruments which additionally provide

11:0 were designed and built.2-6 Finally, in 1959,

intenberger and König7 reported an extensive study of

second order focusing properties of such fi.elds and

a number of arrangements which provide com-

second-order double focusing (Brt: 3rr:3zz:0).
In 19ó3, when planning of the present instrument was

n, no high resolution mass spectrometer possessed

second-order double focusing. Since then,

et ø1.8-10 have described a novel high resolution

spectrometer which theoretically achieves this objec-

e. In practice, however, the measured second-order

fficients differ signifrcantly from zero.rr

Although a brief preliminary description of the design

and construction of the new Manitoba mass spectrometer

has been given elsewherel2 we here present further details

together with information concerning its performance.

I. THE MASS SPECTROMETER

A. GeometrY

Of the many instruments proposed by Hintenberger and

König,7 the geometry chosen for our purpose has deflection

in the same sense in both electric and magnetic flelds plus

straight mâgnetic field boundaries. The advantages in

choosing this arrangement, shown in Fig' 1, are the

following.
(1) An intermediate direction focus is formed (at 1" 

")
by the electrostatic analyzer. This permits the use of the

electrostatic analyzet as an energy analyzet capable of

resolving - 1 eV.

(2) The total ion path is reasonably short compared to

the mean radius of curvature in the electrostatic analyzçr,

ø". The individual lengths l'", 1""' l,'*, and- 1,"* are aÏso

relatively short so that problems due to mechanical vibra-

tion and stray magnetic fields are minimized'
(3) It is not necessary for the ion beam to cross a curved

magnetic 6.eld boundary at a prescribed angle.

The scale of the mass spectrometer was determined by

choosing a":! m. The total length of the ion path is

4.59 m and the over-all magnifi'cation is 0.50. The values

of the other geometric parameters are given in Fig. 1.
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The object slit So is variable in width and orientation,
as is the collector slit S". For a resolving power of 200 000
at the base of the peaks and with the image width equal
to the width of S", So is 2.7 ¡r width. The maximunr. value
of ø is È10-2 rad, although S" is usually set to limit a to
+2X 10-3 rad. Sp is typically set to correspond to d: +8
X 10-0. The height of the beam is limited normally to
^v 2 mm to ensure that all ions reaching the detector have
experienced the same magnetic field.

B. the Source

The ion source, shown in Fig. 2, is a variation of the
Finkelsteinl3 source. The oven is made of tantalum, coated
with boron nitride insulation, and wrapped wità a rhenium

Frc. 2. Ion sou¡ce.
A-Sample; B-oven;
C-Re fllament (coated
with LaB6); D-¡ibbon
heater and BN insula-
tion; E-Cu windings
for electromagnet; F-
5 cm.

\,
--T;

heating ñlament. The electromagnet is excited by the coil
E so that there is, in the central region of the oven,
magnetic field of -1 kG directed parallel to the axis of
the source. The ion accelerating potential V" (-20 kY
is applied to the oven. The filament is 5G-500 V, and th
brass and iron parts of the source housing are 100-500 V
negative with respect to the oven. Thus, electrons
emitted from the filament and a¡e.constrained to fol
a path along the axis of,the source, passing through
hole in the back of the oven and then oscillating back
forth. Within the oven a plasrna is fonned from which i

are extracted through the front hole.
For total electron emission currents of 5 to 100 mA, i

currents from 0.5 to 25 ¡.tA have been obtained with
energy spread of less than 2 eV. fn the work done to
the sarnples have been solids (CdClz or lare earth chlorides
which are vaporized in the oven.

The source arrn is shown in the upper right corner
Fig. 3, which gives a view of the entire instrument.
ion beam is centered and focused on the principal slit b
means of an electrostatic quadrupole lens. The positi
of the slit So relative to the electrostatic analyzer can
adjusted by a rota¡y table mounted on the I-beam
which, in turn, is bolted to the electrostatic analyzer

C. Electrostatic Analyzer

The electlostatic analyzer is a cylindrical condenser
mean radius e":I m and sector ang;le ó":94.ó5o, as ind
cated in Fig. 1. The analyzer gap is 2 cm and the freld
terminated at the physical boundaries by blocks position
according to Herzog's theory.la

Frc. 1. Geometry of the mass
spectrometer: ø":100.00 cm; O"
:94.65'; a^:62.7 4 cm; Õm :90''
l' ":M.45 cm; l" ":17.63 , '
l'^:82.49 cm; Ltt*:59.46 cm'
e':27"; e":15"; 2þ:2.000 cm.
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Further details of the construction of the analyzer are
n in Fig. 4 which is a cross sectional view through one

the five positioning assemblies. The analyzer plates,
ich are made of gold plated Armco iron, are supported
fused silica blocks which, in turn, rest on the analyzer
e. The size of the gap is determined at each assembly
a pair of cylindrical fused silica spacers. The position
the plates.relative to the reference surface may be

justed by means of the locating screws on each of the
ter mounts. The inner mounts have an Inconel-X spring
angement which presses the entire assembly together

against the outer positioning mounts. In this arrange-
t, the totai variation in the mean radius of the analyzer
0.003 cm (with respect to the reference sr.rrface). The
variation in the gap is -0.001 cm over the entire

of the plates and much less in the more limited region
which the ion beam actually travels. This results

marily from differences in spacers (ground to 2.0000
cm) and variations arising in the grinding and

troplating of the plates.

+
SOURCE

ELECTRoNICS .>

ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
<- 50 L/sEc. IoN PUMP

The cover and base of the electrostatic analyzer are
rnade of 304 stainless steel. The vacuum seal between
cover and base is made with a 1 mm diam gold wire
gasket. The pressure measured by the 140 liter/sec ion
pump is -5X 10-8 Torr when the valve between the
source and the electrostatic analyzer is open.

The electrostatic analyzer and source arm are supported
on three ball bearings located approximately at the en-
trance and exit boundaries of the electrostatic fi.eld, and
at the intersection of the tangents to the ion paths at
these points. A pivot is located directly below the direction
focus of the eÌectrostatic analyzer. Thus, the first haì-f of
the instrument, consisting of electrostatic analyzer plus
source arm, may be rotated as a unit about this pivot dur-
ing focusing.

D. Magnetic Analyzer

Each of the pole pieces of the magnet (shown at left in
Fig. 3) is a single block of Armco iron. The gap between
them is established by 2.540 cm Inconel spacers. Below

F¡c. .3. The mass spectromete¡.
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ÍNNER RADIUS OF

VACUUM CHAMBER

ARMco ålfrLJSl!

INCONEL-X SPRING

POSITIONING MOUNT

REFE RENCE
SURFACE

LOCATING SCREW

POSITIONING MOUNf

FUSED SILICA

Frc. 4. Cross section of the
elect¡ostatic analyzet through one

pair of the positioning mounts.

and above the pole pieces a small shimmiog gop has been

introduced to improve the homogeneity of the ûeld' Some

adjustment of the freld uniformity can be made by chang-

ing tt. width of the upper shimming gap' The yoke is

madeinthreesectorswithtwowater-cooledexcitingcoils
oneachsector.Thesixcoilsareconnectedinparallel
electrically and in three parallel b-ranches of two coils each

for cooling.
The field can be varied over the range 3-8 kG with a

typical uniformity of 1/5000 throughout the entire volume

to within one gap width from the boundary of the fleld'

Below 3 kG the inhomogeneity remains at -0'5 G' The

stability of the magnetic current supply is 1 ppm or better

over a period of several minutes'

The entire instrument is mounted' on a rigid table made

of 150X366X2.5 cm steel plate with a grid of 20 cm

I-beams welded to its lower side' This table is supported

by eight pneumatic mounts which isolate the instrument

from building vibrations' Each mount contains a pressure

regulator and a rubber bellows which will support two tons

when inflated to a pressure of 7 kg'cm-2' A cylinder of

nitrogen will operate the system for over a month' In the

",r"ni 
of a pressure failure the spectrometer table simply

settles onto steel supports' The table and frve of the

vibration mounts are visible in Fig' 3'

As mounted, the spectrometer has a highly damped

natural frequency of -1 cps' For frequencies of about

ãO .0. and greater (typical of building vibrations)' the

isolation efficiency is better than 0'99'

E. Collector A¡m

The collector arm shown in the middle of Fig' 3

supported by a stainless steel frame attached to th

spectrometer table. A second ion pump (50 liters/sec)

suspended from the collector arm and typically produc

a pressure of -3X10-8 Torr during operation of th
instrument.

A pair of Helmholtz coils located between the

and the collector slit (Fig. 3) is driven by a sawtoot

current with a repetition rate of -19 cps. The resul

magnetic field sweeps the ion beam across the collec

slit. AII ions passing through the slit are detected by

high gain, low noise magnetic electron multiplier (Bend

M310). The resultant signal is amplifled and viewed

the oscilloscope from which the sawtooth is deri

Figure 5 is a photograph of t trace in which five

are shown. The base resolving power in this case

-110 000.

Because of the location of the 50 liter/sec ion pump,

contributes a noise current of -10-18 A in the

multiplier which can be objectionable when peaks of

Iow intensity are studied. In this case the pump mây

switched off and the noise thereby reduced to less th

10-te A.

F'. tr'ocusing Procedure

Prior to the start of construction the focusing

ties of this instrument were investigated in some deta
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fn particular the effect on the focusing'of a nonunifor.m
netic field was studied.

For ions traveling in the median plane of the magnetic
freld, it 'û¿as found that, while the individual widths of the
velocity focus (a^B22Bz) and direction focus (ø_811ø2)
would not be altered by small radial or azimutha"l varia.-
tions in the field, their positions would be shifted differ-
entially so that a double focus would not be formed. In
this case, of course, .B12 would no longer be zero. A suit-

small correction could be made so that the two foci
would again coincide, although not necessarily at the
theoretical position for the double focus, and Brz would

virtually zero.

Thus the calculations suggested that it would be suffi-
ient to adjust the instrument to obtain a first order

ble focus. Because the second order'aberrations are
iveìy insensitive to geometry we should then obtain

second order focus as well.
The calculations have recently been extendedl6 to study

effect produced by the actual magnetic fringing field
the double focus. This work indicates that, in general,
effect is similar to the .case of the nonuniform field

escribed above, although there may also be a small
eterioration in the second-order focusing properties.
The general procedure and tests for focusing are similar
those used in focusing the 2.74 m radius mass spectrom-

ter formerþ at McMaster University.lT To check the
ty focus, the ion energy is changed by -22 y on
second sweep of the display oscilloscope. Lack of

Iocity focusing results.in one peak being displaced with
to itself. The direction focus is characterized by a

ed improvement in the resolution of the peaks. Addi-
lly, the quadrupole lens may be used to vary a and

us permit a test of the direction focus.
fn the initial focusing, the principal slit was positioned
its theoretical location relative to the electrostalic

and the distances (l" "il'^) and 1,,* (see Fig. 1)
re set at their nominal values. The electrostatic analyzer

source arm was then adjusted relative to the magnet
correct for the fringing field.
In the subsequent routine focusing, the first half of the

ument consisting of electrostatic ana"Tyzer plus source
is swung about the intermediate direction focus. The

ld necessary to bring the ions to the same point on the
illoscope screen is a maximum for some particular

gle. If the direction focus occurs at this same angle,
:n the direction focus of the electrostatic analyzer is
ng formed at the pivot axis. fnvariably both the direc-

and velocity foci occur near. this angle and a mino¡
justment inl'* (to move the direction focus) or alateral

t of the collector (to move the velocity focus)
fficient to achieve a double focus.
ear the double focused arrangement, a further test

the coincidence of the two.foci may be made. As noted

'uosrtïr. 'tTrtuc¡tLr

- Frc. 5. Oscilloscope display _o!_the_ electron multiplier output.
-h'rom the left the peaks are 160Nd35C12, 150sm36cli. irt¡J¿ø614iç1.
r4ESm3õCl37Cl, and 146Nd37C12. The base resolving poier in this casé
is - 110 000.

earlier, when the two foci are separated, ,B12 is of apprecia-
ble size. During the velocity focusing test described above,
the angle a may be varied by means of the quadrupole
lens. ff, under these circumstances, the velocity focused
condition is a dependent, -B12 is large and the velocity and
direction foci are not coincident.

On the basis of the current performance of the instru_
ment we have estimated the following upper limits for the
second order focusing coefficients' Brr<0.f, By1O.Z, and.
82210.5. Further, it would appear that slit quality and
uniformity of the deflecting frelds are the limiting factors
in achieving,more definitive values of these coefficients.

G. Peak Matching and the Control Circuitry

The method of obtaining a mass difference is a variation
of the well established peak matching technique, which
in turn depends on Bleakney,s theorem.rs Let us suppose
that an ion of mass .&/ traverses a given path through the
instrument in which certain fixed potentials are applied
to various electrodes (Z¿ would be applied to the ¿th
electrode.) Then an ion of mass M' wiII follow exactly the
same path through the instrument if all the magnetic
fields are maintained constant and all the potentials are
changed according to the relation

MV¿:7¿'Yr.. (2)

Provision is therefore made for changing the electro-
static analyzer voltage from 7 to VIAV, on alternate
sweeps. The magnitude of AV is adjusted in order to bring
M' to the same stage of the oscilloscope sweep as M. AV
is then determined. The mass difierence, AM:M,-M,
is calculated fuom AV/V and. M.
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4 x 97.2 \OLr
BATTERIES

Frc. ó. Potential supply fo¡ electrostatic analyzet.

As the instrument is double focusing, the peak position

is insensitive to the accelerating potential. However,
strictly to satisfy Bleakney's theorem and thus to ensure

that the two ion groups traverse the identical path, V"
is changed by LV" in the same fashion as /. The same is

true, in a strict sense, for the voltages provided to the
quadrupole lens. However, for the narro\ry doublets studied
to date, the appropriate changes in the lens voltages
produce a negligible effect on the doublet separation'

When the two members of a doublet are chemically
identical, they are formed in the source with the same

energy distribution. Thus the change AVo in the voltage

V o rnay be calculated precisely fuom AM, M, and V o.

When the two members of a doublet are chemically

dissimilar, AV " may be set and checked in the following
manner. With the instrument set up for the visual peak

matching of a given doublet, the ion accelerating potential

is varied slowly so that the ion beam is cut off by one of

the edges of the slit SB which is located at the direction
focus of the electrostatíc analyzer. AV" ís adjusted so that
the two members of the doublet disappear simultaneously.

In this test, a deviation of -1 eV in energy from the value

required by Bleakney's theorem may be readily detected.

The potential supply for the electrostatic analyzer is
shown in Fig. 6. tr/ is provided by eight 97.2 V mercury
reference batteries (Eveready E 302 4ó2) while AZ is

presented to the chopper and the resulting square wave is

applied across the two 200 O resistors. A precision poten-

tiometer, described by Bishop and Barber,le is then used

to determine both Z and AV relative to the same standard.

The power supply for this traveling potentiometer has

as its reference an additionalgT -2 V mercury battery which

is identical to the others and is located in the same tem-

peraLure controlled box. Thus, although the absolute

values of the potentials of the mercury batteries may

change, the measured values are very stable, and the

precision to which AV/V can be determined depends on

lhe calibration of the divider chain in the potentiometer.

Although this technique is basically similar to one used

previously in our laboratorylT and -more recently by
Matsuda et al.r20 the precision attained with this new
potentiometer is signifrcantly better. This method also

differs from that of Nier2l and Mclatchie22 and that of
Bainbridge and Moreland.2s For both latter arrangements,

V and AV are supplied by a battery driven resistor chain.
In Nier's circuit, the resistor chain is a zr network and

AV /V is determined from a calibration of the resistances.

The circuit of Bainbridge and Moreland consists of a

series chain of 22 resistors and two voltage dividers. The
measurement oÍ AV/V can be carried out either by
calibration of the resistances or by measuring vol
by a traveling potentiometer.

The present arrangement offers certain advantages

these other networks. Since there is no current drain f
the batteries, relatively low capacity batteries may
used and the problem of drift in the value of tr¡ is absent

Secondly, the impedance between the analyzer plates
ground is low so that problems of pickup and of i

currents arriving at the analyzer plates are mtl
reduced.

The mechanical chopper which switches Atrz on and

also includes a switch used to supply a master tri
pulse at a repetition rate of -19 cps (Figs.6 and 7). Thi
pulse is used as the external trigger for the display oscil

scope_ and the Fabri-Tek 1024 channel signal a
(FT1os2).

The output of the electron multiplier is amplifred
applied to the display oscilloseope and to the sign

averager. The sawtooth voltage from the oscilloqcope

amplifred in order to drive the Helmholtz coils whi
modulate the beam position. The differentiated saw

triggers a flipflop which (a) switches the electron multipli
information through gain A or gain B, (b) switches ti
neon light on or off subsequently to switch V", and. (

switches the voltages applied to the quadrupole lenses.

The signal averager efiectively divides the trace in
f024 intewals, integrates the voltage over each

interval, and stores a number from -64 to *ó4
tional to the integrated voìtage in the correspondi

memory location. Successive traces are added in order
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The memory conte:

are continuously disolayed on a second oscilloscope.

The application of the signal averager to peak matchi
follows closely the work of Benson and Johnson2a and

of Macdougall.2s A circuit, incorporatèd in the a
switches between add and subtract modes on

sïveeps. A peak for mass M is added to the memory on

numbered sweeps while a peak for inass M' is subtr
on even numbered sweeps. Thus, when the peak hei

are made equal by gains A and B, and the peaks

the same stage of the oscilloscope trace a null si

4 x 97.2 VOLT
BATTERIES

results. A sìight mismatch results in an S-shaped
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Frc. 7. Block diagram for the
control circuitry.

whose phase indicates the appropriate adjustment
be made in AZ to obtain a null.
The rnass difference of a doublet may be determined as

ibed above in eight different ways which are permuta-
of the following variables: the direction of sweeping

ion beam across tåe collector slit, the routing of the
,rence peak (Ir') through gain A or gain B, and the
ice of reference peak (i.e., the choice whether AZ is

to or subtracted from Z). fn order greatly to reduce
likelihood of systematic error in the final result, the

hted average is taken of these eight values. Before
run, the instrument is refocused in at least a minor

. Approximately 20 such runs are taken by at least
different operators and from these values the mean

the standard deviation of the mean are calculated.
should be noted that, when the instrument is operated

, it is adequate to test for velocity focusing by
observation of the live display. This means that the

velocity focusing is actually a first order focusing.

, the signal averager permits a very sensitive
of performing the test, viz, by setting ÃV:0,

:22 V, and matching a peak to itself. Such a test
important when a small number of runs is to be

to determine a mass difference.

II. PRECISION

its present form, this instrument has been used to

------_----f

-l/50 000) in the spectra of various rare earth chlorides.
These values will be presented elsewhere.26 The precision
of this work is shown in Fig. 8 which gives a histogram of
the values oi ôM/M obtained for the first 12 doublets
studied with the instrument as described. Here ôi[ is the
error assigned to a mass difference, and M is the mass at
which it occurs. The number of runs corresponding to each

value is indicated in the square representing that value.
ft is seen that a typical precision for these results is

-5/10s. The best was 2.5/7û and was obtained for the
relatively intense doublet

16eTb35Cl2_ 165Ho37Cl2

on tåe basis of only 18 runs.
In general the precision appears to be closely related to

tlre 'intensity of peaks being matched. For the seven

t23456789toilt2
(ôM/M) lN PaRrs PeR lo9

Frc. 8. Precision àchieved with the mass spectrometer. This is a
bistogram of values of 6M/M fo¡ 12 doublets studied (ôr11 is the error
for a given determination and .¿11 is the mass at which it occurs).
The number of runs for each doublet is indicated'in the square
representing the doublet.
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doublets where thé precision was worse than 5/10e, the

intensity of the peaks was below the average intensity
for rare earth chlorides. fn ail cases, the precision was

not limited by the potentiometer used to determine

AV/V.
The highest resolving power obtained to date has been

-200 000 measured at the base of the peaks, and involved
the intense peaks in the CdClz spectrum. The low intensity
available for most of these rare earth doublets has made

it expedient to operate at resolving porilers in the range

100 000-150 000.
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BSTRACT

A high resolution mass spectrometer has been used to obtain precise atomic
ss diflerences by means of an improved peak-matching technique in which
:line computer analysis js used to determine the matching condition. The

ure retains the improved signal-to-noise ratio achieved with a signal
rager, but offers improved precision in a given operating time and removes

rther human judgment of the matched condition. Moreover, it makes possible
comparison between the precision obtained experimentally and the theoretical
it (derived here) determined by the instrument resolution and the number of

detected. Representative results for doublet spacings are presented for which
precision (ôMlM - S x 10-e) approaches the staristical limit.

A second-order double-focusing mass spectrometer has been constructed at
university of Manitoba for the precise determination of atomic mass differences.
tailed descriptions of the construction and performance of the instrument

been presented elsewherel'2. The instrument has been in use for some time
values for 31 doublets in the spectra ofrare earth chlorides have been reported
rtly3.

The determination of an atomic mass difference to high precision is generally
red out by some variation of the "peak-matching" technique. rn our case a
k is generated by the modulation of the ion beam across the collector slit by
all sawtooth magnetic fleld derived from Helmholtz coils located between the

and the slit. The ion current is detected by an electron multiplier and the

research was supported by the National Research Council of Canada.
t address: University of Winnipeg, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
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amplified output is displayed on the oscilloscopo from which the modulatin

field is originallY derived.

The peak-matching method depends on a theorem due to Bleakney+

SupposethatanionofmassMtraversesagivenpaththroughtheinstrumen
wiih certain ûxed potentials applied to various electrodes (Zr would be applier

to the i'h electrode). Then an ion of mass M'wllI follow exactly the same path i

to the relation

MV¡ : M'V,'' (

Thus,byapplyingaLVtotheelectrostaticanalyservoltageZ,suchlhatM,fal
at the same point on the trace as M, LM may be calculated fron

all magnetic ûelds are held constant and all the V, are changed to V" accordi

LMLV(
Ìw: v'
The precision on the value of aM depends on the determination of t

matched cond.ition and on the subsequent measurement of the L'vlv tati

Apparatus for the latter measurement was described by Barber and Bishops. T

limitations on determining the matched condition will be discussed below'

originally, the peak positions were compared visually via an oscillosco

display ç1.g. ,"r.6). Subsequently a signal averager with a 1024 channel digi

memory was used on-line to detect the lack of coincidence of the peaks2

(herein referred to as the "visual-null method")' Traces corresponding to

ì"f"r"n"" peak are added to the memory while those for the displaced peak i

subtracted from it. If the peaks are matched in position (and amplitude), a

signal results; ifthey are slightly displaced, an "s"-shaped error signal is obtai

Theuseofasignalaveragersignif,cantlyincreasesthesignal-to-noiser
and thereby improves the precision with which a match may be determined.

variation of this method is the "spectrum-stripping" technique of Stevens ¿

Morelande where the reference peak and the displaced peak are stored in separ

halves of adigital memoryand the difference (with a factorto adjust the amplitud'

is taken by an arithmetic operation in the analyser. The amplitude of the resull

error signal is normalized by the reference peak and is taken as a measure of

degree ãf mismatch. Several runs are made with LV on either side of the expe'

uul=rre, und a straight line fit is used to calculate the correct setting for a ma

An alternate procedure was to calculate the centroids of the peaks ancl to use

the straight line fi.tting, the variation in peak position wilh d,v. A similar mel

is used by Matsuda et al.lo.

DETERMINATION OF THE MATCHED CONDITION

Sincethelocationofonepeakrelativetoanothermustbecalculated
error in the separation is the root of sum of squares combination of the err

360 Int. L Mass Spectrom. Ion Phys', 1O (l



ocating each peak position. Several authorsll'l2 consider that the centroid o¡
ighted mean is the best unbiased estimate of the centre of a mass peak. Consider

peak occupying channels x¡, i:7,2,3,.. ., 1, ofsomerecordingdeviceandletthe
height in the i,o channel be n¡, equal to the number of ions (counts) accu-

ulated in that channel. Since the number of counts n r obeys Poisson statistics, the

andard deviation of n, is n/n,. Moreover each of the nr is independent. The

verage position, or centroid of the distribution is given by

x-
T

here the summation convention ¡ : l. ìs used. The variance of x, denoted by o2

given by the generalized rule for propagation of errors13. Using the fact that

variance for the height in each channel is z¡, and Ihat n¡ is independenl of n¡,
2 is seen to be

(3)

": Çrt(L',*;.%#r",-2-y::r',',)' (4)

ow let ly' be the total number of ions in the peak from i : I Io i : L

L'': n (5)

o' ::(lr,*,'¡!(Ln,*,)'-1Lr,r,Lr,*,) (6)

ich reduces to

,' : #(Ln,*,'-Nt'). (7)

is can be immediately recognized as the same result that is obtained for the

nce of the mean of a normal (or Gaussian) distribution having each value of

can be put into a more convenient form for calculation as

" t n,x,z-Nxz
-._u

¡{(N- 1)

large .ð/, say greater than 30, eqns. (7) and (9) are the same to better than 3 \.
Equation (7) may be rewritten in a form which shows explicitly how the

deviation of the mean depends only on the total number of ions counted,
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N, and on the shape of the peak. Suppose we normalize the area of the distribution

in each case, and use a set of numbers /, to describe the peak shape, such that

n,: f¡' N. (10

Then o. for the mean is

o,,: +(L f, *r'-*1+. (ll
VIY

In a high resolution mass spectrometer for precise atomic mass deter

minations, the ideal peak shape is an isosceles triangle, while for isotopic abund

ance measurements it is rectangular. When eqn. (11) is evaluated for a triangle

base width W, then

1 1-+ :0.20 
-.J24N

oJ-
W

For a rectangular Peak of width IA',

5: L-: o.ze J-
w J-t2N Jn

2AWe: *- ø(N¡+])

(r

Equation (12) yields the same result as that calculated by Campbell and Halliday

for a triangle with large N approximated by a Gaussian'

In addition to this purely statistical limitation to the precision of a do

measurement, a further practical limitation may exist due to the presence of

small modulation in peak position. This may be caused either by electric

magnetic a.c. ûelds or by vibration of the apparatus. fn either case, the positi

of the peak is sinusoidally modulated at abeat frequency/r with some amplitr

A that is a fraction of a peak width. This means that if the peak is collected

exactly an integral number of oscillations, there will be no systematic error int

duced into the peak position.

Generally there is a non-integral number of oscillations, so that there

random contribution added that does not represent the true peak position.

contribution, on the ayefage, introduces a bias in the position of the mean

ZAl4tln, so that the calculated position of the centroid is shifted by an a

where Ns is the integer number of complete oscillations or "beats" of the

If ¡fB > 30, the error introduced by neglecting the ] is negligible' The

bias, e, varies as 1/Zwhile ø-, the statistical standard deviation of the cent

varies as 1//I where Z is the elapsed time. Hence

t2A
W - n.fn' T
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independent of the ion current, or intensity and

o

W

0.205I t:-4,
l-6_,3.t0A11 t

- - -L V 
- 

.

o .f* teT

(16)

here 1 is the ion current, and e the electronic charge.

(17)

It is seen from eqn. (17) that e/o is large if 1is large, and gets smaler as Z
For very intense peaks the coliection time tends to be short, so the

ive size of this systematic erroris increased. Also, since eqn. (r5) is indepen-
nt of d the contribution of the bias in each of the two peaks being matched is
the same magnitude and so the total bias introduced into the determination
the mis-match is ./2 e.

Finally, it should be noted that the "systematic bias", €, is a bias in the cal-
ated peak position for a single match, and, as suggested in eqn. (14) et seq.,
y be of either sign. rt will be seen below, that many individual matches are made
order to obtain a final value for a given mass difference. rn this way, the effect
the presence ofthe "systematic bias", e, is to increase the spread ofthe results,

than to alter significantly the final value obtained for the mass difference.

QUADRANT SYSTEM

As will be apparent, the experimental technique employed in this work is
improved version of the "centroid" method referred to earrier. -rhe 1024
nel signal averager (Fabri-Tek FT1052), used originally for the visual null

2, has been modified by splitting the memory into four sections of 256
nels. During the first quarter cycle with L,V : O, a signal proportional to

reference peak of mass ll1 is stored in the first quadrant. During the second,
rd and fourth quarter cycles, signals with A,Vr, A,V, and, L,V, added, to V, are
red in the second, third and fourth quadrants respectively. The accumulated

ory contents are illustrated in Fig. 1 where the quadrants are shown one above
other. Generally, A,V is set near the expected value with LVr: LV2-ôV
LV3: LVz+õV set abour O.llto l.0lbelow and. above AVr.

Either M or M'may be used as the reference peak, i.e. d,V may be added or
racted. Also, the ion beam may be swept in two different directions. Finally,
AZ "staircase" may increase (N) or decrease (B) as shown in Fig. 2. per-

ions of these arrangements lead to eight different matching conflgurations.
rder to reduce the possibility of systematic error due to the method of matching
ight are used, and the weighted average is the value associated with one "run',.
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Chonnol lvumöer

Fig. 1. Memory contents for N, Add, Forward. Ms is the reference peak and Ma, the ligh
member of the doublet, is being matched to MH. Points A, B, C, and D are used for calculat
the base line. Points B' and C' ât the 15 I level are shown for the first quadrant. An
diagram ofthe parabolic approximation is also shown.

Figure I is an idealized display of the memory contents for N, Add, F,

after collection for several minutes. The lateral displacement of the peak

exaggerated here. Usually, the peak occupies more than 100 channels in the

of each quadrant.
In Figure 2 we show the wave forms necessary to carry out the

operation illustrated in Fig. l. The A,V wave form is derived from a mechan

chopper (Guildline 974514) driven by a synchronous motor via an "O"-ri
separate trigger signal is taken from independent contacts on the chopper in
to start the address advance for each quadrant in tu¡n. fn the earlier work repo

here (Tables I and 2), the data collection interval (thick line) was 25.6

(100 ¡rsec/channel) followed by a dead time of 7 msec. Voltages, V and Vu,

switched to new values as indicated in Fig. 2 and a further dead time of 10

occurs during which transients become negligible and the process conti
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Add,B

44 88 t32 t76
Time (millísecor¡ds)

2. L,V wave form and synchronization. ÂZo is shown reduced by a factor of 25.'|he L,V
is shown as an increasing staircase (N), or decreasing (B). The heavy part of the trace

tes when the sawtooth modulation is applied and the ions are collected. The time scale
is thåt used for Tables 1 a¡d 2. See text.

ABLE I

6cd3scl_ 114cd37cl MlaM -34600

Resoluíng power
(1971) FIryHM" (LMIW)b LMI¡tu)

( x 103)
ornQtu) o"u(pu)

rch
rch
rch
rch

123 1.79
168 2.43
165 2.38
tt7 1.69
140 2.o2
157 2.27

average -R
weighted mean
mean ofprevious direct
determinationso 4347.9*1.3pu
1971 mass evaluation" 4345.312.6 ptt

HM : full width half maximum.
W5 is the width of the peak as the level 5 y" of the maximum peak height.
ratio, R : õ",t1õ¡ot.

AJ
6.6
3.9
4.6
5.1

4.4

18

l9
19

24
t5
25

4343.7 0.89 3.7
4351.8 0.60 4.O

4350.3 0.6s 2.s
4345.7 0.85 3.9
4351.8 0.57 2.9
4347.0 O.57 2.5

4.8+0.4
4348.7 tl.2 ¡tu

19.

20.
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TABLE2
114Cd3sCl-

MILM - 42000
LL2Cd31Cl

Date (1971)
Resoluing Power
FWHM(x103) (LMIWò" LM{¡t'u) 6wQtu) õ.*r(ltu) .R

March 17

March 17

March 18

March 18

Marct.22
March22
March 25

163 1.94

152 1.81

156 1.86

l5o l"t1
145 l'73
139 1.66

116 2'10

average .R

weighted mean
mean ofPrevious direct

determinationsb
1971 mass evaluation'

35s3.8
3547.6
3546.3
3545.3
3551.6
3s49.9
3547.9

4.8+1.0
3548.5 + 1 .0

354'1.7 +O9
35s4.6+2.9

0.54
o.25
0.28
0.27
1.13
0.71
0.57

3.9
4.8
5.4

10.4
2.3
3.0
3.5

2.7

1.2
1.5

2.8
2.6
2.1
2.0

o Here ll5is the width of the peak at the level 5 /" of the

Þ Ref. 19.

'Ref. 20.

TABLE 3

148Nd3 sCl2- 146Nd3sCl37Cl M|LM :32400

õrn (þu) d"*.Qtu) R

maximum Peak height'

Date (1972)
Resoluing Power
iwiuGn') (LMlø/) LM(Pu)

2.25 6728.0

2.33 6129.0

2.43 6723.'l

2.05 6726-6

2.gr 6726-r

7.93 6723'5

2.18 6125.0

Jan.11
Jan. 11

Jan.11
Feb. 2
Feb.2
Feb. 10

Feb. 10

t4'I
153

ts7
133
194
163
153

1.31 3.64

1.04 1.54

0.84 l'21
1.03 2.12

0.83 I '36
0.84 2.52

0.95 2.'71

?R

1.5

1.4
)
1.

J.
')

average -R

present value
mean of Previous masso

soectrometric values

t'971 mass evaluation"
least squareso
Manitoba 2.7 m"

o llere W'5is the width of the peak at the level 5 /o of the maximum peak height'

2.2+.o.2
6725.7 +O.8

672r.8+2.2
6726.r+3.r
672r.9+r.6
6726.O+.0.9

b Ref. 19.

'Ref. 20.
d Ref' 21.

" Ref. 22.
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more recent work (Table 3), for reasons which will be discussed, all of these times
were reduced by afactor oftwo. In each case the oscilloscope sweep is adjusted to
coincide with the quadrant sweep. The memory is read out on magnetic tape, and
the procedure repeated for all eight conf,gurations. Many runs may be stored on
one tape before analysis proceeds.

The analysis is then carried out, off-line, on the University of Manitoba
IBM 360/65 digital computer. The points A, B, C, and D in Fig. I are identified by
visual inspection, and read into the computer on punched cards. The base line is
calculated between A and B and between C and D. This base line is subtracted
from the peak between B and C. As noted in previous worke, 10, the overlap of
even small tails from the peaks has the effect ofreducing the calculated separation
if all of the peak down to the base line is included in the calculation. In this work,
only that part of the peak lying t5 \ above the base line is used.

To determine the height of the peak, a parabolic approximation is, assumed
the local maximumls. A seven point least squares smoothing is carried out16

obtain a more reliable value of the peak height. Starting at B, the beginning of
he peak B'is taken as the first ofthree consecutive points lying above the desired
5 \leveI as shown in Fig. 1. In order to treat the leading and trailing edges sym-

ically, the programme then goes to point C and searches backwards for three
nsecutive points lying above the desired cut-off level. The first of these is taken
C', the end of the peak.

After subtraction of the base line, the peak height is converted to the number
ions by multiplying by a calibration constant. The centroid and first four

ts of the distribution between B' and C' are calculated. The second
t allows the calculation of the standard deviation; this agrees with the

imate of eqn. (12) to within a few percent when the cut-off level is - 15 %.
After finding the centroid and standard deviation of the peak in each qua-

nt, the displacement Dl, D2 and D. of the peaks in quadrants two, three and
ur relative to the reference peak in quadrant one, are calculated. A straight line
frtted to the pairs of points, (DrXd,, LV¿*ur), i : l, 2, 3. The least squares

ure developed by WilliamsonlT takes into account the errors in both
inates and calculates the slope, intercept, error in slope and error in intercept.

matched condition is D : 0; thus the intercept of the frtted line on the A,V
is is the desired d,V. The calculated error in the intercept is within afew percent
the error predicted using eqn. (12) and total number of ions in the "match".

To justify the linear f.t, ten different measurements were taken, each with
: 0 (that is, a given peak is matched to itself) but different ô Z's applied
ing the range usually used, and extending smaller and larger as well. A

ight line, then second and third order polynomials were fltted to the resulting
of about thirty points. This was done for each of the eight different matching

itions. In each case the coefficient of the quadratic term was three orders of
itude smaller than that of the linear term, and had the same sign for both

I. Mass Spectrom. Ion Phys., lO (1972173) 367



positive and negative slopes. This is smaller than the errors in the intercept and

the slope. Moreover, if the quadratic term were neglected the results would be too
high for lines with positive slope, and too low for those with negative slope. Thus
the small effect cancels over a complete run. If the curve were "S"-shaped, little or
no error in the intercept would result. However, fitting a cubic resulted in essenti-
ally unchanged lower order coefficients, and the cubic coefficient was four orders
of magnitude smaller than the quadratic.

In matching a peak to itself it was noted that the peak in quadrant I was

shifted by a small amount with respect to the other three quadrants. This was of
the sarne order ofsize as the error oflocating a single peak, and became apparent
only after considerable work. The effect would yield results too high for fits with
negative slope, and to low for those with positive slope. Thus, although no bias

would be introduced, the spread of the eight intercepts would be unnecessarily
large. Accordingly, a correction was applied to the displacement Dr before fittin
the straight line. In the earlier work (Tables 1 and 2) this correction was 0. 18 f
channels while in the more recent work (Table 3) it has been reduced to 0.04 * 0
channels.

RESULTS

Initially two well known doublets in the spectrum of cadmium chloride wer

studied to test the technique. The data obtained for individual "runs" on t
doublets, the actual operating resolving power, the "internal" and "external
standard deviations (following the definitions by Birgels) and the Birge rati
(R=ø"",/ø,n,) are summarized inTables I and 2. Eachvalue of LM is, as descri

above, the weighted mean of eight values corresponding to the eight diftì
matching conûgurations.

The values of the internal errors, here derived from the matching analysi
are in good accord with the efror (- 0.35 pu at M - 200 u) estimated on t
basis of eqn. (12) and thus represent the lower limit of precision which is attainab
in principle with the number of ions collected and the resolution used.

As is evident from these tables, the external error in this early work was,

the average, about a factor of five larger than the internal error. This means t
differences between results from the eight configurations were larger than would
expected on the basis of the number of ions collected and the resolution of the m
spectrometer.

It was subsequently determined that, for the results given in Tables 1

the larger spread of the eight matches is due, at least in part, to a building vibrati
at 6.8 Hz which is not sufficiently attenuated by the vibration isolators wh
suppoft the mass spectrometer. This results in an oscillation of the displayed
at abeat frequency of - I Hz and with an amplitude of about 1/25 of a peak wid
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Such an oscillation would not likely be noticeable in visual matching. However,
when eqn, (17) is evaluated forion currents of -3x10-1s amp, A -0.O4anda
collection time of 1 to 1.5 minutes, an estimate of J2 elo is found to be 3.7. This
value is only slightly smaller than the ayerage value of R given in Tables I and 2.

In calculating the frnal weighted mean, øext was used, and the final error
quoted is the larger of the new øext or ø,,,. Both are about the same size (i.e., the
newR t l), and so the assignment of errorto a run is seen to be realistic. More-
over, the reproducibility ofthe spectrometer from run to run and from day to day
is asrgood as its stability from match to match within a given run. !

Also presented in Tables I and 2 are values which are the weighted averages

of several determinations of these particular doublets. These determinations were
rried out at different times over the last nine years by this group both at Mc
aster University and at the University of Manitobal e. ft is seen that the present
rk is in excellent agreement with, and has achieved the same precision as the
It of all past work, on the strength of only six or seven runs (two to three hours

machine time), in spite of the relatively large contribution to the error arising
the vibration problem.
It will be noted that agreement with the lgll mass evaluation2o is poorer,

is not of the nature of a systematic bias. In this evaluation only one rather old
ue for each doublet was used as input.

Following the work reported in Tables 1 and 2 and the identification of the
ibration problem, the chopper frequency was changed to 11.3 Hz so that/, is
ow -4.5 Hzand consequently (e/ø),ir,u,io, is reduced (eqn. l7) by.a factor of -4.

is modification decreased all time intervals indicated in Fig. 2 by a factor of l).
On the basis of the analysis above, the Birge ratio for a single run might be

pressed as

(re)

us, the removal of this major contribution to R will probably not reduce it to
ty because of the presence of very small modulations of the beam by electric
magnetic fields.

In Table 3 we present recent results for the 1a8Nd3scl-1a6Nd37cl mass
nce. As expected, the value of R in this case has been reduced (actually

2.2) and the new value is more precise than any of the comparison values. The
ison values are (a) the mean of all previous mass spectrometric determi-

ions of the doublet by this group, (b) the 1971 mass evaluation which combines
spectrometric data with nuclear reaction and decay Q-values but does not

any of the recent values in this region reported by Barber et a1.3, (c)
imilar least squares adjustment by Meredith and Barber2l which includes these

t data, but not the doublet determination reported here, and (d) a recent
mination is our laboratory using the 2.7 meter instrument.
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In summary, the variation of peak-matching described herein is now being

used routinely in our extensive study of precise atomic mass differences. The

improved signal-to-noise ratio which is achieved with a signal averager is retained'

Human judgment of the matched condition has been further temoved in this

technique, and improved precision has been achieved in a shorter operating time'

Finally, the analysis makes possible a comparison between the precision experi-

mentally obtained and the theoretical limit determined by the resolution and the

number of ions detected. Although this work has been applied to peak matching

with highest precision currently attained, the general considerations and the

experimental technique are applicable to peak-matching experiments of lower

precision.
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Part 3 [\fåass SPectroscopy

Recent Deterrnlnations of Atomic Mass
D'tfféiènJeã át the [-!niversity of Manitoba

R. C. Barber, J. W. Barnard, R. L' Bishop, D' A' Burrell
H. E. Duckworth, J' O. Meredith, F. C' G. Southon, and P' Williams

epartment of Physics' IJnfuersity of Manitoba, Canada*

1. Introcluction
For some time a systematic stucly of 'atomic mass diflerences be-

tween naturally-occurring nuclides in the region above Pr has been in
progïess in this laboratory. This region has been of special interest
inasmuch as the mass differences and masses have, until recently, been

least well known here. I\iloreover, it is in this region that strong nuclear

deformation makes its appearance.
A substantial body of data on which this study has been based was

obtained using the 2.7 rn- raclius Dempster type mass spectrometer and

has appeared in a series of three papefs [1, 2, 3]. More recently, a new

mass spectrometer, constructecl at the University of Manitoba has been

used toimprove the precision of some data, and also to include in the

stucly values for doublets not previously studied, particularly those involv-
ing isotopes of lorv 1< 0.21ù relative abundance'

2. The Mass SPectrometer
The instrument was constructed according to the second-order focus-

ing theory of Hintenberger and Konig [4] and employs a 94'65" cylindrical
electrostatic analyser of radius 1.00 m followed by a 90" uniform magnetic

field. It was normally operatecl'i,vith a resolving polver (^M/M) of 100'000

to 150,000 measured at the base of the peaks. The reader is referred to

detailed clescriptions of the instrument in its early [5] and present [61

forms rvhich have appearecl elsewhere.
Ithe determination oi the mass clifference between members of a

doublet depends on an exact theorem clescribecì by Bleakney [7J. On alter-
nate sweeps of the display oseilloscope, the poteniial (V) applied across the

electrostatic analyser, and the source potential (v¿) are changed by the

same fractional amounts to v + av ancl v¿ + av¿. For the proper values

of av and av" the trajectory of the second mernber of a doublet is dis-
placecl to the ictentical path previously clescribed by the first member (be-

fore the voltage increments were applied) and thus appears at the same

position on the oscilloscope screen. Adjusting the value of av to obtain

coincidence is the process known as "matchingt'. When the mentrbers of

the doubtet are so matched, the rnass difference, AM, is given by

aM=M+

where M is the mass of the displaced ion.
xWork supported by the National Research Council of Canada'
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In this instrument, the determination of the matched condition has
been carried out by eilher of two techniques, both of which mal(e use of a
1024-channel signal aveïager. The first of these is the "visual null
method" of Benson and Johnson [8] as described in reference 6. Fig. 1 is

Fig. 1. Histogram of the precision obtained by the "visual null method.'!
ôM is the error on the doublet and M is the mass at which the dif-
ference r,vas determined.

a histogram showing the precision (ôM/ I\Q obtained by this technique for
the various doublets studied to date. As is evident, the tlpical precision
is - 5/ 10e.

A second technique of peak matching has recently been introduced
on our instrument [9]. In this arrangement the.1024-channel'memory of
the signal averager is divided into four sections of 256-channels each.
The sar¡¡tooth sweep is adjusted to coincide with the scan through a 256-
channel quadrant.

As indicated in Fig. 2, LV = 0 during the first scan and so the
reference peak is storecl in the first quadrant. During the second, third
and fourth scans, voltages AV1, AV2 and AV3 respectivell' are added to the
electrostatic analyser voltage, V, and the other peak of the doublet Ís
stored in the remaining three quadrants at three positions which bracket
the matched condition. The whole cycle is repeated many times to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio.

Usually AV2 is very near the expected value rvhile the AV1 and AV,
díIfer from it by - .170 to 170 (the displacements D1 and D, are much exag-
gerated here). As shown here the AVl, AVz AV, are in order of increas-

This latter orcler may be reversed, the direetion of sweeping the ion
beam across the collector slit may be changed and either of the doublet

V'SUÂ L ìU LL
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Fig. 2. Analog display of signal averager memory during ,;computer,,

matching.

members may be regarded as the reference peak (i.e., AV may be added

to or subtracted from V). These arrangements are permuted to give 8
di-fTerent matching configurations and the rveighted average of the eight
values so obtained is the value for one run.

In order to make maximum use of the inJormation avaÍlable, the peak
of interest is adjusted to occupy as many channels as is convenient in the
center of a quadrant, leaving about 30 channels at each end to establish a
base line. The memory contents are read onto magnetic tape, then the
matching configuration is changed, and the process repeated. As many
complete runs as desired can be recorded lvith minor refocusing taking
place between runs.

The analysis of the raw data is carried out ofÏ-Iine with the univer-
sity IBM 360/65 computer as follows. The spectra are plottdd by the line
printer for visual inspection, and the points A, B, C, D are identified by
eye and read into the computer via punched cards. The base line is calcu-
lated between A and B and between C and D for each quadrant and is sub-
tracted from the peak beüween B and C..

The overlapping of tails from the peaks would have the effect of re-
ducing the calculated separation. Moreover it rvould be desired to exclude
from the calculations ions which have been significantly scattered. We
have therefore followed the general lead of Stevens and Moreland [10] and
have used only tåe part of the peak lying 15% or more above the base line.

As Campbetl and Talliday [1-].1 have shown, the fundamental limit on
the precision of locating a peak is determined by the number of ions in the
peak. The idealized shape of the peak here is triangular and the weigþted
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mean, or centroid, is the best method of estimating the location. For a
large number of ions, N, the triangle can be approximated by a normal
distribution with a standard deviation of. W /^[Z+N where W is the full width
at the base of the peak. After subtractÍon of the base line, the peak height
is converted to the actual number of ions by multiplying by a previously
determined constant.

The centroicl and first four moments of the distributioa betrveen 81
and Cl are calculated. From the second moment the standard deviation is
derivecl; this agrees with the estimate based onW /^[Z+ N to 'lvithin a ferv
percent when the cutoff is in the region -75To. The third and fourth mo-
ments allolv more detailed comparisons of peak shape (skervness and

sharpness relative to a Gaussian).
After finding the centroid and its standard deviation for the peak in

each quadrant, the cìisplacement D1, D2, and D, are calculated. The errors
in the Di are d¡ where di are the r.m.s. combinafions of the errors in
locating the two peaiis. A straight line is fitted to the three pairs of points
(Di + di, AVi + vi) by the iterative least squares fitting procedure of
Williamson [12] whÍch takes into account the errors in both coordinates.

As prescribed by Bleakney's theorem, the matched condition is
given by the intercept of the fitted line. The calculated error in the inter-
cept agrees very well lvith the erïor expected on the basis of the total
number of ions in the match.

A series of experiments rvere carried out to cletermine if the linear
fitting was justified. In each of the eight possible matching configurations
a series of ten matches were carried out where a peak was matched to
itself . That is, AV = 0 and the amounts that the peaks in quadrants 2 and
4 were displaced from the reference peak were varied over a range much
Iarger than that ever usecl in matching.

A straight line, then second and third order polynomials were fitted
to the resulting clata. For each of the eight, configurations it rvas found
that the quadratic term was three orclers of magnitude smatler than the
linear term and has the same sign for both positive and,negaiive slopes.
The cubic coeffícient rvas 4 orders of magnilude smaller than the quadratic
and had essenti.ally no effect on the magnitude of the lorver order coeffi-
cients.

In matching a peak to itself it was found that the peak in quadrant 1

rvas dispì.aced by 0.18 + 2 channels with respect to the other three quad-
rants. If uncorrected, this would leave the mean for a run unaffected but
would result in an unnecessarily large error for that value. Accordingly,
a correction is now applied before the fitting procedure is carried out.

Five well known doublets in the spectrum of CdCl2 and NdCl2 were
studied to test the operation and precision of the system. In Table I we
present the results for a typicat doublet, giving the working resolving
power (FWHM as measured from the plotted contents of the signal
averager's memory) , value of AM for the given run, the ninternaln and

"external'r standard deviations as defined by Birge [13]. The t'internal?t

standard deviation is the error expected onthe basis of the errors calculated
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TABLE I
l1aç¿3sç¡_112cd37c1 M/AM æ 42,000

AII Masses in Micro Units

Date R.P. (F!VHM) AM o int oext

2.L3553.8 0.54

March L8 150,000

3547.6 0.25 1.2

3546.3 0.28 1.5

3545 .3 0 .27 2.8

145,000

13 9,000

176,000

Weighted Mean 3548.5 È 1-0 cf. 3547.9 + '9

for each match. The I'externaln standard deviation is often a factor of -4
larger than the internal standard deviation. This means that differences
between results from the eight configuïations are larger than would be ex-
pected on the basis of the precision associated with each match. The

internal error (-0.5 l¿u at M - 200 u) is the lower limit attainable rvith the
nr¡mbel of ions collected, and the resolution used. The larger splead of
the eight matches is not completely understood, but is probabty due to
changes in the spectrometer operation from match to match. At present

there does not appear to be any systematic variation of the result with
matching conf iguration.

In calculating the finai weighted mean, o"*¡ has been used and the

final error quoted is the larger of the resulting oeÉ or oint. Both are
about the same size, so that the assignment of error to a run appears

realistic and the reproducibility of the spectrometer from run to run and

from day to day is as good as the stability frorn match to match within a
given run.

This technique is now being used routinely in our study of atomic
mass differences in the rare earths and in the region immediately above

the rare earths.
3. Determination of Relativety Wider Mass Doublets

The atomic mass differences rvhich have been determined by this
gïoup oveï the past several yeals have all involved doublets for which the

spacings were less than - t/20,000. Inasmuch as almost all of these
doublets have involvecl the 3?ç1 - 35ç1 mass clifference, several determina-
tions of this diJference have been unclertaken since the 1964 Mass Table
was published [8, 14, 15, 16]. we felt it wouldbe desirable to contribute
an additional value via the

12C 35Cl Dz _ 12ç 3?ç1¡1,

3551.6 1.13 2.6

3549.9 0.7L ' 2.L

3547.9 0.5? 2.0
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doublet whích is obtained from methylene chloricle a¡d has a spacing,
alvl/M - 1/3,300.

In preparation for this determination, the 3?Cl - 35Cl clifference tvas
studied as a doublet of 'wiclth 2 u at various mass numbers in the region
100 to 250 u. This work revealed the presence of a systematic error
which was consistently negative and v¿hich behaved in the same general
fashion as that encountered by stevens and Moreland [10].. In our instru-
ment the error appears to arise as a result of surface potentials on the
electrostatic analyser plates. The formation and decay of such potentials
as a result of low intensity ioa or electron bombardment have been stuclied
by Petit-clerc and carette [77] at Laval university ancì appear to be con-
sistent witå the nature of the error observecl by us.

The electrostatic analyser was cleanecl rvith ether, absolute alcohol .

and distilled water and, in the early stage of pumpdown, with a Tesla dis-
charge in Ar. subsequently the error lvas found to be - 0 ppm; thereafter
it slowly increased to - l-00 ppm over a periocl of a fe.çv weeks,

Accordingly, the results obtained for the narrow chlorine doublet
mentÍoned earlier were corrected by a faetor cletermined by a 1 u calibra-
tion doublet (the lH mass) v¡hich was measured immediately before or a.fier
the narrow doublet.

In the upper part of Table II are given calculated values (where pos-
sible) for the doublet which was measured and the new value from our
laboratory. The high degree of precision associaied r,vith the last two
values and the agreement between them is noteworthy, particularly in the
tight of the fundamental differences between the trvo instruments used.

In the lower half of the table we give the values of 3?Cl - 35Cl mass
difference rvhich, in the first four cases, is calculated from the measured
mass of 37cl and 35c1. The value from this rvork is calculated from the
doublet separation and from the weighted averages of all experimental
values for the D and H masses.

4. Rare Earth Mass Differences
The rare earth mass differenees rvhich have been determined by this

research group both at McNfaster university and the university of ivlani-
toba are of the types

Ax-Ay = al (1)
A +z¡lrç1 - Aylr"1 - az e)
A +z¡asç1, - AYstcl, = ,4, (B)

where x and Y may or may not be the same element. Thus mass connec-
tions are obtained between nuclides differing in A by 0, 2 or 4 units. rn
Fig. 3 the new mass connections are indicatecl by solÍd lines with the num-
ber indicating the size of the error in kev. values obtained rvith the
2.7 m radius instrument at McMaster are indicated by broken lines. (All
naturally-occurring nuclides are shown.) As is evident from the figure the
new data are generally more precise (0.2 kev to 4.2 kev) than those ob-
tained rvith the older instrument and proviclemanyconnectionsnotpreviously
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TABLE II
12ç 35ç1zDr-tz] ltct ÉI, {øu) Reference

+ 14c 18

+ 60 8,19

+ 13 10, 15

+6b16
+91

1964 Mass Table

Benson and Johnson (1966' 1968)

Stevens and Moreland (1968, 1970)

Smith (1971)

This work (1971)

15 506.66

15 504.30

15 503.59

15 503.774

15 503.796

1964 Mass Table

Benson and Johnson (1966)

Dewdney and Bainbridge (1965)

Stevens and Moreland (1970)

Smith (1971)

This workx

a?ç1 _ a5ç1

L.ggl 047 4 + 74 18

7.9970497 + 6 8

1.99? 048 89 + 59 74

1.99? 050 59 + 42 15

1.997 049 ?11 + 63 l-6

l.gg7 049 730 + 98

*using experimental values quotecl in ref. 16 to get the follorvingweig'hted

averages:

H = 1.00? BZ5 034 + l-2 u D = 2.0t410! 797 + 28 u

Lu

fb

fm

Er

Fb

1

N

I

82 83 A4 A5 86 87 sa 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

Fig.S.Massconnectionsprovidedbytheclatatabulatedinreferences
1, 3, and 20.
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determined. the actual values for the mass differences (except for Yb and
Lu) are presented in a paper which has been submitted to the Canadian
Journal of Physics [20] along'rvith a detailed comparison with other mass
spectroscopic data and the 1964 Mass Table.

As there is. a substantial, but incomplete, body of nuclear decay and
reaction Q-values in this region it is desirable to combine the two kinds of
data to obtain 'rbestrr values for the mass differences throughout this
region. The only other mass spectroscopic data rvith sufficiently signiii-
cant rveights are those from the University of Minnesota [8] involvingthe
Nd masses. In order best to combine these data, rve have performed a
least squares adjustmeftt [27] following the general procedure outtined by
Mattauch l22l and his coworkers. The region Ín which the mass spectro-
scopic values lie, has been divided arbitrarily into two regions for the
adjustment; the first covers the region 59 = Z = 69 and the second 67 s Z

= 72. The details of these calculations, including the input data, and a
discussion of the results will appear in the near future [2],23]. We.lvish, 

.

however, to draw attention to certain features of the work at,this time.
In the first adjustment, one Q-value was eliminated from the begin-

níng on the basis of gross inconsistency with related data, namely the
153Gd 1e.c.¡1538udecayQ-valuewhichwas lowbyafactor of -2. Of the
l-67 nuclides in the region, 83 form an overdetermined set, in which there
are'1"43 mass differences subject to 53 closed loop constraints. W-hen this
smaller problem was solved, it was found that the t48Nd 

1d, p¡ latvd and
150Nd 1cl,t¡ l4eNd reaction Q-values made major contributions to ¡2. As
'lvas previously done in the Nuclear Data Group adjustment, these values
were rejected and the adjustment \¡/as recalculatecl. The value of
,[X'/ t = .95 comparecl to the expected value, 1.000 + ?5 and so it was un-
necessary to introduce a consistency factor in the calculation. The con-
sistency of the second and smaller adjustment was not as good and lvill be
discussed in reference 23.

4. Discussion of Results
Fig. 4 shows the systematic variation of the double neutron sepaïa-

tion energy, S2p, âs a funct,ion of the neutron number. The data for
even-N and odd-N are separated to emphasize the degree of regulafity that
exists. The major decrease as N = 82 is exceeded, and the break at N = 88
associated with the onset of deformation are well known features of these
culves.

In the region belolv 88 and above 92, the segments of adjacent curves
between any two given neutron numbers are almost parallel to each otlter.
Thus irregularities in the curves are reproduced for the same neutron
number, that is, the shape of the curves is relatively independent of. Z-
On the basis of this systematic variation extrapolated curves have been
proposed as indicated by the broken lines.

As rve have noted in previous work [24] the energ¡r of deformaiion
for nuclides with N = 90 is relativety small for Nd (l = 60) ancl increases
in going toSm (Z = 62) and Gd (Z = 64). This figure further suggests that
at N = 88, Dy (Z = 66) may already have a ground state cleformation inasmuch
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Fig. 4. Systematic variation of Szn vs. N.

asthatpointtiesSomelvhathigherthanwouldotherwisebeexpected-That
is, as ã in"r"u""", the effect due to nuclear distortion occurs somewhat

earlier. Some support for this comes from the change in the slope of the

N=89-glsegTnentsoftheodd-NcuÏvesrvithincreasingZ.Forbothsets
of curves it appears that lvhen N - 92 is reachecl the nuclides have approx-

imately the same energy of cleformation'
The single-neutron separation energies' Sn' are sholvn âs a function

of N in nig. sl The nature ãf th" di""ontinuity in the region of deformation

(N - 90) has previously been commented on [1] for both even- and odd-Z'

as well as the pairing Lffec,", as manifested in the displacement of the

odd-Z curves in each-of the plots (i.e', for even-N and odd-N)' It should

be notecl that, for ocld-oc]d nuclides, the neutron-proton pairing appears tc

occur in the region N = 85. For even-N nuclides which are distortecl' this

doesnotappealtobesignificantalthouþhitdoesoccurfortheregionbe-
low N = 88.

The sn plots again suggest that in odd-N nuclides the distortion may

noi be as large as in even-N nuclicles, but continues to increase beyond

N = 92. Again, the even-N plot suggests that at N = 88, Dy has already

acquired some distortion.
The plots of the pairing energy' Pn, and the nrotol¡eParation

energies, Àrn an.l so, witt be presented elservhere 121-' 231' For the latter

trvo quantitiã's this õork confirms the lack of dramatic structure t1' 3l'
Although not presented here, a plot of PO vs' Z does not exhibit any

systematic behaviour. Florvever, rvhen.t've nlot Pt v3' N a systematic

"hr.rg" 
rvith the acldition of neutrons is êviclent. Þn tras a relatively large

value lvhich increases somelvhal until the addition of neutrons precipitates

cleformation. Thereafter there is a clrastic clecline until N = 92 at which
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point some dependence of Z begins to reappear, although the varues all rie
much lower than those for the uncieformecl nuclicles.
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Precise Atomic-Mass Differences in the Region 59<2<691
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A high-resolution mass spectrometer has been used to determine precise atomic-mass differences for 3l mass
spenctral doublers:mo:lqst the rare-earth chlorides. The precision oithese determinations is in the range 0.6 pu
to J'E lu' i.e. (2.5 to 25¡ x 1g-s. The new data, when combined with previous data from this laboraäry and
with the known 37Cl-3sCl differencg provide mass-spectroscopically-dórived connections between all natúrally
occurring odd-l nuclides f¡s¡¡ lalp¡ 16 lóef¡¡ and between äll even-,1 nuclides from l42Nd 1s l?0!¡.

Un spectromètre de masse à haute résolution a été utilisé dans la détermination précise des différences de
masse pour 3 I doublets spectraux choisis parmi les chlorures des terres rares. La précision des valeurs obtenues
est comprjse entre 0'6 pu et 3.8 pu, c'est-à-dire (2.5 et 25) x l0-e. Ces nouu"il", données, combinées avec
d'autres résultats obtenue antérieurement dans notre laboratoire et la valeur connue de la difié."rr"".ci-trCi
fournissent les connexions derivéesde la spectrométrie de masse entre toutes les espèces nucléaires naturelles
9-9 I impair situées entre tarPr et r6eTm, àinsi qu'entre tous les noyaux de I pair ie trouvant entre rn2Nd àil7oEr.

Canadian Journal of Physics, 50,34 (1972)

1. Introduction

A systematic study of atomic-mass differences
between naturally occurring isotopes in the
region lalPr to 208Pb has been in þrogress in
this laboratory for several years. The major part
of the data on which the study was based was
obtained using a 2.7 m radius Dempster-type
mass spectrometer located at McMaster Univer-
sity until 1966 and now at the University of
Manitoba. The investigation began in the region
N - 90 where the change from spherical to
highly deformed nuclei takes place (Barber et al.
1964b; Duckworth et al.1964;Macdougall et al.
1966). lt was then extended to survey the region
up to 208Pb to provide a fairly compreheniive
picture of the mass surface between the 82- and
126-neutron shells (Duckworth et al. 1969;
Macdougall et al. 1970; Mclatchie et al. 1970;
Whineray et a\.1970).

More recently, a new mass spectrometer, con-
structed at the University o[ Manitoba (Barber
et al.1968: Barber et al. l97l), has been used ro
improve the precision of some data and also to
include in the study values for mass doublets not
studied before, particularly involving isotopes

lThis research was supported by the National Research
Counçil of Canada.

'zlreþnt address: Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova
Scotia. \

3Present address: c/o TRIUMF Project, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia.

of I ow relative abundance (0.2 /" or less). We n ow
present these new data which, when combined
with the previous mass data (Macdougall et al.
1966; Macdougall et al. 1970: Whineray et al.
1970), provide precise mass-spectroscopically-
derived mass differences between all naturaliy
occurring nuclides for the region 59 <Z < 69.

2. Experimental Method
The high-resolution mass spectrometer which

was used in this work has a radius of curvature
in the electrostatic analyzer of 1.00 m and was
constructed according to the second-order focus.
ing theory of Hintenberger and König (1960). A
description of this instrument in its early (Barber
et al. 1968) and presenr forms (Barber ei at. l97l)
has been given elsewhere along with details of ité
performance. We therefore include here only a
brief outline of the apparatus and technique of
operation.

Figure I is a schematic diagram of the spec-
trometer showing the geometry together with
the associated electronic control circuits in block
form. Rare-earth chlorides are vaporized and
ionized in a Finkelstein-type ion source (as
reported by Von Ardenne 1962)and accelerated
through a p,otential difference of 20 kV. On
passing through the 94.65' cylindrical electro-
static analyzer and 90o uniform magnetic field,
the ions are mass analyzed, with ã resolving
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changed by the same fractional amount to
l- d,V and VoXLVo. With the proper values
LV and LV, the trajectory of the second
mber of a doublet is displaced to that pre-

iously described by the first member (before the
tage increments were applied) and thus ap-

at the same position on the oscilloscope
. Adjusting the value of ÂIz to obtain the

incidence is the process known as "matching".
the members of the doublet are so

tched, the mass difference LM between them

Flc. l. Block diagram of the mass spectrometer. The
master trigger pulse is derived from one set of contacts on
the mechanical chopper and is used to trigger each sweep

of the oscilloscope and signal averager. The sawtooth from
the oscilloscope is amplified to drive the Helmholtz coils and
differentiated to trigger the flip-flop.

power (MILM\ of 100 000 to 150 000 measured
the base ofthe peaks.
A set of Helmholtz coils located near the exit

boundary of the magnetic field is driven by a

wtooth current, thus producing a small mag-
ic field which modulates the ion beam across
detector slit at about 19 Hz. All ions passing

gh the collector slit are detected by a low-
se electron multiplier whose output is viewed
the same oscilloscope from which the saw-

current is derived.
On alternate srweeps of the Helmholtz coils

is carried out with the aid of a 1024-channel
signal averager (Fabri-Tek 1052) which has a
continuous analog display of the memory con-
tents (Benson and Johnson. 1966; Macdougall
et al. 1966: Barber et al. L97t). A given trace
of the live-display oscilloscope is divided into
1024 intervals and a number nt (where

-64 < n¡ < *64) proportional to the integrated
voltage over the ith interval is added to the ith
channel of the memory. Thus, if the signal
averager is operated in the "Add" mode, succes-
sive traces are added to the memory and an
improvement is made in the signal-to-noise
ratio. When the averager is applied to peak
matching, traces corresponding to the undis-
placed peaks are added to the memory while
alternate traces corresponding to displaced
peaks are subtracted from the memory.

If the peaks are matched in position (and
amplitude), a null signal results; if they are
slightly displaced from each other, an"S"-shaped
error signal results whose phase and amplitude
indicate the correction to be made in LV to
achieve the matched condition. For settings of
LV at the matched condition, the signals are
usually averaged for about 30 s.

Eight different matching configurations of the
instrument are used in order to reduce the likeli-
hood of systematic errors. These correspond to
the permutations of the following: the addition
or subtraction of LV,the direction of the modu-
lation of the ion beam across the collector slit,
and the routing ofthe undisplaced trace through
"gain A" or "gain 8". The mean of one set of
eight values of Âlz obtained for these matching
arrangements is taken to be the value of ÂM for
a given "run". In the work which is being re-
ported about 20 "runs" were made on each
doublet, and before each run the instrument was
refocused in at least a minor way. The values
were obtained on at least three different days
and by several different operators. The final mass
difference quoted is the mean of the 20 runs and
the precision is the standard deviation (67/,
confidence limits) of the mean.

Prior to the start of this work a high'precision
ratio potentiometer for the measurements of
LVlVwas constructed and installed (Bishop and
Barber 1970). The standard deviation of the

35

he potential (Iz) between the plates of the elec-
rosiatic analyzer and the source potential (2")
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Flc. 2. Naturally occurring nuclides for 59 ( Z ( 69. Solid lines indicate connections made by the new doublet values.
Dotted Iines indicate those made by the McMaster data (Macdougall el al.l970;Whineray et aI.1970). The numbers give the
size of the errors on the mass differences in pu.
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Partway through the period in which thrs
work was done pneumatic supports for the en-
tire instrument were installed in order to isolate
it from building vibrations. This resulted in
somewhat improved precision for comparable
operating conditions.

In general, ions formed in the electron bom-
bardment of rare-earth chloride vapors were
used to obtain doublets of the types

l2l LMt :A+2X3sCl- AY31Cl

t3] LMz: A+aX3sCl2 - AY3l Clz

t4] LM3: Ax - nY

where X and Y may or may not be isotopes of
the same rare-earth element. In the cases where
different elements were involved in a particular
doublet, the electrostatic analyzer was used as

an energy analyzer to ensure that the energy of
formation in the source was the same for both
members of the doublet (Barber et aI. 1964a).
Furthermore, the intensity ratio for such doub-
lety' was adjusted by changing the proportions
oflhe samples involved so as to achieve optimum
ease in matching (rühineray et al. 1970).

3. New Atomic-Mass Differences

In Table 1 we list in the second column all
the mass differences in the region 59 < Z <
which have been determined by this resear
group either in the previous work at McM
University (Macdougall et aI. 1970; Whinera
et al. 1970) or in the present work done at t
University of Manitoba. The 31 new val
(obtained with the new mass spectrometer) a
presented in the third column of the table, whi
the McMaster data (obtained with the
mass spectrometer) are tabulated in the fourt
column. The completeness of the combi
data is clearly shown in Fig. 2 which shows t
naturally occurring nuclides for the region
indicates the connections provided by the t
groups of data, with their associated errors.

As is evident in Table l, the data obtai
with the new mass spectrometer are general
more precise than those obtained with the
instrument. Of the 13 cases where values for
same doublet were obtained in both studi
there is agreement within the stated errors in
For the doublets C and AR there is di
ment by relatively large and unexplai
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Tnsrr 1. New atomic-mass differences

Ã,M(pl)
(This work)

A,M(¡n)
(McMaster) Ref.*

LM(¡lrr)
(Adopted)

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
a
R
s
T
U
v
w
X
Y
z

AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ
AR
AS

l6eTm3sCl_l67Er37Cl
I 6eTm3scl,_ I 6sHo37Cl,
t 67Er3sCl_I6sHo3?Cl
16s Ho3sCl_163Dv3 ?Cl
r63Dv3sCl_r 6 r Di/3?Cl
r6l Di3sCl_r seTÉ37CI
t ss16r s6¡_t s r6¿a z6¡
r s?Gd3sCl_ t 5sGd3?Cl
r s sGd3sCl_1s3Eu37Cl
t s3Eu3sCl_1518u37CI
l s lEu3sCl_1aeSm37Cl
l4eSm3 sCl_r 4?Sm3 7Cl
raTSm3sCl_1asNd3 7Cl
r4sNd3sCl_143Nd3 7Cl
la3Nd3sCl_141pr3? Cl
r4sNd3sCl,_r 4 t pr37Cl,
170Er35Cl_168Er37CI -
I 6 sEr3sCl_1 66Er37 Cl
l66Er3sCl_1 64Er37Cl
l6aEr3sCl_1 62Er37Cl
r62Er3sCl_r 60Gd37Cl
I 62Er35Cl,_1 s8Gd37Cl,
l6aDv3sCÉ162Dv37CI -
162Di3sCl_r 60Di/3?Cl
16oDí3sCl_r sBDí3?Cl
lsBDí3sCl_r s6Dí3?Cl
r 6oGá_r 6oDv
r 6oGd3sCl_l's8Gd3?Cl
r 58Gd3sCl_ls6Gd3?Cl
rs6Gd3sCl_1s4Gd37Cl
r s4Gd3sCl_rs2Gd3?Cl
1545m_1s4Gd
15aSm35Cl_1s2Sm3?Ci
l s2Sm3sCl_ls0Sm3?Cl
I s2Sm3sCl,_ra8Sm3?Cl,
rsosm3sCl:ra8sm3?Cl -
la8Sm3sCl,_1aaSm37Cl,
r44Sm_r44Ñd
ls0Nd_lsoSm
1s 0Nd3s Cl_148Nd3 ?Cl
I soNd3sCl,_r46Nd27Cl,
r48Nd3scl- r46Nd37Cl -
r 48Nd3 s Cl._r 44Nd3 ?Cl,
r46Ndi3sCl' r44Nd3?Cl'
l aaNd3s Cl_1a2Nd3 7Cl

5111.9+1.0
9790.6 + 0.6
4678.3+l.t

4743.5 +l.t
4533.9+0.9
4332.2!l.t

4344.3+2.4

5618 .9 +2.6

6045.4+1.7
502't.6+1.4
4039.9+1.3
3372.5+1.3
4673.4+1.9

t0 574.9+2.s
5325.2+0.8
4551.0+1.0
3730.9+2.3
3080.6+3.3
1854.0 + 0.8

4925.0+1.3
4203.7 + 1.4
4018.5+2.0
1337.9 + 3.8

10808.1+1.7

8719.2+2.6
1911.4+ 1.1
3616.8+1.0

13669.1+1.1
6722.1!2.'7

12700.4+1.8
5981 .3 +0.9

s107.13.

4666. +3.
4534 . !4.
4746. +3 .

4287 . +3.

4329. +4.

5231 . !3.
5264. t4.
5703. +4.
5111. +4.

10 818.17.
6040. + 3 .

s026. !3.

s321. !3.

5899. + 3 .

4929. +3.
4206. +10.

5417 . +4.
5396.+4.

10 802. + 10.
5400. +4.

6939. !4.
13 654. +9.

6721.+4.
12 690. !9.

5966.14.
5308. +3.

a 5lll .7 +1.4
9790.6+0.6

a 4678.8+1.6
a 4534. +4.
a 4743.8+1.0

4533.9+0.9
4332.2+t.r

b 4287 . +3.
4344.3 +2.4

b 4329. +4.
5618.9+2.6

b s23l . !3.b 52&. +4.
b s703.8+3.6
å s111.8+3.6
b t0 815 .7 +4.4
a 6044.1+2.3
a 5027 .3 tl .3

4039.9+1.3
3372.5+1.3
4673.8+1.7

l0 574.1+2.1
a 5324.9+7.0

4551.0+ 1.0
3730.9 +2.3
3080.6+3.3
1854.0 + 0.8

b s900.1t2.3
b 4925.6+1.5
b 4203.7 +1.4

4018.5+2.0
1337.9+3.8

b 5417. +4.
b 5403.2+2.6
b 10806.6+1.6
b 5402.9+2.4

8717.4+2.2
1911.1 + 1.1
3616.5 + 1.0

b 6945 .9 +2.1
b 13 668.3+1.6
b 6722.2+ I .7
b 12701 .4+1.7
b 5979.5+2.0
b 5308 +3

*Note: (a) Whineray et al. (1970); (å) Macdougall et al. (l970l

nts, 12.3 -13.4 pt and 15.3 -l 4.I pu re-
ively. Amongst the remaining doublets the

is fair, although not quite as good as

ight be expected. A graphical comparison
ween the two groups of data is given in

3. The "adopted values" shown in Table 1

calculated from the two sets of experi-
tal data in the following way. Where two

rements of the same doublet exist, their
average was calculated, where the

t o;, is the reciprocal of the square of the
standard deviation. The error associated

with this average was taken to be the larger of
d¡n1 or oext as defined by Birge (1932).

In certain cases the values thus calculated
overdetermine the mass differences, namely for

,.the-following groups of doublets: Group 1.

ï.¡A, B; C; Group 2. N, O, P; Group 3. U, V, AB;
Group 4. AH through AR inclusive. For each
of these cases a least-squares adjustment was
ma{g in which the weighìed averages were used
ur f$put for the calculãtions. The óutput values
arQgiven as the "adopted values" in the table.
In each case, the output errors are taken to be
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Group T,

0.29
0.20
0.31
9.17

T¡nte2. Comparison of closed loop adjustments

JZt¡ JEt¡ P
(actual) (expected*) (%,)

)
2
2
7

I
')

3
4

t4

t2

IO

a

6

4

2

to.
-2.

-4.

-20

0.38 r.00+0.50
0.32 1.00+0.50
0.39 1.00+0.50
t.t4 1.00+0.23

8ó
90
85
25

*Expected value is I + (llzf)tt2.

Tn¡lr 3. 37Cl-3sCl mass difference (u)

1 .997 048 89 + 59
1.997 M9 70+@
| .997 0s0 59 + 42
1.997 049 94+50

Dewdney and Bainbridge ( 1965)
Benson and Johnson (1966)
Stevens and Moreland (1970)
Weighted mean

ORWACADÀIAOAPAQAR
CODE

Frc. 3. Comparison of the new data with McMaster
data (Macdougall et al. 1970; Whineray et al. 1970).

the square root of the diagonal elements of the
error matrix (Taylor et ø1. 1970).

Following the procedure outlined by Mat-
tauch (1960) we have assessed the consistency
of the input data for the four adjustments. For
each adjustment, we give in Table 2 values for
x2, where

X2 :l.:o,(x¡_ x)2

the number of degrees of freedom I and the
actual and expected values 

"î Jx'll. Also given
in the table are the values of P, the probability
that a repetition of the experimental deter-
minations would result in a larger value of
J-x'lf.

The first three groups are evidently very
consistent. The consistency of the fourth group
is also satisfactory although it is noted that
sizeable contributions to the value of y2 arise
from two McMaster values, uiz. ÃH and AN.

In Table 3 the three most precise mass
spectrometric determinations of the 37Cl-3scl

mass difference are given. The weighted mean of
these 3 valuesa was calculated and subsequently
combined with the "adopted values" of Table I

4Nore Aoo¡p IN Pnoor: The very precide value for the
3?Cl-35C1 mass difference, recently repôrted by Smith
(1971), has not been used in this calculation. Its use would
have changed the weighted average by 0.2 keV and the new
values shown in Table 4 by a corresponding amount.

to obtain the rare-earth mass differences given
in Table 4.

These mass differences may be compared with
existing values derived from the 1964 Mass
Table (Mattauch et al. 1965) and given in
Table 4. The Mass Table is a least-squares
adjustment of nuclear decay and reaction
values and mass-spectroscopically-derived m
differences. In this particular region it reli
fairly heavily on the work of Barber et aI. (1964b
Bhanot et al. (1960), and Demirkhanov et al
(1964). As has been reported previously (

dougall et aI. 1966), the mass differences
ported by Barber et al. (1964b) were systemati
cally high by -40 ¡ru. This error was elimi
in the subsequent McMaster work, but
before it had its effect on the 1964 Mass Table.

It will be noted that, of the 45 Mass T
differences given in Table 4, the values of C,
V, AI, AO, and AQ are sums of pairs of othe
values with which they are consistent. Ho
ever, the nature of the input to the Mass T
leads in some cases to a greater precision on t
sum than on the constituent differences. F
this reason all of the differences are given in t
figure although the comparisons are not a
completely independent. ln 34 of the 45
the 2 values fail to agree within the extent
their errors. On the whole the points tend
scatter about zero, although those for AA to
(even-l nuclides for I42 <,4 < 160) appear
the average to be 30 pu low. The points for t
corresponding odd-,4 region are also low by
somewhat smaller amount, -20 pu.
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Tlsrn 4. Rare-earth mass differences

ÂM (u) Error ÂM (u) Error
Doublet This v)oik (pu) Compaiison (pu) Ref.*

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

K

AR

L
M
N
o
P
a
R
S
T
U
v
w
x
Y
Z

AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI

AJ
AK

AL

AM

AN
AO

l6eTm_r67Er
l69Tm_l6sHo
l67Er_l6sHO
lósHo_l63Dy
l63DV_161DV
r6rDí_lseTÉ
tsea6_tsz6¿
1s 7Gd_1s scd
t s sGd_ls3Eu
ls3Eu_lslEU

I slEu_laeSm

laeSm_1a7Sm
147Sm_r4sNd
r4sNd_143Nd
la3Nd_1arpr
lasNd_lalpr
t ?0Er_l 68Er
168Er_166Er
16óEr_16aEr
t6aEr_t62Er
1ó2Er_r6ocd
l62Er_l s8Gd
l6aDV_l62DV
r62Dí_r6oDi/
r60Di_1s8Dí
rsap'u_rsop'u
r6ocd_160Dí
too6¿_tsa6i
1s8Gd_r5óGd
rs6Gd_rs4Gd
rs4Gd_rs2Gd
l5asm_1saGd
lsaSm_rs2Sm
ls2Sm_l sosm
rs2Sm_1a8Sm

lsosm_1a8Sm
la8Sm_laasm

144Sm_144Nd

r soNd_1sosm

ls0Nd_148Nd
1s0Nd_1a6Nd

l48Nd_146Nd

148Nd_144Nd

1a6Nd_laaNd

r44Nd_r42Nd

2.002 161 6!1 .s
4.003 890 5+1.2
2.001 7287+1.8
2.001 584 +4
2.0017937+r.l
2.001 583 8+1.0
2.001 382 1+1.2
2.001 J37 +3
2.001 394 2+2 .5
2.001 379 t4
2.002 668 8+2.6

2.002281 +3
2.002314 +4
2.002 753 7 +3 .6
2.002 161 7 +3 .6
4.004 915 6+4.5
2.003 0940+2.4
2.002077 2+1.4
2.0010898+1.4
2.000 422 4+1.4
2.001 7237+1.8
yo04 6'140+2.3

/z.ooztt+gxt.t
'2.00t6009+1.1

2.0007808+2.4
2.000 130 5+3.3
0.001 854 0+0.8
2.002 950 0+2.4
2.001 975 5+1.6
2.001 253 6+1.5
2.001 068 4+2.1
0.001 337 9+3.8
2.O02467 !4
2.O02453 l+2.6
4.004906s+1.9

2.002 452 8+2.5
4.002817 3+2.4

0.001 911 l+1.1

0.0036165+1.0

2.003 995 8+2.2
4.007 7682+1.9

2.003772 l+1.8

4.006 801 3+2.0

2.003 029 4+2.1

2.002 358 +3

2.002 185+26
4.003 824!44
2.001 639+35
2.001 666+ 15
2.001 81015
2.001 594+27
2.001 326!29
2.001 361 f 5

2.00r 442+20
2.001 4M+20
2.OOt 430+54
2.002 658 + 16
2.002 630+28
2 .002 313 + 5
2.002 329 + 5
2.0027s9!s
2.002 183+ 13
4.004 942+ 14
2.003 l'17 +'75
2.002076+25
2.001 o20!4'7
2.000 547+86
2 .001 62s + 100
4.004 s62!136
2.002397 t8
2.001 601 +9
2.000753+32
2.000 519 + 182
0.001 913+27
2.002937 +8
2 .002 003 + 5

2.00t 246+8
2.001 135+19
0.001 353+18
2.002 526+6
2.002 48016
4.004965+6.5
4.004 930+50
2.002 485 + 5
4.002 802+2r
4.002 940+72
0.001 950+2.9
0.001 890+80
0.003 639+5.2
0.003 590+90
2.004 045 + 5
4.007 829+7
4.007 740+38
4.007 76t!4
4.00't 76t!9
2.003 783+4
2.003 870+21
2 .003 773 + 5
2.003 773!3
4.006 830+6
4.006 9s0+21
4.006 799 +4
4.006 793 +7
2.001 047 +4
2.003 080+22
2.003 016+2
2.003 020+5
2.003 026t3
2.002 376+ 5

a
a

a
a
a
4
a
a
a
b
a
b
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
4
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
4
a
a
a
a
4
b
a
a
b
a
b
a
b
a
4
b
c
d
a
b
d
e
a
b
c
d
a
b

d
e
a

AQ

*Note: løl 1964 Mass Table lMattauch et al. 19651: (b) Demirkhanov et al. (1968\; (c) Sum o[ two doublets
(Benson aìá Johnson 1966); (à).nésult ofleast-squârès âdjustment (Benson and Johnson 1966); (e) Actual
doublet measured (Benson and Johnson 196ó).
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Ftc. 4. Comparison of adopted values with other data
(Mattauch el ø/. 1965; Demirkhanov et al. 1968; Benson and
Johnson 1966). As indicated, the vertical scale for the last
comparison is expanded by a factor of 5.

Z.The value in Fig. 4, which is only partly indi-
cated, is -389 + 180 pu. The new value for this
mass difference was obtained using a natural
sample of dysprosium in which the relative
abundances of the 1s8Dy and rs6Dy are0.090l
and 0.052 f respectively.

Values obtained by Demirkhanov et al. (1968)
since the publication of the 1964 Mass Table
are also given in Table 4 and plotted in a similar
fashion in Fig. 4. In this rather limited com-
parison there is agreement in 4 of 9 cases.

A third comparison (Table 4, Fig. a) of the new
data may be made with values for the mass
differences in neodymium as determined by
Benson and Johnson (1966). Since these data
carry the highest precision of the three com-
parison groups noted here, we give in Table 3

both the experimentally determined values and
the results of a least-squares adjustment of the

data. The differences plotted are those between
the "adopted values" of Table I and the least-
squares adjusted values given by Benson and
Johnson. Although this comparison is very
limited, the precision associated with the dif-
ferences is high and the agreement is seen to be
satisfactory.

It should be noted that an appreciable number
of precise nuclear reaction and decay Q values
also exist in the mass region 50 < Z ( 69. These
may be combined with the adopted mass spectro-
scopic values given above by means of a least-
squares adjustment of all of the mass differences
for the entire region. Such a calculation has been
carried out, the details and results of which are
deferred to a subsequent paper (by Meredith,
J. O. and Barber, R. C.)in which comments will
also be made relating to neutron and proton
separation and pairing energies.
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